“As you leave these hallowed halls, remember that as Mavericks we strive for what others may consider impossible. Spread your wings and reach for the stars. Never be scared of stretching beyond your bounds—your abilities are constrained only by the limits you set for yourself.”

—UTA President Vistasp M. Karbhari
Prelude  UTA Jazz Orchestra
Conducted by Tim Ishii, Director of Jazz Studies
The Academic Procession  Degree Candidates, Faculty, and Platform Party
University Marshal  Lisa Nagy
Vice President for Student Affairs, UTA
Entrance of the National Colors  UTA Army ROTC Color Guard
Call to Order  Dr. Teik C. Lim
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, UTA
National Anthem  UTA Jazz Orchestra
Welcome and Introductions  Dr. Scott D. Ryan
Dean, School of Social Work
Commencement Address  Dr. Adrian Parr
Dean, College of Architecture, Planning and Public Affairs
Presentation and Recognition of Candidates  Dr. Ryan
Dr. Parr
Dr. Pranesh B. Aswath
Vice Provost for Academic Planning and Policy, UTA
Hooding of Doctoral Degree Candidates  Dr. Ard Anjomani
Dr. Shima Hamidi
Dr. Rod Hissong
Dr. Jianling Li
Dr. Zhen Cong
Dr. Eusebius Small
Master's Degree Candidates  Dr. Diane Jones Allen
Mr. Bradley Bell
Dr. David Coursey
Dr. Guoqiang Shen
Dr. Diane Mitschke
Baccalaureate Degree Candidates  Mr. Bell
Dr. Regina Praetorius
Dr. Aswath
Ms. Rebecca Boles
Announcers  Dr. Philip Baiden
Ms. Boles
Alma Mater  UTA Jazz Orchestra
Conferral of Degrees  Dr. Vistasp M. Karbhari
President, UTA
Closing Remarks  Dr. Ryan
The Academic Recession  Platform Party, Faculty, and Graduates
Music by UTA Jazz Orchestra

The audience will please remain seated for the procession and recession.
The University of Texas at Arlington

EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
Vistasp M. Karbhari, Ph.D., President
Teik C. Lim, Ph.D., Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Salma Adem, M.P.A., Vice President ad interim for University Advancement
Kelly O. Davis, B.B.A., Chief Financial Officer and Vice President
James P. Grover, Ph.D., Vice President ad interim for Research
John D. Hall, B.B.A., Vice President for Administration and Campus Operations
Jean M. Hood, B.S., Vice President for Human Resources
Troy M. Johnson, Ph.D., Vice President for Enrollment Management
Teresa S. Madden, M.S., Vice President for Global Education, Outreach, and Extended Studies
Lisa L. Nagy, M.Ed, Vice President for Student Affairs

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS OF ACADEMIC UNITS
Adrian Parr, Ph.D., Dean, College of Architecture, Planning, and Public Affairs
Harry Dombroski, B.B.A., Dean, College of Business
Teresa Taber Doughty, Ph.D., Dean, College of Education
Peter Crouch, Ph.D., Dean, College of Engineering
Timothy L. Henry, D.D.S., Assistant Dean, Honors College
James P. Grover, Ph.D., Dean, Graduate School
Elisabeth Cawthon, Ph.D., Dean, College of Liberal Arts
Elizabeth I. Merwin, Ph.D., Dean, College of Nursing and Health Innovation
Morteza G. Khaledi, Ph.D., Dean, College of Science
Scott D. Ryan, Ph.D., Dean, School of Social Work
Rebecca M. Bichel, M.L.I.S., Dean, Libraries

The University of Texas System

BOARD OF REGENTS

OFFICERS
Kevin P. Eltife, Chairman
Janiece M. Longoria, Vice Chairman
James C. “Rad” Weaver, Vice Chairman
Francie A. Frederick, General Counsel to the Board of Regents

MEMBERS
David J. Beck
Christina Melton Crain
R. Steven Hicks
Jodie Lee Jiles
Nolan E. Perez
Kelcy L. Warren
Daniel R. Dominguez (Student Regent)

EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
James B. Milliken, J.D., Chancellor
John M. Zerwas, M.D., Executive Vice Chancellor for Health Affairs
Scott C. Kelley, Ed.D., Executive Vice Chancellor for Business Affairs
Steven Leslie, Ph.D., Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
Candidates for Graduation

College of Architecture, Planning, and Public Affairs

Doctoral Degrees

Department of Public Affairs and Planning

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN URBAN PLANNING AND PUBLIC POLICY

Farokh Bagheri
M.R.P., University at Albany, 2015
B.A., Allameh Tabatabaie University, 2010
Dissertation Title: Investigating the Actual Mode Choice and the Mode Preference of Transit-Dependent Populations Between App-Based, On-Demand Ride Services and Fixed-Route Transit Services
Supervising Professor: Shima Hamidi

Anthony Keith Chandler
M.S., UT Arlington, 2013
M.P.A., Augusta University, 2004
B.A., Augusta University, 1999
Dissertation Title: Comparing and Contrasting the Dynamics Influencing Spatial Economic Land-Use Development Surrounding Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport and Dallas Love Field Airport
Supervising Professor: Ardeshir Anjomani

Golnaz Keshavarzihaghighi
M.S., Politecnico di Milano, 2013
B.S., Islamic Azad University, 2007
Dissertation Title: Are Smarter Neighborhoods More Walkable?
Supervising Professor: Ardeshir Anjomani

Eihua Corinne Olivia Shaw
M.C.R.P., UT Arlington, 2010
B.A., California State University–Northridge, 2007
Dissertation Title: Lost in Translation: Assessing the Intercultural Sensitivity Levels of Planners in the Dallas–Fort Worth Area
Supervising Professor: Jianling Li

Yalcin Yildirim
M.L.A., Mississippi State University, 2014
B.L.A., Kwame Nkrumah University, 2005
Dissertation Title: Assessing the Impacts of Road Improvement on Project Communities: A Case Study of the National Highway 1 (N-1 Highway) Accra, Ghana
Supervising Professor: Enid Arvidson

Salvador Portillo
Supervising Professor: Alejandro Rodriguez

Martha Wilson-Musgrove
M.P.A., UT Arlington, 1993
B.S., Texas Wesleyan University, 1988
Dissertation Title: Mass Incarceration and Voter Turnout Among African Americans in the United States (Is There a Correlation Between the Two?)
Supervising Professor: Rod Hissong

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN URBAN PLANNING AND PUBLIC POLICY

Degree conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Frank Adarkwa
M.A., Minnesota State University Mankato, 2010
B.S., Kwame Nkrumah University, 2005
Dissertation Title: Lost in Translation: Assessing the Intercultural Sensitivity Levels of Planners in the Dallas-Fort Worth Area
Supervising Professor: Jianling Li

Master’s Degrees

MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Gregory Alan Craig
Juan Antonio Fuentes
Jamie Chism Leonie
Paul Spirile

Candidates’ official statuses will be determined by final semester grades.

Department of Public Affairs and Planning

MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Sara Adibi
Jeffrey Scott Hathcock
Kaitlin A. McBride
Kelsey Poole
David A. Tidwell

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Xavier Alexander Adams
Omoikhefe M. Adeyi
Patricia Alphin
Stuart Daniel Arias
Luis Blanco
Lindsay Bramley Koskiniemi
Hayden Daniel Brodowsky
Mayra Alejandra Cantu
Ji Chavez
Julianne Jean Cook
Lance Desmond Deleon
Alyssa Anne Dequeant
Megan Alyssa Hull Edge
Parker Edson
Jennifer R. Fox
Ismael Guevara
Barry Malik Harris
Michael Chad Hendricks
Jeffery Cole Hollingsworth
Phyllis Michele Howard
Matt Barker Johns
Khalilah M. Johnson
Andrew Philip Karrer
Katherine Leon
Kevin Timothy Livingston
Karina Eileen Maldonado
Rebecca Elizabeth Martin
Jesus Martinez
Natalie Ann Martinez
Kimberly Ann McAuliffe
Sergio Mora
Alyssa Gayle Morales
Corey Wayne Nesbit
Brian Matthew Norton
Olga Danielle Nowlan
Jessica Orey
Lorrinda Ann Osborne
Ryan Patterson
Lourdes Patricia Plata
Lance Powers
Alyssa Christine Puckett
Gonzalo Reyes
Gloria Nohemi Rodriguez
Kathleen Rojas
Alycia Sauceda
Samuel David Smith
Rosie Tays
Cecilia Ventura
Jason Burton Weeks

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Santino K. Anguey
Natalie Moffitt Beasley
Stephen Fullilove
Elizabeth Roselle Garrett
Terrence Ra’Mond Harbin
Sarah Elizabeth Hultquist
Sean Elgin Johnson
Sarah Kristine Kappel
Vy Thi Thao Nguyen
Alison Nico Novak
Sarai Sophia Ortega
Melissa Bernice Reynolds
Michelle Lanette Varley
Eulises Fray Vega
Yvonne Elyse Williams

School of Architecture

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
David Andrew Aue
Cosette Georgine Eggleston
Tajiri B. Fernandez
Gerardo Santiago Govea
Jose Roberto Oviedo
Sadia Rattani
Doel G. Rodriguez
Rubi Sanchez Romo
Dylan Thomas Scott
Mary Margaret Walker
Jocelyn Valles

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Justin Lee Ashby
Uriel Carrillo
Jesus Cortés Ramirez
Michael Haitu
Mario Inquierdo
Freddy Jove
Clarissa Beignet Steiter
Ilia Yazdanpanah

Baccalaureate Degrees

School of Architecture

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURE
Allogho Allogho Mezui Me Ntolo
Roberto Medina

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Ali Golnabi (C)
Brady L. Porter
David Alejandro Zelaya (C)

College of Business

Doctoral Degrees

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Jian-Ren Hou
M.S., National University of Kaohsiung, 2013
B.S., National University of Kaohsiung, 2011
Dissertation Title: Essays of the Visual Effects on Online Human Decision-Making and Data Science Applications
Supervising Professor: Jennifer Jie Zhang

Jason Morrison
M.S., UT Arlington, 2015
Dissertation Title: Three Essays on Mutual Funds: Dividend Juicing, Governance, and Asset Allocation
Supervising Professor: John C. Adams

Myungjin Chung
M.S., UT Arlington, 2015
B.B.A., Korea University, 2013
Dissertation Title: Color Lightness and Inter-Item Hierarchy
Supervising Professor: Ritesh Saini

George Kurian
B.T., Mahatma Gandhi University, 2010
Dissertation Title: Three Essays on Text Analytics and Behavioral Operations Management
Supervising Professor: Kay Yut Chen

Somaye Ramezanpournegesi
M.B.A., Amirkabir University, 2011
B.E., University of Tehran, 2007
Dissertation Title: Behavioral Bases in Procurement Decisions
Supervising Professor: Kay Yut Chen

Nitin Kumar Singh
M.B.A., Nagpur University, 2000
B.Com., Nagpur University, 1998
Dissertation Title: “You Can Sell Your Firm and Still Own It”: A Study of Antecedents of Dual-Class Structure Adoption by Entrepreneurial Firms and its Impact on IPO Performance
Supervising Professors: Abdul A. Rasheed, Susanna Khavul

Sina Zare
M.S., Royal Institute of Technology, 2014
B.S., Islamic Azad University, 2007
Dissertation Title: Three Essays in Behavioral Operations Management andGamification
Supervising Professor: Kay Yut Chen

Master’s Degrees

EXECUTIVE MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Liyan Cao
Guang Chen
Jiawei Cheng
Jinxia Cheng
Rui Cheng
Christopher James Copeland
Jonathan Cortez
Jahui Cui
Kun Cui
Fran M. Dillard
Xiang Dou
Li Du
Di Fang
Yi Fei
You Fu
Yuempeng Guan
Zongchen Guo
Juan Han
Rui Han
Xinyue Hao
Yan Hou
Ying Hu
Yan Huang
Dongjun Huo
Minglun Ji
Ying Jia
Tianqi Jiang
Ying Jiang
Hao Jin
Pengchao Jing
Wei Kang
Fei Kong
Xianghe Kong
Dawei Li
Deng Li
Jiahu Li
Li Li
Xiaolong Li
Xuan Li
Yajiaoting Li
Yarong Li
Yi Li
Yuan Li
Yubing Li
Zhe Li
Liliang Liao
Chuanlun Liu
Dongdong Liu
Jing Liu
Jingtao Liu
Lang Liu
Shuai Liu
Liangcheng Mei
Pei Miao
Huiying Nie
Jianli Qu
Wuchang Quan
Ashok Ramaraj
Rose Michelle Riley
Malcolm Rogers
Adewale James Salami
Dulei Song  
Jianqing Song  
Anthony Ray Stephenson  
Bin Sun  
Hongli Sun  
Jianjun Sun  
Shiqi Sun  
Xiaoyong Sun  
Xin Sun  
Sui Tan  
Fei Wang  
Jiangao Wang  
Lin Wang  
Penglei Wang  
Xiaolan Wang  
Xu Wang  
Xujun Wang  
Yunlong Wang  
James Harvey Watson  
Daqing Wei  
Ximin Weng  
John Charles Wheeler  
Nolan K. Wright  
Guang Wu  
Guojian Wu  
Jing Xu  
Libo Xu  
Lu Yan  
Yongjun Yan  
Bo Yang  
Qingsong Yang  
Taocheng Yang  
Xinglin Yang  
Jun Ye  
Jie Yin  
Dapeng Yu  
Kangxin Yu  
Lei Yuan  
Chaoping Zhang  
Chenyang Zhang  
Donghai Zhang  
Hongzhao Zhang  
Hu Zhang  
Jian Zhang  
Lili Zhang  
Peng Zhang  
Qin Zhang  
Weiming Zhang  
Yi Zhang  
Yongjun Zhang  
Zhu Zhang  
Guangqin Zhao  
Lu Zhao  
Pu Zhao  
Guizhen Zheng  
Hongbin Zheng  
Xiaoqiong Zheng  
Li Zhong  
Xinchun Zhong  
Weiguo Zhou  
Guoiging Zhu  
Juxian Zhu  

**Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ying Cai</td>
<td>Wei Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chulun Cao</td>
<td>Yeqing Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudy Chandra</td>
<td>Ruili Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shu-Cheng Chen</td>
<td>Haijun Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shye Chen</td>
<td>Hairui Luo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanwen Chen</td>
<td>Hongwei Luo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei Yi Chen</td>
<td>Shiding Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuhao Cui</td>
<td>Peng Shen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hufan Ding</td>
<td>Fang Sheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na Ding</td>
<td>Zhenlei Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hua Dong</td>
<td>Ronghui Tan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aixiog Ge</td>
<td>Shao Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yunlong Guo</td>
<td>Xiang’an Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chun Ji</td>
<td>Weiqi Jiang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiyu Jiang</td>
<td>Ying-Ying Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaoxiao Li</td>
<td>Shidong Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu Tao Li</td>
<td>Peng Shen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chun-Yang Liu</td>
<td>Fang Sheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fangtao Liu</td>
<td>Zhenlei Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lu-Ta Liu</td>
<td>Ronghui Tan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shifeng Liu</td>
<td>Shao Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wen Liu</td>
<td>Xiang’an Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuqian Liu</td>
<td>Wei Wei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hairui Luo</td>
<td>Jinhuu Wu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hongwei Luo</td>
<td>Huanzhi Xiao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiding Ma</td>
<td>Ling Xiao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peng Shen</td>
<td>Jun Xie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fang Sheng</td>
<td>Youlong Xiong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhenlei Sun</td>
<td>Tianping Xu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronghui Tan</td>
<td>Fan Yang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shao Wang</td>
<td>Yongfu Yang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiang’an Wang</td>
<td>Quanchang Yao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei Wei</td>
<td>Zuhe Yao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinhuu Wu</td>
<td>Xueleng Yuan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huanzhi Xiao</td>
<td>Qinyu Zhao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ling Xiao</td>
<td>Shenghai Zhong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun Xie</td>
<td>Zhongwei Zhu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hadeel A. Aqel</td>
<td>Travis James Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Edward Benson</td>
<td>Kathryn J. Camilllas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Mark Anthony Berwise</td>
<td>Maria Raquel Cantu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Tyrone Bollin</td>
<td>Mei Chuan Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britanny Elizabeth Brinegar</td>
<td>Yi Chun Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yifan Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yiwei Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yu Hua Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lance Du Dang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angeles De Los Rios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manoj Devkota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Steven Dion Dickerson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thuong Anh Do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Runze Du</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yuanzhen Feng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joshua John Gamaitan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yanlei Ge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel Gonzales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Armella H. Gottschalk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Qanyan Gu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shixuan Gu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Honglei Hao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Christian Hibbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dennis Gia Hoang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hannah L. Holt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liwen Hu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enqi Huang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Haiyuan Huang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mo Huang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cynthia Huynih</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caleb A. Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Victoria Le’Yvette Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michaela Elizabeth Kee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Koudio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andrea M. Lara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quynh Thi Mai Le</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miaojia Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yueqi Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yajia Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shiyong Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chenyang Lyu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yuexuan Lyu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jie Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jarred Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jeeten Arul Masters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xiangrui Meng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gouri Mohey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Woodrow Rey Morgan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jasclyn Same Mozley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subechiya Neupane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph Chinedu Nnadi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William Stewart Olson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sarah Nicole Orand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feifan Peng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xurui Peng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reid Austin Petry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mai Xuan Pham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew Phillips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kavita Pore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wenhao Qiu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(C) Cum Laude
Joshua Grant Russell
Rosendo Salazar
Jennifer R. Sawari
Yueying Shang
Leili Shen
Katehin Taylor Smith
Jonathan G. Sollner
Kuo Song
Elaine Katherine Stricklin
Jinhui Su
Ruizhi Su
Linhu Sun
Sabhi F. Taha
Wenyuan Tan
Mingjun Tang
Peter Thrasher
Kha Hong Tran
Alexander Charles Tyler
Yuting Wan
Longyu Wang
Pewen Wang
Xiaolan Wang
Huaqian Wu
Pe Yi Wu
Xiaofan Wang
Huajian Wu
Jun Zhao
Yinan Zhu
Binxu Zhu
Juncheng Zhu
Zheyuan Zhu

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Mohammed Gamal Hassan Abdelaziz
Tanner Anthony
Jamye Gray Ashley
Lu Bai
Jack Christopher Blair
Tracey Lee Chattersen
David Marshall Clime
Cameron G. Cowlin
Ashley Holliday Collins
Navpreet Kaur Dhillon
George Robert Fegan
Warren Everett Goff
Tanya Elaine Gorin
Kathryn Brock Hankinson
Brian Jameson Hoyt
Varun P. Joseph
Ziyun Liao
John Chresten Martin
Jala Morrow
Yoganand Murthusamy
Apjesh Madhusoodanan Nair
Sheri Elizabeth Ova
Naga Venkata Swarnaathitha Peri
Shawonna Lynn Person
Mehdi Rashidifarokhi
Jennifer Emily Rodarte
Carolina Sanz Allano
Velly Novita Sari

Timothy Gordon Schacherer
Chanhom Sengmanichane
Zachary Sevar
Roberto Luis Stephenson
Nicholas Mark Stuart
Bryan Kent Taylor
Baiye Tian
Devin Brady Upchurch
Xicheng Wang
Jamal Morant Williams

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION
Jose Enrique Angulo
Kirsti Taylor Bennett
Charanda Alana Benoit
Kevin Mark Anthony Berwise
Mitul Kishorbhui Bhakta
Nathan Tyrone Bollin
Tymaria Rayelle Campbell
Komal Patel Dholu
Tyler F. Fouf
Dominique J'Narrius Haskett
Sadia Rafig Hozri
Maria Alejandra Lovera
Victoria Adriana Martinez
Deborah Lynn Mitchell-Clary
Chineme Grace Obikudu
Christy Shalewa Onakoya
Amanjot Kaur Randhawa
Om Prakash Ray
Latasha Marie Richard
Georgia Raphael Saidi
Raaba Yousal Salam
Stephanie Kumari Sam
Adria L. Snorton
Kishore Adiyakapa Srinivasan
Bawab Subedi
Janann Renee Tarrant
Par Chin Tsai
Himaja Kirtilhith Trivedi
Madan Kumar Venkataswamyreddy
Amber Sharee Walker

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Kristina Bajracharya
Shelby Jo Bounds
Claudia Carranza
Michelle Cordova
Isreal Osayande Edosomwan
Selenia Garcia
Sarah Elizabeth Hopps
Nana Kusi Kufoor
Srinivas Polineni
Harjot Kaur Singh
Sarpreet Kaur Singh
Josalyn Siobhan Smith
Haiden Brianne Tenpenny
Kynet Debrion Watkins

William Edmond Feeney
Royal Nathaniel Gamber
Omar Salomon Garza Cantu
Joshua John Garmatian
Seong-Fung Lee
Kathryn Anne Lowe
Timothy Aaron Stallard

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING
Claudia D. Cavazos
Jacqueline J. Kim
Kanytha L. Kiv
Elia Mutambikwa
Manuel Prado
Domonique Gabrielle Reid
Vilma Velazquez

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TAXATION
Benigno Aguilar
Michael David Buchanan
Joseph Michael Devito
Tuan Phan Dinh Nguyen
Phuong Hoang Do
Hernan Horacio Garces
Ryan A. Person
Jordan Wayne Runnels
Nhan John T Tran
Miranda Shay Watkins

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Taylor Lynn Barksdale
Amy Adams Teager

Department of Economics
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMIC DATA ANALYTICS
Ammar Abdul Motaleb
Hariprasath Chandrasekar
Stephen Codara
Ana Gjini
Dana Elizabeth Leeper
Lucas Densil Lima
Wesley Blake Martin
Berea Danielle Orange
John Volney Richardson
Sameeksha Sharma
Troy Taylor

Department of Finance and Real Estate
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN QUANTITATIVE FINANCE
Sarthak Narendrakumar Patel
Aayush Sehgal
Hiral Ajaykumar Suryavanshi

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN REAL ESTATE
Dario A. Banda

Degree conferred Aug. 17, 2019
James Steven Stratton
Department of Information Systems and Operations Management

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ANALYTICS
John Reagan Abernethy
Pranalee Sohag Acharya
Tuan Phan Dinh Nguyen
Robert Chadwick Flautt
Abhinash Jain
Anitha Shanmugam
Wenju Weng

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Benjamin Robert Brown
Venkat Kumara Teja Garapati
Shivani Haleswamy-Murt-Ramesh
Evelyn Xuan-Truc Nguyen

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Dipendra Adhikari
Imitaj Hasan Chowdhury
Beenta G. Harris
Gregory Austin Hutchins
Carlos Jaime
Ishita Jain
Yamini Mahendran
Aakanksha Monga
Pooria Mostapaloop
Tanmayee Sathe
Srghivi Anirudh Vanukuru

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Qaisar A. Butt
Jordan Todd Dale
Jen-Chie Huang
Abhinash Kale
Jie Zhang

Department of Management

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Angeles De Los Rios
Gabriella Marie Gamez
Brice Collin Mallett
Nichole Larae Sheridan
Michelle Tang
Susan Joy Uhl

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Maricela Avila
Leeann Joseph Ellankil

Department of Accounting

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MARKETING RESEARCH
Pranalee Sohag Acharya
Marisa C. Frar
Christopher Sterling Michael Marguette
Corinne Renee Martinez
Jaslynn Same Mozley
Anupama Prakash

Baccalaureate Degrees

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (CHINESE)
Phuong Thi Le (M)

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (FRENCH)
Yahaira Arneros (M)*
Henri Jensen Diawaku

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (GERMAN)
Krisriyan Tonev Chakalov
Anna Katharina Wichert

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (RUSSIAN)
Alina Pinchuk

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (SPANISH)
Stacy Odaly Aguilera
Kevin Isaac Avelar
Deanna L. Brown
Jose L. Cervantes
Sergio Alberto Contreras
Rubli Litiana Garcia (M)
Jose Manuel Godinez
Daisy Gonzalez
Yissel A. Gonzalez
William Hererra (C)
Fabola Huerta
Andres Ibarra
Andres Felipe Lesmes Patino
David Lopez
Anakaren Monroy (M)
Tyler Williams Ogden
Mariana Perdomo Villegas
Nicolas Rico
Brandon Ogoamaka Udechukwu
Andrea Varela 
Anna Karina Velazquez

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Jorge Miguel Perez
Jeanpaul Romanelli

Department of Accounting

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN ACCOUNTING
Victoria Renee Addison (C)
Pingala Adhikari (C)
(Second major in Finance)
Jannet Aguyao
(Second major in Finance)

Destiny L. Allman
Goldie Marques Andrews
(Second major in Finance)
Myah Renee Barrett
Khaled Boumandil (C)
Danielle Alexis Broom
(Second major in Finance)
Tricia Renee Burns (C)
Eleazar Caballero
(Second major in Finance)
Vivanti Coronado
(Second major in Finance)
Chelsea Lynne Coulter
(Second major in Finance)
Kurt Michael Doerries
Natalie R. Finch
Alexis Gamez (C)
(Second major in Finance)
Andres Garcia
Jizelle Celeste Garcia (M)
(Second major in Finance)
Pooja Gautham
Colton Joe Gore
Deanna Gray
(Second major in Finance)
Ngoc Tram Anh Ha (M)
Alfredo Herrera Moreno (S)
(Second major in Finance)
Brittani Dawn Hevalow
Mallory L. Hommel (M)
Huda Iqbal Hozri (M)
(Second major in Finance)
Cesar Guadalupe Huerta (M)
Erika Roxana Jimenez
(Second major in Finance)
Keyla Suzet Jimenez
Allac Annette Jones
(Second major in Finance)
Ameed Mohammed Kanji
Srijana Khatri (S)
(Second major in Finance)
Tarek M. Khodari (C)
(Second major in Finance)
Kevin N. Le
Phuong Anh N. Le
Kaisee L. Littlejohn
Shaban Malik (C)
(Second major in Finance)
Danny Maosibounheuang
Austen Blake Mawby
Ransom Mccoy (S)
Michael Kenneth McMakin (S)
Cara J. Miller (S)
Kevin Demond Adekiya Moore (C)†
Stephen Samuel Moore
Dacy D. Moss
(Second major in Finance)
Christopher T. Nakagawa (M)
(Second major in Finance)
Gary S. Newcombe

(S) Summa Cum Laude
*Magna Cum Laude
†Honors College
(C) Cum Laude
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Annalisa D. Nguyen
Anthony L. Nguyen (S)
Calvin Tuan-Khanh Nguyen
Vy Nguyen
Joel Nieto
(Second major in Finance)
Honoka Nitta (C)
Pedro G. Nuez Delgado (M)
(Second major in Finance)
Jacklin Obeng
Onosyni Rachel Odunuyi (M)
Eric Alexander Ortiz
Daniel Clay Overall (S)
Charly Perez (C)
(Second major in Finance)
Daniella Perez
Deizy Perez
(Second major in Finance)
Caleb Garrett Quast
Bryan Evan Ramert
Candace Ashley-Rose Robinson
Eddie Rodriguez
Quintin Michael Rohrbaugh
(Second major in Finance)
Omar Rojas Frias
Daniel Rubio
(Second major in Information Systems)
Eric Ruiz
Grizelda Salas (C)
(Second major in Finance)
Jesus Santibanez
Evelinia L. Santos
Gianni J. Silva
Landon Lamar Spray (C)
(Second major in Finance)
Joshua Kane Stanford
James Warren Stith (M)
(Second major in Finance)
Kristy Nicole Todd
Hung H. Tran (M)
Tung Thanh Tran
James Denson Vandiver
Hana Thu Vu
(Second major in Finance)
Korah L. Whitley (C)
Jeffery Paul Winget
Wendy Mai Blongkao Yang
Meagan Rose Zelaska
(Second major in Finance)
Shuling Zhang
Yu Zheng
Popaul Manenga Zhikondo
Michael Julio Zimmerman-Diaz
Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Sergio Alvarado
Angelica A. Alvear
Cierra June Ciszecky
Angelina Mercede Cruz
Chase Joseph Edgar
Brianna Nicole Elliott
Tamera RaeniQue Fobbs
(Second major in Finance)
Alzora Marie Lee
Kyle Laurence Lightner
Qianwei Lu
Ruja Maka
Laura Ann Nash
Stacie Lam Nguyen
Jaynesh Rajnikant Patel
(Second major in Finance)
Daniel Patrick Finn
Teresa N. Pham
Jared Alan Sowards (S)
Alyssa Taladhar (C)
(Second major in Finance)
Maxine Scarlett Webb
Dan Zhang
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING
Tremayne Joseph Dianzunulu
Ryan Dugger (M)
Mimi Hoang (C)
Amber Renee Jackson (M)
Ellie Anh Nguyen

Department of Economics
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN ECONOMICS
Uzara Akram
(Second major in Finance)
Dylan K. Beck
(Second major in Finance)
Xiaoqian Chen
(Second major in Finance)
Zachary Andrew Cook
(Second major in Finance)
Shalviya Giri (S)
(Second major in Finance)
Corey Mallon (C)
(Second major in Finance)
Corey Stephen McClintic
(Second major in Finance)
Sandrine Carmen Motooum Wankam (M)
(Second major in Finance)
Alec Cong Nguyen
Robert Nguyen (C)
(Second major in Finance)
Mark Rakonovic
(Second major in Finance)
Tanya Smyth-Hogan
(Second major in Finance)
Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Jason Robert Gordon
Tristan Torano Montelleano (M)
(Second major in Finance)
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS
Cody Allen Allsman
Reid Christopher Boller (M)
Danny T. Pham
Ramos Alejandro Bustos
Jeremy M. Collins (S)
Enrique Vicente Corona

Jeanette Gonzalez
Ismael Guzman-Diaz (M)*
Austin Michael Hailey
Madeline Elizabeth Ham-Ost (C)
Theodore Errol Jackson
Kyle Paul Kohlmeier
Christopher Dillon Lawson
Brian A. Littlejohn
Benie Santa Mirimo
Pariphan Nilprapha
Zachary Rakael Ramos
Evelin Rosales
Robert Charles Stack
Alexis Neoc Stanford (M)
Cynthia Abigail Suarez
Shane Thomas
Curtis Dell Workman
Luke Wright
Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Julia Hope Black
Fabian Giron
Luis Enrique Luna
Cuong Vu (M)
Kori Williams
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN FINANCE
Riyad Fares Abdelkarim
Destiny L. Allman
Manaf Alrahis
Luis G. Alvarez
Marta Suleyma Amaya
Erika Andrade
Marc Franck Emmanuel Avenie
Travis Varian Barkhurst
Isabel Amalia Berumen
Chance D. Billingsley
Juan C. Bocanegra
Paule Biang Botouli
Clifford C. Breeding
Kenzie Raeann Cochran
Jamodric Cal Cooper
Matthew Dao
Brenda Diaz
Uyen M. Dong (C)
Morgan Teal Evans Palmer
Ana Isabel Fajardo
Robert Liam Fennelly
Jessica Flores
Melissa Alejandra Flores
Andrew Chandler Forbes
Shawn C. George
Colton Joe Gore
Ngoc Tram Anh Ha (M)
Amber Leigh Hamel
Farida Hamza
TV Arus Rashad Hardy
Nathaniel Starr Harper (S)
Kevin L. Hegwood
Shawn N. Hinckley
Ashlee Thao Ho (M)
Rahim Mustafa Hussain
Bryant Van Huyynh
Sarah Hala Jamal
Keyla Suzet Jimenez
Justin Joseph
Nalay Imran Kaiser
Noah Kerr
Jaspreet Kaur
Dexter N. Keuss
Andrew Knight (C)
(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude

Henal Vinodkumar Lad
Tony Lam
Karla Leal
Viviana Aleman Luna
(Second major in Economics)
Christian John Manalang
Bradley Dean McCarty (C)
Michael Kenneth McMakin (S)
Timothy Alexander Minter
Naheed Moomand
Shahmir A. Natha
Stephen A. Nava
Aakash Nepal
Kathleen Tran Ngo (M)
(Second major in Accounting)
Phuc Thien Ngo
Sang Thanh Nguyen
VY Nguyen
Ulises Ochoa
(Second major in Economics)
Omoreyori Rachel Odunaya (M)
Daniel Ugochukwu Oloha
Rustin Patrick Pascarella
Diana Payan Pineda
Dewe Devon Pettus
Fidel Raimundo
Paloma Ramirez
Derrick Dwight Reed II
Hugo Reynaga (M)
Omar Rojas Frias
Sergio E. Salinas
Nikita Lonye Sandouka
Taahir Shaikh
John Andrew Shepherd
Dilovan Hassan Sindly
Aaron Skinner
Eljah Tatum
Edwin Tavira
Michael Paul Templo
Jordan Thomas
Jennifer Chau Tran
Johnny H. Tran
Dalton Daniel Trimmer
Vincent Truong
Daniel Elliot Tucker
Emily Elena Vega
(Second major in Economics)
Marcos Viramontes
Shiyao Wang
Gabrielle Taylor Williams
Clayton Edwin Woodruff (C)
Melessha Woods

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Sunny Rani Birla (C)
Supreet Singh Brar
Kaner R. Carasco
Matthew Joseph Charles
Jorge Luis Chavez
(Second major in Economics)
Eric Stephen Deleon
Ali Hussein El Madhoun
Jason Robert Gordon
Kendall Marie Inman
Justin James Leon Joe
Kiran Khan
Chase David Kraft
Zahdullah M. Nangrahary
Lien Thi Thuy Nguyen
Jenifer Olguin
Shivam Rajendra Patel
Pedro Jacob Peredo
Julieta Perez Fuentes
Jasmine Nechelle Rachel Rhodes
Kaylien Ivan Salinas
Caitlin Tyson
John Allen Wright
(Second major in Accounting)
Gabriel Wyland
Adam Ronnie Wynne

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN REAL ESTATE
Amir Ali Charaniya
Sarah Hawkins
Jennifer Z. Sanchez

Department of Information Systems and Operations Management

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Mohamed Fahad Aboosally (S)
Nathan Aguirre
Tony Anorton
Oluwafolasimi Sikirat Ayanwale
Jonathan Chase Berry
Lee Carlos Collins
Kyle Nolan Darton
Kevin Duy Do
Shirly Crystal Elias
Gabriel Gonzalez
Shukri A. Hassan
Courtland Devon Johnson
Michael Allen Jordan
Anusha Kilaru
Subham Majumder
Phuong Ngoc Nguyen
Bryan Ruhui Orieno
Christopher Marquell Williams

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Jacob Faturoti (C)
Kevin Dewayne Graham
Quoc Bao Nguyen
Farhan Saqib Rahman
Andrew Schutz
Adam Gregory Tonn

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT CONCENTRATION)
Matthew John Cook
Scott D. Falkner
Amelia Michelle Fitch
Benjamin D. Girmay
Jonas M. Grissel
Jordan Hobbs
Muhammad Jawad
Shreya R. Lahiry
Patrick Mullin
Kenny Dang Khoa Nguyen
Raul Quintero
Brandon Paul Raines
Layton M. Sanders
Sawyer R. Stuart
Toan Minh Tran

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Hounso Fatou Gwladys Dansou
Cyprien Mamboma Kabangu
Samuel Mukalayi Kalunga (M)
Christopher Alexander Leuty

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Ahmed Mohamed Abdi
Subash Acharya (C)
Javed Ahmad (C)
Hussain Aljabali
Efren Aaron Almasquer Aguayo
Eyan Aravy Alvarez
Chase Arden Bailey
Rolando Abraham Barboza
Bikash Barret (M)
Falguni Batajoo (M)
Vishal Harshad Bhai Patel
Ramesh Bishwakarma
Pabitra Bista
Jesse Cadena
Raanak Chettriyanuzhijiyl Shaji
Kritee Chhetri
Luke Cox
Billy J. Dowell III
Lindsay Marie Duke
Precious Dunaniy
Shirley Vy Duong
Ashwarya Ejanithkar
Abdelali Eliaouhari
Erik Escobar Santillan
Matthew Richard Fontaine
Jonathan Christopher Gearinger

(S) Summa Cum Laude *Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude *Gooolshy Scholar
(C) Cum Laude
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Andrew J. Gonzalez
Rachel E. Goode
Kiran Gopali
Jonathan D. Gross
Mark Gutierrez
Valerie Guzman
Kimberly Ann Ha
Evelyn Hernandez
Zehra Jafri
Sanjaya Karki
Prakash KC (S)
Samuel David Kemp (M)
Kashal Khawar (M)
Khizar Khawar
Marcel Bhekanty William Koffi
Charlene Djokam Kountchou
Mark Allan Lacy
Vannessa Lam
Sonam Lama
Christian Phí Le
Zulayr Madinawala (S)
Bijayata Maharjan (M)
Sara Maharjan
Sudeep Mainali (C)
Mahima Nailesh Majethia
John Garrett Marshall (M)
Gabriella Martinez
William Khalid Mashih
Matthew Mark Mortensen (S)
Thandava Kri Mikkamala
Max Nanthavongsa
Vishan Neupane
Christopher Logan Nguyen (C)
Dan Nguyen
Dustin T. Nguyen
Jimmy Phuoc Nguyen
Thinh Duc Nguyen (C)
Francisco J. Olmos
Ekam Patel
Mar J. Patel
Shavam Hemant Patel
Prajwal Pathak
Dominos Nhongo Peizo
Brandon Le Pham
Salwaan M. Rahman
Roshan Ranebhat (M)
Isis Diana Reyes
Emnett Riddle
Avash Rimal (M)
Thomas Sanger
Seyed Wajih Seyed Mashook
Barakat Ahmed Shah
Bishal Sharma
Birendra Shrestha (C)
Taylor Speedy Lee Simpson
Jeffrey James St. John
Jewel Varughese Stephen
Marcus Ryan Sullins
Reena Thapa (C)
Sara Thapa
Srijana Timalinsa (S)
 Matthew Cao Tran
Sean Quoc Tran
Jestin Simon Varghese (C)
Jose Jonathan Vasquez
Helen Nadiesca Vindel Martinez
Duc Vo
Anthony Vongsavanh
Sona Yadav Giri

Degree conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Taher Shabbir Bharmal
Ruben Cerda
Elizabeth Chaides Rojas
Kevin Vu Dao
Prabir Dhital
Firas Mazen El-Aravneh
Sara Elizabeth Escobar
Saud Fuad
Abhash Ghimire
Qasim Arshad Javed
Shubham Keshri
Cole Ryan Klashinsky
Aaron Michael Kurth
Akshay Dattatray Mate
Christopher Michael Williams
Gary Mok
Cesar Monzon
Robert Morrison
Quoc-Anh Vincent Nguyen
Tai Nguyen
Sabindra Rai
Kyle Ramon Sutton
Jose L. Rosas
Maya Sherpa
Shubham Shiwakoti
David Benjamin Shorley
Osvaldo Tirado
Son Phuoc That Ton

Department of Management

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN MANAGEMENT

David Antonio Abad
Michelle Aguierre
(Honors in Business Administration)
Husam Modar Al Omari
Sultan Hussam Al Salahi
Caitlin Quinn Allen
(Second major in Marketing)
Jennifer Marie Alvarez
Jose Martin Alvarez (M)
Brenda Guadalupe Anderson
Sandra Monica Arevalo (C)
(Second major in Marketing)
Shann N. Ashbrook
Patricia Akua Avedu
(Second major in Marketing)
Justin Shane Barker
Lissette Barraza
Spencer Daniel Basham
(Second major in Marketing)
Victor Reynaldo Benavides
(Second major in Marketing)
Sidney Cole Bourwell
Natalie Calderon (C)
(Second major in Marketing)
Karla Camacho Velazquez
(Second major in Marketing)
Gilberto Camargo
Estevan Campos
(Second major in Marketing)
Stephanie Cardona (C)
(Second major in Marketing)
Jonathan Cardoza
Deborah Jose Carias
(Second major in Marketing)
Nicholas Scott Carper
(Second major in Marketing)
Frank Cullen Cass
Noemi Chacon
(Second major in Marketing)
Teresa Gisselle Chan
(Second major in Marketing)
Komborerai Chekenyere
Dina Chikarka (C)
(Second major in Marketing)
Soraya Cineur
Jonathan M. Cook
(Second major in Marketing)
Jonathan Correa
Ashston Brock Cullers
(Second major in Marketing)
Man G. Dai
(Second major in Marketing)
Aruna David
Ashley N. Davis (C)
(Second major in Marketing)
Briana Nicole Debose
Jasmine Amiracle Deckard
(Second major in Marketing)
Artora Ladell Eliasie Dixon
(Second major in Marketing)
Eshokhem John Egbagbe
Julissa Aurora Galvan
(Second major in Marketing)
Shawn Geraldon
Jocelyn Celeste Gonzalez
(Second major in Marketing)
Bryan Martin Gonzalez
(Second major in Marketing)
Amber Marie Greenwood
Leah P. Gulley
Ahmad Ali Hajmahmoud
(Second major in Marketing)
Bryan Alejandro Hernandez
(Second major in Marketing)
Yesenia Hernandez
Samuel Giffin Hiester
(Second major in Marketing)
Mai P. Ho (S)
(Second major in Marketing)
Jamie Lee Anne Hornberger
Raymond Hurtado
Edgar Iraheta-Argueta
Sydney Christine Jackson
(Second major in Marketing)
Matthew Aaron Jauregui
Yuva N. Kharel
Cory Khooshgam
Aeiden Negash Kibreal
Calea Dane Knox
Roselyn Renee Leach
Lingguan Li
Anthony L. Marquardt
Kristi Renee Martin (S)
Mario Martinez
Michelle Elizabeth Martinez
Brianna McClure (second major in Marketing)
Clark Stuart McConathy
Karlin B. McCool
Mitch Blake McLeod
Marcela Medina (second major in Marketing)
Virginia Mesa
Carson J. Moore (second major in Marketing)
Tori Natasha Moore
Derran Y. Morales (M)
Jonathan Morales
Daurnae Shantellie Moss
Abid Ali Naqvi (second major in Marketing)
Olivia L. Nellickunnel
Kathy Tran Ngo (C)
Alex Nguyen (S)
Amanda Nguyen
Isabelle Nguen Yen Nguyen (second major in Marketing)
Tom Ngo Nguyen (second major in Marketing)
Javier Deleon Ojeda (second major in Marketing)
Ikechukwu Patrick Okafor (second major in Marketing)
Dilan Pravin Patel (second major in Marketing)
Janesa J. Patel (second major in Marketing)
Alex Lilianna Patlan (second major in Marketing)
Luis Brandon Perez
Tim Trung Phan (second major in Marketing)
Jasmine N. Phinazee
Jessica Blair Portolano
Brenda Puente
David Ray Quisenberry
Paula Rafael
Darwin H. Ramsey
Caleb Ray (second major in Marketing)
Anthony Burnett Reed
Mark Adam Resnick (second major in Marketing)
Austin Ray Rines
Benito Rios III (second major in Marketing)
Michael Cary Ritchey
Gabriel Terrell Roberson
Chloe Rogers-Campbell  †
Patrick Roth
Jacqueline Ruiz (second major in Marketing)
Saadia Osman Satriy
Clint Lee Seelees (second major in Marketing)
Camran Shafiq
Luke Shantonn
Wesley Kion Smith (second major in Marketing)
Mariah E. Springer (second major in Marketing)
Jacob Ryan Starr (second major in Marketing)
Chase Stover
Michael Tang
Collin Aaron Tarrant (second major in Marketing)
Peder Christian Thompson (second major in Marketing)
Cassandra Kay Thornton (second major in Marketing)
Phuong Anh Ngoc Tieu
Susan Kay Tisano
Robert Carl Totten
Ashley Tran (second major in Marketing)
Christopher Minh Tran (second major in Marketing)
Michaela C. Udume
Dominique Melanie Urrequela
Sophie Isabelle Vagle (second major in Marketing)
Leonel A. Vasquez (second major in Marketing)
Brisa Velazquez
Rebecca Paige Wabbersen
Natalie Ann West
Chantaye Jenea White
Elwyn C. Williams (S)
Maurice Lovelle Williams (second major in Marketing)
Britney N. Yates (second major in Marketing)
Kimberly Yee (second major in Marketing)
Ivonne Berenice Zarate (second major in Marketing)

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Omar Hussein Al Atrash (second major in Management)
Gage Allen Bard
Travis Mcalister Ball (second major in Marketing)
Jillian A. Bassetto (second major in Marketing)
Amani N. Benn (second major in Marketing)
Demarco J. Bryant (second major in Marketing)
Cesar Vazquez Galzada
Keyana Compton
Prajwel Dhungana (second major in Marketing)
Carolline Schwalm Dias
Emma Rosa Diaz Rangel
Jessica Dugan
Ali Hussein El Madhoun
Pamela Hadassah Elshaddai
Anthony Garcia
Nicholas Aaron Gilliland (C)
Artemio Gonzalez
Marcus Paul Jones
Payton Ross Key (C)
Nida Wafeed Lahej
Taylor R. Livingston (second major in Marketing)
Sandra Lovik
Narayan Magar
Rutaba Malik (C)
(Second major in Marketing)
Aloandra Mendez
Idris Nyamweya Momanyi
Lashene Tityana Morris (second major in Marketing)
Mariregunta Ivaliee Muhammad
Hemal Y. Patel
Jose Armando Ramirez (second major in Marketing)
Pedro Ramirez (second major in Marketing)
Gerald Nayer Reynolds
Naomi Loretta Richardson
Maria Elena Ruedas (second major in Marketing)
Miriam Saldana (second major in Marketing)
Argelio Sanchez
Scott Winslow Sorensen (second major in Marketing)
Derek Steven Twist
Skye Lynn Vasquez
Matthew Braxton Warren
Joshua Mikel Wood (second major in Marketing)

Department of Marketing

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN MARKETING

Yselle Alvarezenga
(Second major in Management)
Jennifer Marie Alvarez
Lauren Champion
Megan A. Clawson
(Second major in Management)
Jherel Jackson Clay

(Second major in Marketing)
(Second major in Marketing)
(Second major in Management)
(Second major in Marketing)
(Second major in Marketing)
(Second major in Marketing)
(Second major in Marketing)
(Second major in Marketing)
(Second major in Marketing)
(Second major in Marketing)
(Second major in Marketing)
(Second major in Marketing)
(Second major in Marketing)
(Second major in Marketing)
(Second major in Marketing)
(Second major in Marketing)
(Second major in Marketing)
(Second major in Marketing)
(Second major in Marketing)
(Second major in Marketing)

(S) Summa Cum Laude  †Goolsby Scholar
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
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Christopher Howard Clouthier
Noemi Contreras (Second major in Management)
Briana Nicole Debose
Lauren Nicole Eckert (Second major in Management)
Vanessa Enriquez (C)
Luz Crystal Espanza
Karena Flores (Second major in Management)
Abbigail Richelle Fox
Aaron Parker Funk (Second major in Management)
Victor Antonio Garcia (Second major in Management)
Seth Carl Gilbert
Diana E. Juarez (Second major in Management)
Ilitsa Mihailova Karakasheva
Dai Anh Le
Khanh Le (Second major in Management)
Nicholas Anthony Lozano (Second major in Finance)
Michelle Luong (Second major in Management)
Virginia Mesa
D'Undre Mitchell (Second major in Management)
Derrin Y. Morales (M)
Christy T. Nguyen
Sergio A. Noguchi (Second major in Management)
Michael Douglas Phillips
Jasmine N. Phinazee
Amanda Ramirez
Elizabeth Ramirez
Gabriel Terrell Roberson
Mary-Katherine Robinette (Second major in Management)
Kathryn Elise Sanders
Michael Tang
David Grant Tate (Second major in Management)
Ashley Julina Thongrivong
Phuong Anh Ngoc Tieu
Joshua Nathan Torres
Dominique Melanie Urrejola
Brisa Velazquez
Daniel Villanueva
Garrett N. Wallace (Second major in Management)

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Bianca Cherrise Bargas
Thomas Z. Bejarano
Judith Neh Benjamin
Katherine Haydee Calderon
Ciera V. Collins
Jessica Dugan
Whitney I. Fields (Second major in Management)
Austin L. Gardner (Second major in Management)

Division of Student Success
Baccalaureate Degrees
Bachelor of Science in University Studies
Alex Agunnaga
Doreen Aidoo
Katee Sinead Albin
Evelyn Alvarez
Bria Ariel Anderson
Cristian Josue Argueta
Kyra Ates
Austin Ian Bailey
Sade Rochelle Barnes
Elaine Rose Barnett
Viviana Fernanda Beckemeyer (C)
Urusa Roxana Bonilla
Kariel Danielle Bryant
Mark S. Bukovich
Aidan Stuart Cairns
Bevanna Cardona
Kristen Lee Castaldo
Alyssa Ariana Castro
Vriadley Cerna
Kendall Joanne Chaney
David Patrick Clemens
Souphapone Annie Cox
Richard William Criswell
Colton Edward Crookham
Elizabethe Mac Curley-Stewart
Amanda R. Dalen
Arturo De La Parra
Joshua Eric Del Rio
Rebecca Deleon
Kaelin Michelle Domingueaux
Jonathan Michael Dotson
Christopher Wade Dunn
Loi Duong
Christa Leigh Dyke (S)
Deon K. Eikner
Peter Michael Evans
Kimberly L. Foggle
Jamey Patricia Foster
Jamara Chicole Fraizer
Elizabeth Gallardo
Brandon Alexander Gebo
Andrew Colby Geyer
Gustavo Alberto Gil
Tayla Chanelle Green
Michael James Harris
Austin M. Hatzenbuehler
Devyn Noell Hayes
Lucas Helm
Justin Hernandez
Monica Herrera
Paige Marissa Hervey
Brandon Ramon Hunter
Carolyn Lynette Jackson
Nariman Daniel Jafari
Yesenia Jaimes
Shuting Jung
Gregory Ryan Johnson
Nickolas Jones
Ashley Nichole Keller
Matthew Holt Kellogg
Naara King
Amanuel Korga
Christopher M. Kyle
Makenzie Langley Rook
Robin Lindsey
Jennifer Nicole Lofton
Sebastian Magana
Jael Charlotte Ng Makanzu
Shawn Michael Marks
Sabrina Samantha Mason
Jonathan Masu
Keaton Taylor McCarrhy
De'Marca McLemore
Alexis Melendez
Veronica Michelle Mendez
Blessing Kelechi Mereguni
Kiley Ann Mier
Margaret Dianne Mobley
Arynn Blake Montoya
Ashitjeanette Morris
Emily Kate Morris
Karina Andrea Mosqueda
Fanny Jazz Ndouagni
Akia Nate Nelson
Casey Marie Nicholls
Chuma Nsofor
Johann Xavier Ortiz
Odera Kingsley Osakwe
Jameson Pierce Outlaw
Adam Dwanye Page
Audrey Pang
Kimberly Jo Park
Jana Patrick
Danielle Kathleen Paulson
Angela Marie Perdue
Ariel Alexis Perez-cuero
Tynnika Lacole Pippins
Emely Pupil
Rosana Alessandra Ramirez
Orlando Rios
Valerie Rios
Kayla Cheyanne Ritter
Jennifer Mariko Rodgers
Benjamin Rodriguez
Bibiana Rodriguez
Yajaira Consuelo Rodriguez
Negyn Sayadi
Shakira Serrano
Chelsea Lynne Shepard
Carl Andrew Sherrill
Hwansook Shin
Rosalva Elena Silva
Kalie Smuddy
Nadine Sohl
Morgan Brooke Springfeld
Theresa Ann Steele

Jennifer Elaine Stinson
Michael Anthony Strich
Gloria Michelle Stokes
Kathleen R. Tempeny
Alexis Deeshae Thomas
Jacob P. Tilley
Safak Tulga
Daiza Turner
Fiestre Patrice Vallian
Trixie Lynn Van Winkle
Brenden Michael Wallace
Laura Fernanda Walters
Asia Williams
James Chandler Wood
Ashlee Michelle Yanez
Jing Yin
Deanna Sue Zelaya

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Daniel Elijah Acosta
Jose Rafael Alvarado
Ramona Davina Alvarado
Solomon Jeffet Anees
Elise Ann Bannon
Justin Ryan Bell
Emery Beits
Tamrin Nichole Brooks
Melissa Nicole Brown
Ross Patrick Brown
Gerardo Calderon
Tyler John Cheves
Eric James Cooper
Ricardo Cortez
Megan Whitney Davis
Erin Rachelle Patrice Dawson
Amanda Kathleen Demore
Adrienne Bernadette Duncan
Carmen Flores
Daisy Guzman
Heather Marie Harbin
Chrissa Marie Hartle
Ashlynn Nicole Hataway
Justice Darriel Henry
Stephanie Jean Hernandez
Casey Alan Hodges
Antonio De Jesus Iruegas Vazquez
Toril Lanell Joseph
Jamile Kaaki (M)
Tiara Paige Kelley
Justin Dean Kirby
Jennifer Edith Lara Alvarado
Mayreth Isamar Leos
Catherine S. Mccolly
Keona Shantrupa McCowin
Saleen Sohail Merchant
Logan Trac Milavec
Sarmad M. Mirza
Shaun Jamal Mohamed
Carey Dunne Neal
Mirage Nepal
Moudleen Onyiriouh Nkwocha

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude

Commencement Ceremony '15
HONORS COLLEGE

Baccalaureate Degrees

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Everett M. Carew
Brianna Nicole Chalita
Randall McMinn
Paulina Andrea Pineda

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Emily Drew Carlson
Daniela Marez
Joshua Isaiah Minjarez

College of Education

Doctoral Degrees

Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP AND POLICY STUDIES
Rebekah Joanna Chojnacki
B.A., UT Arlington, 2011
Dissertation Title: Sense of Belonging and Lived Experiences of Students of Color in a Racially Diverse Honors Program
Supervising Professor: Jeanne Gerlach

Justin T. Dellinger
M.A., UT Arlington, 2010
B.A., UT Austin, 2004
Dissertation Title: Pathway to Adopting Learning Analytics: Reconceptualizing the Decision-Making Process of K-12 Leaders in North Texas
Supervising Professor: Yi Zhang

Staci Danielle Sellers
M.Ed., UT Arlington, 2014
B.S., Texas State University, 2010
Dissertation Title: Teacher Perceptions of Looping in Relation to Their Professional Growth and Development
Supervising Professor: Catherine Elisabeth Robert

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Ashley Marie Fuentes Carter
B.S., UT Austin, 2007
Dissertation Title: Key to Success? Relationship Between Texas Success Initiative Assessments and Course Performance in First-Year, Credit-Bearing English and Math Classes
Supervising Professor: Bradley W. Davis

Veronica Daryl Davis
M.Div., Southern Methodist University, 2015
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University, 2010
B.A., Southern Methodist University, 2010
Dissertation Title: Ethical Decision-Makers: How Student Affairs Staff Make Moral Choices in the Face of Sexual Assault Cases
Supervising Professor: Barbara F. Tobolowsky

Chris Hawthorn Finister
B.S., Xavier University of Louisiana, 2004
Dissertation Title: The Impact of Endrew F. v. Douglas County and Judicial Ideology on Individuals with Disabilities Education Act FAPE Determinations in United States District Courts
Supervising Professor: Lewis M. Wasserman

Craig Marroquin
M.S., University of North Texas, 2014
M.Ed., Texas Christian University, 2010
B.B.A., University of Oklahoma, 2007
Dissertation Title: Measuring Cultural Integrity Through the Lens of Transculturalization: An Examination of Cultural Support for Native American College Students
Supervising Professor: Maria Trachke

Master's Degrees

Department of Curriculum and Instruction

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
Angelica Maria Aguirre-Aguilar
Catherine J. Altalto
Angelica Maria Angulo
Syrenna Marie Archer
Celeste Phillips Arredondo
Bobbie Jean Barnett
Amanda Beauregard
Anne Belzaire
Sarah Inez Bell
Samantha Rush Bender
Catherine Lee Bennett
Julie Anne Beveridge
Victoria Blandino
Anne Marie Colt Bowling
Rebekah Bradford
Nancy Kellum Brown
Haley Bruce
Kendra Lee Byrd
Amy Elizabeth Cassidy
Jennifer L. Chamizo
Minerva Cipriani
Sheryl Lynn Clinne
Chelsea Marie Conkle
Kristy Annette Cornelison
Sarah Elizabeth Cox
Emily Ann Craig
Jennifer Joy Cresswell
Rosalba Gonzalez Cruz
Amanda Jeanne Curtis
Andre’ Lavon Daily
Courtney Michele Dambra
Calli Erin Davis
Madison Lee Davis
Michael Joseph Depauw
Juleen Alyse Derton
Dania Michelle Dominguez
Aimee Donecker
Tamara C. Dunn
Aron Dean Early
Berenice Elias
Brittany Beth Elsasser
Alma Cristina Estrada
Sean Matthew Finan
Angelia Fink
Shannon Leigh Flores
Valerie Flores
Kayce Len Fowler
Master of Education in Teaching

Megan Varie Amlong  
Hillary Anonyei  
Charity LaToya Buckley  
Julie Burkus  
Mark Paul Flueck  
Laura Dawn Galloway  
Raphael Hernandez  
Laura Marie High  
Ruby Rubalcaba  
Ana Karen Serrato Rodriguez  
Katherine E. Sivinski  
Kevin Lorenzo Songco  

 Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Jeanmarie Ford Bryant  
Krissten Taylor Cade  
Scotty Elizabeth Dodson

Master of Education in Educational Leadership and Policy Studies

Megan Varie Amlong  
Hillary Anonyei  
Charity LaToya Buckley  
Julie Burkus  
Mark Paul Flueck  
Laura Dawn Galloway  
Raphael Hernandez  
Laura Marie High  
Ruby Rubalcaba  
Ana Karen Serrato Rodriguez  
Katherine E. Sivinski  
Kevin Lorenzo Songco  

 Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Jeanmarie Ford Bryant  
Krissten Taylor Cade  
Scotty Elizabeth Dodson

Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies

Megan Varie Amlong  
Hillary Anonyei  
Charity LaToya Buckley  
Julie Burkus  
Mark Paul Flueck  
Laura Dawn Galloway  
Raphael Hernandez  
Laura Marie High  
Ruby Rubalcaba  
Ana Karen Serrato Rodriguez  
Katherine E. Sivinski  
Kevin Lorenzo Songco  

 Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Jeanmarie Ford Bryant  
Krissten Taylor Cade  
Scotty Elizabeth Dodson

Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies

Megan Varie Amlong  
Hillary Anonyei  
Charity LaToya Buckley  
Julie Burkus  
Mark Paul Flueck  
Laura Dawn Galloway  
Raphael Hernandez  
Laura Marie High  
Ruby Rubalcaba  
Ana Karen Serrato Rodriguez  
Katherine E. Sivinski  
Kevin Lorenzo Songco  

 Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Jeanmarie Ford Bryant  
Krissten Taylor Cade  
Scotty Elizabeth Dodson
Kara D. Noah
Stephanie Lynn Nuckols
Sandi Lynn Parsons
Sarah Ponce
Raquel Rodriguez
Emilie Ann Rohde
Mallory Ann Rohlfing
Rebecca Rosenfield
Antoli Sanchez
Douglas Flynn Schneider
Meghan Elizabeth Smith
Shelmon Devonte Smith
Catherine Soto
Kali Renae Strange
Michael David Strange
Alex P. Talkowski
Karla Solis Van Horn
Monica Lynn Verner
Matthew Charles Ybarra
Kayla Gem Zitzmann

Baccalaureate Degrees
Department of Curriculum and Instruction
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Diana I. Cerrillo
Joann Yeu-En Yen

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Rose Marie Hollermann (M)

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Doctoral Degrees
Department of Bioengineering
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Shuxin Li
B.E., Peking University, 2015 Dissertation Title: Axial/rotational Tissue Tear Regeneration Using Autologous Progenitor Cells Supervising Professor: Liping Tang

Andrew Redmond McColloch

Shuai Yu
M.S., University of Notre Dame, 2014 B.S., Zhejiang University of Science, 2012 Dissertation Title: Ultrasound Switchable Fluorescence Imaging Based on a Time Gated ICCD Camera Supervising Professor: Baohong Yuan

Department of Civil Engineering
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Bahram Abediniangerabi
M.S., Iran University of Science and Technology, 2011 B.S., University of Urmia, 2009 Dissertation Title: Assembly-Scale and Whole-Building Energy Performance Analysis of Ultra-High-Performance Fiber-Reinforced Concrete Façade Systems Supervising Professor: Seyed Mohsen Shahandashti

Ammar Hassan Alalkim Alzaabi
M.S., Coventry University, 2011 B.S., Coventry University, 2010 Dissertation Title: Development of a Flexible Pavement Design Protocol for the U.A.E. Based on the Mechanistic-empirical Pavement Design Guide Supervising Professor: Stefan Romanoschi

Aminollah Ghorbapourbabakandi

Yazeed Suleiman Jweihan
M.S., UT Arlington, 2017 B.E., Mutah University, 2011 Dissertation Title: Enhancement of Shear Tests on Asphalt Concrete Supervising Professor: Stefan Romanoschi

(M) Magna Cum Laude
Zaid Shaheer Mohammad Momani  
M.S., University of Jordan, 2016  
B.S., University of Jordan, 2015  
Dissertation Title: Evaluation of the Structural Performance of Bridge Aisle Walls  
Supervising Professor: Nur Yazdani

Leila Mosadegh  
M.S., University of Tehran, 2014  
B.S., Damghan University, 2010  
Dissertation Title: A Comprehensive Framework to Select a Suitable Method for Analyzing the Response of Earth Dam during Seismic Events  
Supervising Professor: Anand J. Puppala

Rinu Ann Samuel  
M.E., University of Nevada–Las Vegas, 2015  
B.S., University of Alaska–Fairbanks, 2010  
Dissertation Title: Synthesis of Metakaolin-Based Geopolymer and its Performance as the Sole Stabilizer in Expansive Soils  
Supervising Professor: Anand J. Puppala

Ramtin Serajianehrani  
M.S., Iran University of Science and Technology, 2014  
B.S., Islamic Azad University, 2011  
Dissertation Title: Development of a Life-Cycle Cost Prediction Model for Trenchless Spray-Applied Concrete Structures by Non-Destructive Testing Methods in Large Diameter Culverts  
Supervising Professor: Mohammad Najafi

Upal Mohammad Towfiqul Quadir  
M.S., University of New South Wales, 2013  
B.S., Military Institute of Science and Technology, 2012  
Dissertation Title: Evaluation of Fire Effect on Concrete Structures by Non-Destructive Testing Methods  
Supervising Professor: Nur Yazdani

Dissertations conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Rakib Ahmed  
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, 2011  
Dissertation Title: Evaluation and Prediction of Energy Potential of Landfill Mined Solid Waste  
Supervising Professor: Sahadat Hossain

Babak Alizadeh  
M.E., UT Arlington, 2019  
B.S., Ferdowsi University, 2015  
Supervising Professor: Dong-Jun Seo
Department of Computer Science and Engineering

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Maher Mutah Taher Abujelala
B.S., Washington State University, 2014
Dissertation Title: A Multimodal Data Fusion Approach to Monitor and Assess Cognitive and Physical Performance
Supervising Professor: Filia Makedon

Sheheryar Ali Arshad
M.S., University of Engineering and Technology, 2013
B.S., University of Engineering and Technology, 2007
Dissertation Title: Feature Extraction in Noise-Diverse Environments for Human Activities Recognition Using WiFi
Supervising Professor: Yonghe Liu

Chunhai Feng
M.S., Soochow University, 2015
B.E., Soochow University, 2012
Dissertation Title: Toward Location Free Movement Recognition with Channel State Information
Supervising Professor: Yonghe Liu

Michail Theofanidis
M.S., University of Bristol, 2014
B.S., University of Piraeus, 2013
Dissertation Title: Learning Robot Manipulation Tasks via Observation
Supervising Professor: Filia Makedon

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Mousa Aaiedh Almotairi
M.B.A., King Saud University, 2013
M.S., King Saud University, 2007
B.S., King Saud University, 2003
Dissertation Title: Spatial Similarity Measures with Applications to Map Integration and Improving Accuracy of Map Data Sets
Supervising Professor: Ramez A. Elmasri

Shafiuul Azam Chowdhury
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, 2013
Dissertation Title: Automated Testing of a Commercial Cyber-Physical System Development Tool Chain
Supervising Professor: Christoph Csallner

Feng Duan
B.S., Fu Dan University, 2005
Dissertation Title: Advanced Algorithms for Combinatorial and Sequential Test Generation With Constraints
Supervising Professor: Yu Lei

Mehsen Kheirandishfard
M.S., Shiraz University, 2013
B.S., Shiraz University, 2010
Dissertation Title: Deep Representation Learning for Clustering and Domain Adaptation
Supervising Professor: Farhad A. Kamangar

Zhongwei Li
M.S., Southern University and A&M College, 2012
B.S., Dalian University of Science and Technology, 2010
Supervising Professor: Hao Che

Joel David Martin
B.S., Taylor University, 2000
Dissertation Title: Using Property-Based Testing, Weighted Grammar-Based Generators and a Consensus Oracle to Test Browser Rendering Engines and to Reproduce Minimized Versions of Existing Test Cases
Supervising Professors: Farhad A. Kamangar, David Levine

Dissertation Title: Aug 17, 2019

Negin Fraidouni
M.S., Tarbiat Moallem University, 2012
B.S., Tabriz University, 2008
Dissertation Title: Computational Approaches for Finding Disease Related Genes and RNAs
Supervising Professor: Gergely Zaruba

Kun Suo
B.E., Nanjing University, 2012
Dissertation Title: Characterizing and Optimizing Virtualized Network Performance in the Cloud
Supervising Professor: Jia Rao

Jiawen Yao
M.E., Xian Jiaotong University, 2014
B.E., Xian Jiaotong University, 2011
Dissertation Title: Learning for Clinical Outcome Prediction from Big Medical Data
Supervising Professor: Junzhou Huang

Yong Zhao
M.E., Chinese Academy of Sciences, 2013
B.E., East China Jiaotong University, 2009
Dissertation Title: Understanding and Optimizing the Parallel Performance in Multi-Tenant Clouds
Supervising Professor: Jia Rao

Fariba Zohrizadeh
M.S., Shiraz University, 2014
B.S., Shiraz University, 2012
Dissertation Title: Convex and Non-Convex Optimization Methods for Machine Learning
Supervising Professor: Farhad A. Kamangar

Department of Electrical Engineering

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Igor Brandao Machado Matsuo
M.S., University of Sao Paulo, 2015
B.S., University of Sao Paulo, 2013
Dissertation Title: Sub-Synchronous Resonance: Risk Assessment and Application
Supervising Professor: Wei-Jen Lee

Subrata Das
M.S., Ghent University, 2010
M.S., University of Dhaka, 2005
B.S., University of Dhaka, 2004
Dissertation Title: Nonlinear Optics and Bio-Sensing with Silicon Nitride Waveguides
Supervising Professor: Michael Vasilyev

Akshay Malhotra
M.S., UT Arlington, 2015
M.S., Visveswararaha Technological University, 2013
B.E., Visveswararaha Technological University, 2011
Dissertation Title: Correlation Based Unsupervised Data Analysis
Supervising Professor: Ioannis D. Schizas

A. S. M. Shamsur Rouf
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, 2013
Dissertation Title: Measurements and Analysis of Gate Oxide Defects Responsible for Low-Frequency Noise in MOSFET
Supervising Professor: Zeynep Celik-Butler

Han Zhang
B.E., Huazhong University of Science and Technology, 2014
Dissertation Title: Optofluidic Droplet Lasers and their Applications
Supervising Professor: Yuze Alice Sun

Songwei Li
M.S., University of North Texas, 2016
B.S., NanChang HangKong University, 2010
Dissertation Title: Long-Distance and Broad-Band Aerial Communication Using Directional Antennas: Theory, Implementation, and Applications
Supervising Professor: Yan Wan

Commencement Ceremony ’21
Alireza Fallahi  
M.S., University of Birjand, 2008  
B.S., University of Birjand, 2005  
Dissertation Title: A Multi-Agent Demand Response Planning and Operational Optimization Framework  
Supervising Professors: Victoria Chen, Jay Rosenberger

Ashkan Aliabadi Farahani  
M.S., UT Arlington, 2019  
B.S., Yazd University, 2010  
Dissertation Title: Uncovering Underlying Features for State Transition Modeling  
Supervising Professor: Victoria Chen

Xinglong Ju  
M.S., UT Arlington, 2017  
M.E., China University of Petroleum, 2013  
B.E., China University of Petroleum, 2010  
Dissertation Title: MAR3 Knot Positioning and Global Optimization  
Supervising Professors: Victoria Chen, Jay Rosenberger

Joyita Mostafa  
B.S., Khulna University of Engineering and Technology, 2011  
Dissertation Title: Analyzing Collaboration in Food Assistance Networks Using Agent-Based Modeling  
Supervising Professors: Jamie Rogers, Caroline Krejci

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering  
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING  
Umang Umeshkumar Dighe  
M.E., UT Arlington, 2011  
B.E., Veer Narmad Sough Gujarat University, 2009  
Dissertation Title: Dynamics of a Pulse Detonation Engine Driven Linear Power Generator  
Supervising Professor: Frank K. Lu

James Gardner Haley  
B.S., UT Arlington, 2014  
Dissertation Title: Strategic Forecasting and Planning of a Hypersonic Demonstration: Application of a Generic Forecasting Process  
Supervising Professor: Bernd Chudoba

Rahul Kumar  
M.S., UT Arlington, 2012  
B.E., Visvesvaraiyah Technological University, 2009  
Dissertation Title: Pulsed Detonation Engine, Nozzle Design, and Performance Analysis  
Supervising Professor: Donald R. Wilson

Thomas Peter McCall  
B.S., UT Arlington, 2011  
Dissertation Title: Development of a Model-Centric Decision Support System as a Foundation for an Artificial Intelligence Research Assistant for Aerospace Design Synthesis  
Supervising Professor: Bernd Chudoba

Budhyant Venepalli  
B.T., Jawaharlal Nehru Technical, 2014  
Dissertation Title: A Scaling Investigation of Feasibility and Hover Endurance for Electric Quadrotor Configurations  
Supervising Professor: Dragos S. Dancila

Sushma Yalavarthi  
B.E., Aeronautical Society of India, 2012  
Dissertation Title: Numerical Study of High-Frequency Fluidic Valve Injector for Detonation Engine Applications  
Supervising Professor: Frank K. Lu

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING  
Hoden Ali Farah  
M.S., UT Arlington, 1991  
B.S., Addis Ababa University, 1984  
Dissertation Title: Numerical Simulation of Detonation Propagation in Inline Flame Arrestors Applications  
Supervising Professor: Frank K. Lu

Rajesh Kasukurthy  
M.S., UT Arlington, 2016  
B.T., Jawaharlal Nehru Technical, 2014  
Dissertation Title: Design and Optimization of Energy Conserving Solutions in Data Center Application  
Supervising Professor: Dereje Agonafer

Yu-Jui Liang  
M.S., National Cheng Kung University, 2012  
B.E., National Taiwan Normal University, 2010  
Dissertation Title: An Implementation of the Regularized Extended Finite Element Method in ABAQUS  
Supervising Professor: Endel Larve

Terdsak Neadkatrako  
M.S., Texas A&M University, 2011  
B.E., Kasetsart University, 1998  
Dissertation Title: Numerical Simulation of Bonded Synthesis in a Continuous Flow Microreactor and a Porous Media Reactor  
Supervising Professor: Brian Dennis
Commencement Ceremony • 23

Shubhodeep Paul
B.T., Maulana Abdul Kalam Azad University, 2013
Dissertation Title: Droplet-Based Microextraction of DNA Enabled by Electrowetting on Dielectric Digital Microfluidics
Supervising Professor: Hyejin Moon

Matin Torabinia
B.S., Shahrekord University, 2015
Dissertation Title: Electrowetting-on-Dielectric Digital Microfluidic Device for Organic Chemical Synthesis
Supervising Professor: Hyejin Moon

Vamsee Vadlamudi
M.S., University of South Carolina, 2015
B.E., Osmania University, 2010
Dissertation Title: Prediction of Material State Change in Heterogeneous Material Systems Using Global State Variable
Supervising Professor: Kenneth Reifsnider

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Abhishek Chatterjee
M.S., UT Arlington, 2015
B.S., Midwestern State University, 2013
Dissertation Title: Modeling and Simulation of Contact and Impact Dynamics in Rigid and Flexible Multibody Systems
Supervising Professor: Alan P. Bowling

Dezhi Dai
M.E., Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 2014
B.E., Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 2010
Dissertation Title: A Numerical Study of Cavitating Flows Based on PLIC-VOF Method for Arbitrary Unstructured Meshes
Supervising Professor: Albert Y. Tong

Jalal Fathi Sola
M.S., Khaje Nasir Toosi University of Technology, 2009
B.S., Mazandaran University, 2006
Dissertation Title: Predicting the Crack Initiation and Early Crack Growth Behavior of Pure Nickel Using Surface Topography Analysis
Supervising Professor: Haiyong Huang

Ameya Rajendra Godbole
M.S., UT Arlington, 2015
B.S., University of Mumbai, 2013
Dissertation Title: Nonlinear Control of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles with Cable Suspended Payloads
Supervising Professor: Kamesh Subbarao

Bryan D. Steinhoff
M.S., Michigan Tech University, 2013
B.S., Michigan Tech University, 2009
Dissertation Title: The Effect of Controlled Nanomaterial Deposition on Electrodes Toward Microbial Fuel Cells and Electrolysis Cells
Supervising Professors: Sunand Santhanagopalan, Hyejin Moon

Master’s Degrees
Department of Bioengineering
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Anindita Arpa
Shravya Kashyap Atrravanam
Adam M. Bachel
Jessie C. Fritche
Alex Charles Gordon
Raul Fernandez Saldana
Johnny Houston Trinh
Thuy Thi Dang Truong
Degree conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Arshin Gharibi

Department of Civil Engineering
MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Dakheel Raji Yousef Abawi
Ghassem Mohammed Al Khayyat
Alexandria Jan Chow
Shubham Vilas Dhamne
Celeste Greene
Kshitij K C
Zabih Kocer
Vishnu Vardhan Reddy Machireddy
Bhauvik Tejaskumar Merchant
Andrea Nicole Nitsch
Irem Onur Sefik
Kamran Soltan
Rahul Yadav
Degree conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Varun Srinangaparna Balakrishna
Vivek Vratyam

MASTER OF ENGINEERING IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Salahaldeen Mah’D Battaineh
Hojat Boulaghi
Pablo Colvée Debrot
Remmy Cyriac
Aymen Saif Ensor
Amir Aziz
Ammar Hamad Fetnah
Shiv Aadhar Gupta
Ghida Hatem michael Kidane
Andrew Christian Hedrick
Rishabh Jain
Prakhyat Khandelwal
Lam Ngoc Le
Saifuddin Mishab
Abbas Mohammed
Abel Chiti Mulenga
Oleg Novitchkov
David J. Palacios
Suraj Mani Perabathula
Jacob Robert Prezkuta
Albara M. Qaddoura
Luis Carlos Ramirez
Vishvaantheswar Krishin Raulji
Amanda Taylor Roddy
Omar Sami
Ashwin Prabhu Sreeharthi
Onkar Sanjay Shirke
Chelsea Lynn Tomek
Angie Katherine Uribe
Laxmi Chandana Yandapalli
Degree conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Shantanu Sunil Adsul
Mitchell Robert Anton
Babak Alizadeh
David Walker Fenton
Aditya Kalyanshetti
Vinayak Kaushal
Mohammadreza Malek Mohammad
Vikash Y. Patel
Binaya Pudasaini
Maniruddin Ramaraju
Gabriel Savage
Pankaj Naresh Tanya
Rahul Yadav
Sina Zabihi Simal
Seyed Ehsan Zahedzahedani

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Omar Raad Abdullah
Afroza Ayub
Arif Mohammad Aziz
Md Tahmidul Islam
Vijay Kakara
Nice Kaneza
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Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Hiramani Raj Chimaunia
Mandakini Chowdhury
Pardis Moomaee

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Dhruvin Doshi
Abhinav Dutta
Mohammed Ghous Parvez Mohammed Akmal
Mann Nipesh Pandya
Meet Nipesh Pandya
Shoaan Herman Pinto
Sidharth Raj
Pooja Ravi
Peter James Sassaman
Vijay Vishwas Sule
Deepak Varghese
Qiping Wei

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Muhammad Ali
Sai Krishna Anumandla
Priyank Arora
Sarthak Arora
Shravya Sriswasvi Arram
Dikshita Sai Badiga
Akshay Bahuguna
Minal Bandewar
Uthira Baskaran
Punit Bawal
Prathamesh Dinesh Berde
Sanjana Mrugendra Bhattacharya
Venkata Satya Ravi Kiran Boggavarapu
Jacob Riley Burchard
Nishant Claudia Paryanik
Chiao-Wen Chen
Joshua J. Dasbon
William Lee Darden
Aditya Das
Zhifei Deng
Damanjeet Singh Dhillon
Gareth DSouza
Tyler Ray D'Spain
Amiket Gade
Pradnya S Gaidar
Faezeh Ghaderi
Zeth Refugio Hernandez
Kyra Michelle Holt
Ashwin Rajesh Joshi
Anu Kaggadasapura Nagaraja
Aditya Chandrashekar Karve
Fariba Khosghalbashvash
Aditya Charudatt Kore
Karthik Kumarasubramanian
Haosheng Lin
Sumoet Lubal
Pallabee Mahanta
Samarth Manjunath
Amitesh Mathur
Luis Mendoza
Abhishek Modi
Hemil Modi
Jinesh Jatin Kumaran Modh
Meghna Kishore Mulani
Vaibhav Ashok Murkute
Sonali Umakant Myakalwar
Rohit Santosh Nagvenkar
Asmita Prakash Orpe
James Ortega
Arumuga Oyshi
Shwanshi Pandya
Ambika Prasad Pati
Shagun Paul
Anna Philips
Pavithra Radhakrishnan
Pradhi Shaji Rajendran
Harishree Reddy
Nananin Salhabadi
Sandeep Satone
Sagar Sharma
Shriresh Var Sharma
Gandhali Girisha Shastri
Sudeep Kumar Shetty
Wai To Shi
Tarundeep Singh
Swarthapararam Sompalli
Haritha Soundararaj
Haruna Venkata Sai Sudheer Raja
Anshul Vijay Talati
Sanjay Thapa
Balasubramanian Thinnapan
Deekshith Reddy Varakantam
Lakshmi Vijay
Avinash Ghanshyam Vyas
Siyu Xu
Li Yin
Chao Zhao

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Zaid Al Dhahi
Faisal Alnahhas
Priya Girish Aphale
Ruyue Bian
Tanmay Manohar Borkar
Lei Cheng
Sumedh Vilas Datar
Yanli Dong
Harshita Gandra
Tai Guo
Mengning Han
Lin Huang
Zirong Kang
Nagendra Prasad Kasaghattra Ramachandra
Sreesh Ashwath
Kanthi Sannappa Komar
Samiksha Kulkarni
Lixian Li
Wenmo Li
Xinsheng Li
Yi Li
Qinxuan Liang
Feng Liu
Shaohui Liu
Qiye Lu
Zongyao Lu
Yu Mao
Rohitshankar Vijay Shankar Mishra
Balaji Mohan
Jay Naragia
Kishan Girishbhai Patel
Sunava Pattnayak
Asita Prakash Satpute
Yukti Sharma
Fan Sheng
Ankit Vasudev Shergaonker
Ketaki Sunil Shimre
Xueying Sui
Toshal Rajendra Tambe
Raghul Thirumalakrishnan
Feng Tong
Xiangyang Wang
Yukang Wang
Idris Wishwala
Zheng Yan
Xibo Zhang
Yuanzhao Zhang
Chen Zhong
Jinyuan Zhu
Xiyue Zou

MASTER OF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Krishnan Ayyappan
Radhika Junithipal
Maheswari Vasu

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Patrick Jalwiny Agenonga
Lanhai Ding
Kashif Iqbal
Bowen Li
Daoyan Lin
Pengyun Wang

Department of Electrical Engineering

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Steven Block
Andrew Thomas Bohannon
Khengdaultui Chawang
Raima Dutta
Karun Saikumar Gandhi
Harirahan Gopalkrishnan
Henok T. Kabu
Fahad Syed Karim
Pradeep Kataria
Naveen Bhimappa Kori
Milind Sunil Nerlekar
Opeyemi Michael Olukade
Neelkanth Naginbhai Patel
Anand Surya Ramanathan
Maaz Zahid Rao
Amol Ashok Savli
Blake Cameron Sims
Vaibhav Raj Singh
Shalini Verma
Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Siddaram Gireppa Kanni
Department of Industrial, Manufacturing, and Systems Engineering
MASTER OF ENGINEERING IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Akhil Chintha
Chimbudike Maxwell Ohakim

Degree conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Siddharthan Umacharan
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
Arpit Bagadia
Mohamedozaire Mohammedirfan Hawa
Rahul Iyer
Britt Jain
Mohammed Sair Khan
Rutuja Rajendra Kshirsagar
Caleb Mbougou Koumba
Goutham Munagala

Degree conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Hem Kalpeshbhai Patel
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Jibran Tanveer Ali
Rudresh Anand
Yash Sanjay Bakle
Uday Sai Chakravartula
Satishkumar Muthukumar
Juan Olmedo Rivero
Avin Sanjaybhai Patel
Harsh Jashvantbhai Patel
Xavier Jamal Phillips
Mahesh Rai
Leons Manuel SaJu
Vpul Mahendra Sharma
Ankit Singh
Jayanthinathan Subbaiah
Nirmalkumar Telagalapalli
Rajat Shrikant Veer

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Ashkan Alabadi Farahani
Rashidhfar Teja Kondadi Voruganti
Thomas Christopher Olache
Hemil Bharatkumar Patel
Harikrishna Radadiya
Akul Raval
Siddhartha Sharma
Srnivasan Venkadasamy
David Isaac Villarreal

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Jaime Guillermo Arevalo
Alan David Slater

Degree conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Siddhartha Sharma
Srinivasan Venkadasamy
David Isaac Villarreal

Department of Materials Science and Engineering
MASTER OF ENGINEERING IN MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Wisnu Boonrawd
Jose De Jesus Rodriguez-Figueroa
Shea K. Wirkowski

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Naveen Kumar Devaraj
Raghav Dosi
Rahul Pramod Hinge

Degree conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Siddhartha Sharma
Nathan J. Gendron
Anmol M Taraikar
Nitin Tewatia

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Yusuf Kartal
Metin Kus
Ethem Hakan Orhan
Vishwajit Talluru

Degree conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Bunyamin Gencer

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Nabeel Khan
Akhliesh Ravindra Kulkarni
Amrutha Valli Rachakonda

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Anto Joseph Bangala Charles Pauraj
Abhijeet S Dhakane
Aditya Krishna Ganesh Ram
Ajinkya Suhas Mahajan
Priyank Vasant Nandu
Jay Unmeshkumar Parekh
Saharinarthan Pushparaj Subramaniyan
Vibin Shalom Simon
Ankit Bharat Kumar Sutaria

Baccalaureate Degrees
Department of Bioengineering
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Gabriel Matthew Hooper (S)
Ronald Makumbi
Hayden Maxfield Rangel
Lema Kuna Todmia
Debbie Vang
Viet Hoang Vu
Joselyne Marie White
Celeste Micaela Tanagi
Justin Dean Yantis

Department of Civil Engineering
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
Ariadna Camila Gomez-Blanco
Kethia K. Kavumbla
Abraham Romero

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Sergio Aguilar
Scott T. Burton
Marizabel Garza (M)
Eduardo Gonzalez
Gustavo Hernandez (S)
Shelbi Tyler Johnson
Vikrant Khutey
Ivan Manzo-Ortega
Reyna I. Munoz-Castillo (C)
Misael Ruvalcaba
Margarita Serna (C)
Diana Denise Valadez

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING
David A. Chavez (M)
Alex Wayne Dedmon (M)
Alexis Garcia Mejia
Jerrin Joseph
Sigmund John Koenigseder (M)
Minh Cam Luong (S)
Harsh Kamlesh Patel (C)
Ngoc Pham (M)
FNU Rahasya Chandan
Nathan Keito Reagan (S)
Kha Vo
Brooke Anisha Washington
Hayden Williams

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Bhaskar Acharya
Darion A. Adams (C)
Said Abdulmajid Adem
Jonathan Aguilar
Amgad Osman Mohamed Alamin
Alex Alfredo Ascencio
Yubaraj Bhattacharjee (C)
Nawaraj Bhutrel (M)
Evan Campbell (M)
Arslan Chandwani (M)
Sameer Chaulagain (M)
Jimmy S. Chen (C)
Carlos Crane (M)
Tony Yam T. Dinh
Grayson Ehbarb (Second major in Mathematics)

Erik Bradley Andrup
Casey Wayne Conner
Jay Bowen Liu Denton (C)
Phuoc Anh Do (M)
Jonathan El-Khoury (S)
Dharmapreet Gill
Brandon K. Keen
Khoa Anh Pham (S)
Ahmed Ayodeji Shittu-Durodoye (C)
Colby B. Stauss
Zachary Grant Whiteberry (S)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Tufan Acharya (C)
Tyler Wayne Adkins (M)
Chimere N. Akpuru
Mohammed Al Aadhami (M)
Shalini Balamkki
David Irvin Benepe
Indra Bhutrel
Samuel Diaz (C)
Sammy Hamwi
Courtney B. Howland (C)
Sudip Kandel (S)
Marcus Ignacio Maldonado (C)
Nathan Merrick (C)
Carlos Meza
Sandesh Naga (C)
Giannina Emperatrice Pachas
Alexander Scott Pavlak (M)
Mike Urbano

Christopher Francis Jakins (S)
Roshan RC (S)
Sirjan Khonial
Boris Konilo (S)
Saroj Lamichhane (C)
Nhan Trong Le (M)
Salvador Medina Nava (C)
Atraya Mukherjee (S)
Olivier Kwizera Nkhumuma (C)
Sunil Niroula (C)
Bimal Pathak (M)
Jeffrey Pinkos
Charles Nathaniel Purser
Maheshwor Raut (C)
Ishor Ripal (M)
Emmanuel Rocha
Bikesh Shrestha
Bimal Shrestha
Umanga Shrestha
Ishwar Shival
Vijay Singh
Awer Kiflay Tesfamariam
Bivash Thakuri (M)
Pankaj Thapa (C)
Huy Hoang Tran (M)
Jacob Wilkins (C)

Erik Bradley Andrup
Casey Wayne Conner
Jay Bowen Liu Denton (C)
Phuoc Anh Do (M)
Jonathan El-Khoury (S)
Dharmapreet Gill
Brandon K. Keen
Khoa Anh Pham (S)
Ahmed Ayodeji Shittu-Durodoye (C)
Colby B. Stauss
Zachary Grant Whiteberry (S)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Tufan Acharya (C)
Tyler Wayne Adkins (M)
Chimere N. Akpuru
Mohammed Al Aadhami (M)
Shalini Balamkki
David Irvin Benepe
Indra Bhutrel
Samuel Diaz (C)
Sammy Hamwi
Courtney B. Howland (C)
Sudip Kandel (S)
Marcus Ignacio Maldonado (C)
Nathan Merrick (C)
Carlos Meza
Sandesh Naga (C)
Giannina Emperatrice Pachas
Alexander Scott Pavlak (M)
Mike Urbano

Rahid Ishirkhan Jahan (S)
Nicholas R. Reimherr (M)
Jacob Maxwell Viele
Department of Electrical Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Fadi Aiman Abu-Maizar (C)
Alexia Acosta Ojeda (C)
Akinunde Joseph Adebiyi (M)
Nurudeen Oshoke Agbonoga (M)
Joyce Bose Aladenika (S)
Ahmed Alamin (M)
Benjamin M. Barnett * (C)
Jared Tyler Bates (C)
Gurpreet Bharti (S)
Patrick Jens Cannell (S)
Yong Jun Choi (M)
Sander De Man (C)
Byron Oneil Dempsey (M)
Kouame Kan Djah (S)
Quan Minh Do (S)
William Michael Ellis (C)
Nicholas A. Greer (M)
Vincent M. Gutierraz (M)
Abid Ghazi Yagoub Hamid (M)
Anthony Hingeley (S)
Ricky Henri Kaloust (S)
Dar Lam (S)
David Le (C)
Lei Mashimo (S)
Trent Reid McLeod (C)
Zane Donald Miller (S)
Allarth Kamal Mohmed (S)
Jazmin Mosqueda (S)
Huy Ngo (S)
Hai Tan Nguyen (C)
Miguel A. Paniagua (S)
Ariane Chelsea Porcher (S)
Rabin Raut (S)
Leslie Rivera (S)
Jacob Rogers (S)
Jason T. Rosenberger (S)
Nathaniel Ryan Sweeney (S)
Charles H. Towb (S)

Degree conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Samuel David Graf II

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Omar Ashun Moscoco Logan Monroe Belveal (M)
(Second major in Mechanical Engineering)
Ryan Albertro Carrión (M)
Dakota Harris Currell (M)
Tyler Espinosa (C)
Devon Reed Garris (M)
Niraj Gauram (C)
Masafumi Isai (C)
Travis Martin (S)
Fallon A. Mitchell (C)
Vishal Purii (C)
Stephan Michael Smyth (C)
Aylric Saxxon von Ausdoll (S)
Andrew C. White (S)

Degree conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Brandon Stuart Fletcher (C)
Cooper Jordan Green (M)
Paola Marlen Iarcheta (S)
Jennifer Paige Jones (S)
Sushanta Khadka (S)
Sanil Meshram (S)
Bhavna Patel (C)
Abdullah Qadadat (S)
Yasir Arfat Tias (C)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Zeshan Ahmed (M)
Matthew Scott Anzaldua (C)
David Bayless (S)
Sagar Bhalla (S)
Riaz Bhuiyan (S)
Ryan Justin Bunkley (S)
Julian K. Crawford (C)
Lacee Jay Dalon (M)
Tyler Duy Dao (M)
Dennis Denoski (S)
Garrett Ray Ferguson (M)
Michael Gonzalez (S)
Christian A. Hoermann (S)
Jonathan Allen Honeycutt (C)
James B. Hoselton (S)
Tamara Camille Howland (C)
Sandeep K. L. (C)
Mario Vasil Karamuca (C)
Christelle Rutabaryiru (C)
Colin Reid Stark (C)
Abdullah Asad Syed (C)
Abin Thevarumurunthyil (C)
Chung Yew Wong (C)
Nishant Yadav (S)

Degree conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Puja Bhandari (S)
Matthew Lee Line (M)
David Alan London (S)
Johan Lozada (M)
Makan Maleki (C)
Travis Martin (C)
Bobby Alan Mata (M)
Russell Arthur Matron (M)
Rahman Jami Mazid (M)
Mutasar Ahmed Mehkri (M)
Jordan Leigh Miller (C)
Majid Moeini (M)
Ismael Munoz Cardona (M)
Khoa Cao Dang Nguyen (M)
Ian Yalmir Osorio (M)
Michael Pascua (M)
Ravi D. Patel (S)
Dalton Roberts (C)
Michael Roberts (M)
Julian Santoyo (M)
Taylor N. Shead (S)
Daniel Alejandro Silva (M)
Carlos Uriel Tec (M)
Prabhat Tripathi (S)
Alexander H. Turner (M)

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Vishal Pravin Aghera (M)
Manuel Alfaro (C)
David M. Allen (C)
Habib Atique (S)
Jacob Goodloe Blakley (M)
Zach Caldwell (S)
Jorge Fernandez Losada (C)
Robert Zachary Fourie (C)
Michael J. Fibyberg (S)
Andrew Quang Hong (S)
Kangji Huang (S)
Kaushik S. Iyer (M)
Eliseo J. Jauregui (C)
Alexander Mitchell Marks (M)
Brian Jacob Moore (M)
Luke Oliver (S)
Mihir Kumar J. Patel (S)
Julian Alberto Peraza * (S)
Steve Perez Cisneros (M)
Nam Q. Phan (M)
Mamdudur Rahman (M)
Juan A. Renteria (M)
Tek Rimal (S)
Jarrod N. Rowlette (C)
Saroj Shrestha (M)
Austin Smith (M)
Courtney R. White (S)
Feimo Yang (S)

(5) Summa Cum Laude  *Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
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Master's Degrees

Department of Art and Art History
MASTER OF FINE ARTS
Mahyasadat Davachi

Department of Communication
MASTER OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION
Amanda Augustine
Cindy De La Cruz Vasquez

Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice
MASTER OF ARTS IN CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Mary Ann Boyd
Joshua David Gelinas
Sola Samir Ismail
Mariana Rodriguez
John James Truba
Bianca Villagomez
Waynette West

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Gabriela Hernandez Garcia
Jazmine Mayfield

Department of English
MASTER OF ARTS IN ENGLISH
Alessia Cavazos
Sarah Ashley Clayburn
Madsen Patman
Erick B. Raven

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Jade Michaela Harrison

Department of History
MASTER OF ARTS IN HISTORY
Darnell N. Bolton
Lacey Allison Brown-Bernal
Adam D. Guerrerio
Steven Philip Hicks

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Kevin Jeremas Gonzalez
Amesha Carline Washington

Department of Linguistics and TESOL
MASTER OF ARTS IN LINGUISTICS
Laurel Beth Whitsett

MASTER OF ARTS IN TESOL
Amir Spoelstra

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Allison Fraze

Department of Political Science
MASTER OF ARTS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Gopal Kadariya

Department of Sociology and Anthropology
MASTER OF ARTS IN SOCIOLOGY
Gary Jerome Fitzsimmons

Baccalaureate Degrees

Department of Art and Art History
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ART
Aminat Adehime Adesola
Nico Aguilar
Mary Fernandez Ambriz
Elva Jessica Avalos
Yanina Paola Blanco
Troy Medaris Bunch
Christopher Demetrius Burden (C)
Canaan A. Casteel
Micaela Feliz Enriquez
Gustavo Hernandez
Jay Daniel Kang (C)
Lauren Kelsey Kendig
Phuong Thi Kien Le
Miria Fragoso Mayers
Abby D. Moxon
Kyle Patrick Roberts
Zinnia Ruiz (C)
Abby Michelle Taiclet (S)
Brandon D. Thompson
Ursula Ariana Torrejon
Jose J. Vazquez
Trenton Raymone Williams (C)
Zachary S. Wood (C)

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Allison Fraze

Department of Modern Languages
MASTER OF ARTS IN MODERN LANGUAGES
Mayra Alicia Maldonado
Arturo Moncada
Erika Noelia Ortega
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN ART
Samantha Arevalo (C)
William Arthur Bragg
Roman Alexander Brown
Juan Cano
Christopher Carrera
Meagan E. Corey (M)
Cesar F. Duarte (M)
Michelle Grier (C)
Davin C. Guiao
Nesma Magdy Hassan (S)
Maria Isabel Hernandez
Tabitha Lacey Jackson (C)
Madeline Elise King (S)
Barbara Kitchens (M)
Amy L. Klenzendorf
Isaiah Christopher Montgomery
Breanne Loree Kitchens (C)
Sergio Amadeo Tapia
Destiny A. Thomas
Tristen Devon Wallford
Madeleine F. Webb
Nathan Carr Westfall
Mirthy Stephanie Yu (M)

Degree conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Kaitlin Canon

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION (BROADCASTING)
Bartanya Ebony Bell
Eduardo Daniel Cardenas (C)
Brenda Elizabeth Chavez
Jose Alfredo Delgado
Justin Cole Evans
Edwin Chukwugozia Haffner
Andrea Cecilia Hernandez Valadez (M)
Marisa Rianne Magallanes
Paul Adam Magallanes
Rebekah Lyn Rosz Morr
Angelica Maria Moya
Zackary Edward Park
Eryn Revish

Degree conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Karen Nayeli Sanchez
Kyle Schow
Kaden Smith
Hilaria Juan Vargas
Jared Patrick Warren
Soha Patrice Williams

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION (PUBLIC RELATIONS)
Maddison Adkins
Haley Nicole Alsabrook (M)
Alaia Marie Brown
Christian Andrea Casis
Billie Jean M. Compaan
Evelyn Nolasco
D'Angelo J. Hardin
Cera Masters
Xochitl Itzel Morales
Mary Cruz Nunez
Christian Andreas Ocasio
Boston Carlye Price
Josal Rubio
Awa Sy (C)
Jessica Danielle Trevino
Katherine Alexandra Tuma
Katie Ung

Degree conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Ana Estefania Alvarez Rodriguez
Halie N. Goodwin

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Victor Aderola
Victoria Isabel Casneros (M)
Princetta Cook
Hannah Elisabeth Farrow (C)
Ronny Lee Garza
Erik Cameron Gauldin
Mark Ashton Guevara
Gianna M. Key (C)
Kevyn Martinez
Henry Blake McDonald
Sandy Fernandez Pena
Marcy Zabala

(S) Summa Cum Laude *Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
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Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019

James Michael Cheves
Lacie Laine Kesterson
Megan Marie Taylor

Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Michael Wilder Abernathy (C)
Nathan James Adams
Cassidee D’Lynn Allison
Anahisa Alonso
Jacqueline Alvaradejo (M)
Jesus Alvarado
Nicole B. Bavier
Desiree Becerra
Gabriela Beltran (C)
Jana Lea Bisby
Jordan Ashlee Black (C)
Kiabeth Cristina Borrego
Samuel Roger Bothmann
Emily I. Briones (S)
Amber Ellen Brown
Cody Michael Browne
Rene Calvillo
Billy Joel Cannon
Lizette Cansino (M)
Araceli Caraveo
Bryan Cavazos
Joe Darryl Collins
Quiana Sabrie Crawford
Jeremy Joseph De La Cruz
James Dilake
John Drake (C)
Joe Duran
Abraham Gordin Fernandes
Michael J. Francis (M)
Alejandra Gallegos (C)
Jessica Danielle Galvan
Jennifer Sarai Garcia
Umid Ghulam-Abbas (C)
John Anthony Gomez (C)
Adrienne Ashley Gonzalez
Jeannette Gonzalez
Devin Gray (C)
Annalisa O. Guerrero
Arvin Haghiri
Matthew Joseph Halicki
Geraldo Hernandez
Luis Alfredo Hernandez
Robert Lee Hernandez
Irram Javid Jaura (C)
Austin Malcolm Jones
Joseph Duc Le (M)
Jacqueline Lerna
Miriam Adhair Lopez
Yoceil Lugo
Kristina M. Mancuso (M)
Eric Mangold
Christian Garrison Mariano
Gabriela Martinez
Robert Dagoberto Martinez
Michael Joseph McCracken
Stephanie Miajares
Jesenia Elizabeth Montesino (C)
Madison R. Moro
Adrian Olivares (S)
Christian Perez (C)
Giselle Perez (C)
Kelly Renee Pfeiffer
Hung M. Pham
Susan Allison Post
David Reza
Breagh Marie Rickerman
Jonathan Walter Rodriguez Chavez
Victoria Rosario
Lyndsey Renee Rose (M)
Neola Dineshki Samaranayake (M)
Alex Sanchez (S)
Antonio Sanchez
Alexandra Leigh Semmler
Gerardo Sigala
Journey Marie Strickland
Roberito Tijajero (M)
Alexander Jaron Turk
Parying Vang
Erasmo Vaquera
Luis Fernando Vargas
Jose A. Zenteno

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Parish Brown
Kristin Leeann Freeman (C)
Rolita Tomica Green
Uriel Lara
Joey S. Ma
Samuel Austin Read
Selina Yvonne Sparks (C)
Phuong Thanh Tran

BACHELOR OF CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Denise K. Bradley
Jenelle Natasha Gibbs
Richard Anthony Kelley
Robertta Kelley
Katie E. Nierman (C)
WADE M. REYNOLDS
Savannah Nicole Truitt (C)

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Christopher Paul Gilman (S)

Department of English

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ENGLISH

Ivy Alshemary
Sylvia Anzuers-Sandoval
Anne Marie Benjamin
Jessica Ann Botelho
Zach Delaney (C)
Amanda Rae Dinnean
Marissa Elliott
Keosha Renee Hudson
Laura Michelle Jones
Yue Li (C)
Gabriela Lopez
Brian H. Murray
Nicholas Wayne Nagy
Laura Elizabeth Nichols
Jamie Nguyen Ninh
Alexis Naomi Rodriguez
Zachary Joe Roe (M)
Amy Caroline Schappert (M)
Marla Diane Spradling (M)
Kathryn Elizabeth Urban
Catherine Yantis

Department of History

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HISTORY

Cristian Alvaraes
Dustin Lee Beaver (M)
Lauren Camille Beavers
Nadia Bello
Paige Rochelle Coleman (M)
Eloise Conner
Jacob Cory (M)
Derek Abraham De La Rosa
Ana Karen Espinoza
Patrick Wayne Fincannon (C)
Jayme V-L. Hamilton
Ashley Nicole Holland
Stefan Komikara
Thomas Land-Jenkins
Benito Lugo
Erricka J. Lyons
Adam Mackenzie (S)
Luis Mario Munoz
Domingo Padron (C)
Elaid Pena
Judith Peña
Colby Andrew Phillips
Brady James Ramirez (S)
Maria Magdalena Rivera
Helena Belle Stevenson (M)
Orlando Uribe
(Second major in Philosophy)
Cody Roy White
Jeremy A. Wolf

Department of Linguistics and TESOL

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN LINGUISTICS

Luis Eduardo Carrasco
Bryanna Kaitlyn Deines (S)
Sabrina Maldonado (C)
Karen Marrullo Favela (S)

Cindy L. Chavez
Braxton Logan Godfrey
Deontre Xavier Haynes
Norma Yesenia Valles-Murua
Jonathan Morgan Henry Withers (C)
(Second major in Psychology)
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Nasrin Bozena Tijerina (C)
Degree conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Hellena Kim Martindale

Department of Modern Languages
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN CRITICAL LANGUAGES AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Susan Bush (S)
Micaela Felix Enriquez
Reagan Paul Fischer (M)
Yanin Garcia (S)
Alexandria Thiangtha Rattanavong
Ashley Renee Reed (M)
Cheyene Czaria Simpson
Derek Stair (C)
Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Alice Diane O’Leary
Jarrod N. Rowlette (C)
George Manuel Torres

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN FRENCH
Jackson Bajika Kanyinda
Patrick Morgan Emmons

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SPANISH FOR GLOBAL COMPETENCE
Elizabeth Armenta
Jonathan D. Bryant
Michelle Carone (S)
(Second major in Linguistics)
Dayra Michelle Castro
Sofia Yazbeth Delgadillo
Janeth Ruby Escobedo
Jeremisha Renee Frazier
Frendida Gomez
Rachael Lilye Purifoy
Maria Isabel Reyes
Selena Rodriguez
Juan Manuel Salazar Campillo (S)
Viviana J. Torres
Marisol Tovar-Ponce
Monica Zamarripa (C)
Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Fredy J. Juarez

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SPANISH TRANSLATION AND INTERPRETING
Tabitha Dimas Barrientos
Maria Guadalupe Martinez
Natali Magali Mejorado
Joselyn Salazar
Sandra Vargas

Department of Music
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN MUSIC INDUSTRY STUDIES
Emilio Calderon

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Forrest Albano (C)
Dorian Lee Banks
Melissa Renee Barron (S)
Ryan Alexander Breaux
Patrick C. Casey (S)
Katherine L. Dodgen (S)
Jacob Fierro (S)
Emily Guerrero
Arjun Jeetan
Stevie-Rae Krieger (S)
John D. Linares (C)
Luis Moreno (C)
Kayla Rae Needham (S)
Grace E. Parks (S)
Reagan Stallone Phonsa (C)
Tina L. Son
Reagan Stephens
Kiedran D. Upshaw (M)
Victoria Varnes
Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Jordan Wreay Braswell
Elfen Exiga
Christopher James Rose

Department of Philosophy and Humanities
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PHILOSOPHY
Anthony Dennis D’Rozario
Connor Judd (S)
Martin Lopez
(Second major in Public Relations)
Roldan Martinez (M)
Michael Kevin Williams
Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Shinethia Lashandra Malby
Matthew David Nymoen (S)

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Michael L. Barlow
Kassandra Dobbs (S)
Chikasi Eche
Brianna Marie Friesen
Charles Lawson Hill (S)
Jonathan Hockless
Brandon Lawrence Johnson
Jayson Charles Mitchell (C)
Lila J. Muniz
Justin Shane Pennington
Elias Perez (S)
Meaghan Elizabeth Read (C)
Ivan G. Rodriguez
Alexander C. Smythe
Saul Abel Solis (C)
Aileen Ruby Soto
Dennis Edgardo Valle
Gregory Isaac Vaquera

Department of Sociology and Anthropology
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ANTHROPOLOGY
Natalie Bauman
Miranda Lane Berry
Jennifer Mary Hensley
Darly Mary John
Paulene Mary Kolota
Alanis Nicole Ramos Berrios
Dallas Ryan Schrader
Rebecca Vega
Caridad Zamarripa
Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Lauren Michelle Buck
Katherine M. Moon
Alondra Smith

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIOLOGY
Kyle Fong Aaron
Eduardo Cardona
Lawra Kaye Crab (C)
Latoya Dontrece Franklin
Victoria Anne Kiker
Matthew Nguyen Le
Michael David McCullough
Elisa J. Richburg
Ryan Christopher Roland
Alisha Lashell Sparks
Tanner Glen Strawbridge (M)
Erik Andrew Van Bloemen Waanders
Sydney Elizabeth Williamson
Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Leticia Barrera
Karla Gisselle Campuzano
Adriana Daniela Cruz
Kasandra Lea Moreno
Charles Joseph Vogel
Bria S. Williams

Department of Theatre Arts
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN THEATRE ARTS
Jordan Layne Cox
Hannah P. Hackley
Straton G. Rushing (M)
(Second major in Philosophy)
Samantha Elayne Turner

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN THEATRE ARTS
Terry Delene Jorgensen
Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Deanna Marie Gonzalez (C)

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
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College of Nursing and Health Innovation

Doctoral Degrees

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN NURSING

Elesha Rachel Roberts
M.S.N., University of the Incarnate Word, 2007
B.S.N., University of the Incarnate Word, 2005
Dissertation Title: Hypertension Self-Management Intervention: Text Messages to Improve Blood Pressure and Medication Adherence Among African-American Older Adults
Supervising Professors: Deborah Fern Behan, Laurie D. John

Kellie Lynn Kahveci
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2003
B.S.N., UT Arlington, 1987
Dissertation Title: Older Adult Hospital Readmission Outcomes of Transitional Care Model Compared with Home-Based Primary Care Practice
Supervising Professor: Laura D. John

Megan Marshall Mariveles
M.S.N., UT Medical Branch, 2009
B.S.N., McNeese State University, 2003
Dissertation Title: Predictors of Perceived Faculty Support in Pre-Licensure Registered Nursing Students
Supervising Professor: Krisi Vaughn

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

Lynette Maude Andrews-Carter
M.S.N., UT Health Science Center Houston, 2000
B.S.N., UT Health Science Center Houston, 1994
Dissertation Title: Improving Patient Satisfaction, Specifically the Perception of Staff Responsiveness
Supervising Professor: Donna L. Hamby

Terence Jay Barlow
M.S.N., Chamberlain College of Nursing, 2017
B.S.N., Chamberlain College of Nursing, 2014
Dissertation Title: Use of Clinical Support Algorithms to Decrease Antibiotic Prescribing Rate: A Quality Improvement Project in Urgent Care
Supervising Professor: Maureen R. Courtney

Francis Prosper Basebang
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2017
B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2013
Dissertation Title: Poor Glycemic Control and Surgical Site Infections in Adult Orthopedic Spine Patients
Supervising Professor: Julie A. Brinzo

Stefanie Deanne Beavers
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2016
B.S.N., Texas Tech University Health Science Center, 2004
Dissertation Title: Development of an Evidence-Based Guideline for Implementation of Robotics in the Hospital Setting
Supervising Professor: Donna L. Hamby

Jennifer Lynn Brewster
M.S.N., UT Rio Grande Valley, 2007
B.S.N., UT Rio Grande Valley, 1999
Dissertation Title: A Diet Intervention Program for Patients with Non-Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease
Supervising Professor: Charisse L. Rivers

Dwight A. Davis
M.S.N., South University, 2015
B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2013
Dissertation Title: Impact of Instruction on Total Body Skin Exam and its Most Common Skin Conditions in the Elderly on Dermatology Referrals and Caregiver Confidence
Supervising Professor: Donna L. Hamby

Judgee Mar Mabalay Diaz
M.S.N., UT Rio Grande Valley, 2012
B.S.N., Mindanao State University, 1998
Dissertation Title: An Educational Bundle in the Management of Hypertension in Adolescents
Supervising Professor: Sandra A. Laird

Monica Elizondo
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2017
B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2015
Dissertation Title: Super User Training Model
Supervising Professor: Donna L. Hamby

Lisa Michelle Everett
M.S.N., University of Phoenix, 2014
B.S.N., University of Phoenix, 2012
Dissertation Title: Workplace Violence Prevention in Ambulatory Settings
Supervising Professor: Shirley A. Aycock

Jennifer Feir Flippo
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2000
B.S., Texas Woman’s University, 1993
B.A., Texas A&M University, 1990
Dissertation Title: Weight Words Matter: Improving Adolescents’ Motivation for Weight Loss
Supervising Professor: Sara E. Moore

Rebecca Lauren Foster
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2017
B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2015
Dissertation Title: Identifying the Need for Fluid Balance Monitoring Improvement
Supervising Professor: Donna L. Hamby

Suja George
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2014
B.S.N., Christian Medical College, 1993
Dissertation Title: Medication Noncompliance Rate Among Adolescents who are on SSRIs
Supervising Professor: Aimee T. Dunnam

Evelyn Louise Green
M.S.N., UT Tyler, 2015
B.S.N., UT Tyler, 2008
Dissertation Title: Implementation of Adolescent Depression Algorithm in Primary Care
Supervising Professor: Maureen R. Courtney

Juanita Elizabeth Hernandez
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2011
B.S.N., Texas Woman’s University, 2007
Dissertation Title: Simple Steps to Improve Outcomes: Synchronized Technology to Improve Ambulation and Documentation
Supervising Professor: Deborah Fern Behan

Brandy Denise Hill
M.S.N., UT Tyler, 2015
B.S.N., UT Tyler, 2010
Dissertation Title: Primary Care Providers and Diabetes: Educating Providers About the Importance of Culturally Sensitive Diabetes Care in the Latino Population
Supervising Professor: Lynda Jarrell

Ethan Elizabeth Howden
M.S.N., Duke University, 2014
B.S.N., Baylor University, 2009
Dissertation Title: Improving Primary Prevention of ASCVD in Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus
Supervising Professor: Kristi Vaughn

Gurminder Kaur
M.S.N., University of Phoenix, 2008
B.S.N., Panjab University, 1997
Dissertation Title: Use of Electronic Monitoring to Improve Employee Hand Hygiene Compliance at a Hospital
Supervising Professors: Cynthia Casey, Donna L. Hamby

Paul Mayombola
M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2014
B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2005
Dissertation Title: Measuring Home Spirometry to Improve Detection of Lung Transplant Rejection
Supervising Professor: Elizabeth Lieudell Smith

Julie Schmidt Miles
M.S.N., Texas Woman’s University, 2001
B.S.N., UT Arlington, 1996
B.S., UT Arlington, 1984
Dissertation Title: Advancing the Role of Nursing in Polypharmacy Reduction
Supervising Professor: Donna L. Hamby
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree, Institution, Year</th>
<th>Dissertation Title</th>
<th>Supervising Professor(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lilian Arieno Omburo</td>
<td>M.S., Texas Woman’s University, 2015</td>
<td>The Utility of Electronic Alerts in Epilepsy Care for Women of Childbearing Potential</td>
<td>Sandra A. Laird</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., University of North Carolina Chapel Hills, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Sarah Popeck</td>
<td>M.S.N., Texas Tech University Health Science Center, 2012</td>
<td>Recognition of Child Abuse</td>
<td>Sara E. Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., Texas Tech University Health Science Center, 2009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Patrice Potter</td>
<td>M.S.N., Samford University, 2015</td>
<td>Utilizing a Nurse-Practitioner Scheduling Navigator: Inflammatory Breast Cancer</td>
<td>Kristi Vaughn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., University of Alabama–Birmingham, 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maritza Calderon Ruiz</td>
<td>M.S.N., UT Health Science Center Houston, 2014</td>
<td>Re-Streamlining “Old Ways” Through Key Stakeholder Perceptions: A Practitioner’s Calling for Quality Improvement Measures Within a Community Emergency Department</td>
<td>Julie Brinzo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center, 2009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carey Lynn Savoie</td>
<td>M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2017</td>
<td>Supporting Nurse Leaders: Strategies for Improving Overall Job Satisfaction in Front Line Nurse Managers</td>
<td>Monee’ Carter-Griffin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Stiner Jr.</td>
<td>M.S.N., UT Brownsville, 2014</td>
<td>The Effects of Competency Verification on Central Venous Catheter Maintenance Bundle Compliance</td>
<td>Nancy Nagel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., UT Brownsville, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olayinka Suberu</td>
<td>M.S.N., Maryville University–St. Louis, 2016</td>
<td>Prenatal Breastfeeding Education</td>
<td>Donna L. Hamby, Jacqueline L. Michael</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., American Sentinel University, 2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marian Rachele Taylor</td>
<td>M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2012</td>
<td>Transitions of Care</td>
<td>Donna L. Hamby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Anne Theriot</td>
<td>M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2016</td>
<td>Curbing the Advancement of Postpartum Hemorrhage</td>
<td>Donna L. Hamby, Jacqueline L. Michael</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., Lamar University, 1996</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merilyn Juliana T unstall</td>
<td>M.S.N., Drexel University, 2015</td>
<td>An Evidence-Based Intervention to Combat Obesity Among-African American Women</td>
<td>Donna L. Hamby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., Drexel University, 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarred Adam Wolfe</td>
<td>M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2015</td>
<td>Purposeful Rounding</td>
<td>Aimee T. Dunnun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhan Yang</td>
<td>M.S.N., Texas A&amp;M University–Corpus Christi, 2013</td>
<td>Adult Mental Health Patients, Does a Pharmacy-Led Medication Reconciliation on Admission Compared to Usual Care Decrease Medication Discrepancies During the Patient’s Hospitalization?</td>
<td>Aimee T. Dunnun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., Michigan State University, 2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M.S., Nanyang Technological University, 2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.A., Beijing University Aero Astronautic, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation Title: Weight Management Project in a Psychiatric Clinic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Adair Bundy</td>
<td>M.S.N., UT Tyler, 2009</td>
<td>Diabetes Self/Management Education</td>
<td>Lauren A. St. John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., UT Tyler, 2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Giltrap</td>
<td>M.S.N., Frontier Nursing University, 2012</td>
<td>Hospital Admission in Active Phase Labor</td>
<td>Jacqueline L. Michael</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., University of Pennsylvania, 2006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Lynne Hamade</td>
<td>M.S.N., Frontier Nursing University, 2012</td>
<td>Utilizing the Maternity and Pediatric Specialty HESI Examination and the Elsevier Online Remindation Tool to Improve Student Outcomes</td>
<td>Deborah Fern Behan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., UT Medical Branch, 2009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Haytaian</td>
<td>M.S.N., UT Arlington, 2012</td>
<td>Improving Patient Appointment Attendance in Outpatient Mental Health Using SMS Text Appointment Reminders</td>
<td>Lauren A. St. John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., UT Austin, 2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaobi Ijeoma Moemenam</td>
<td>M.S.N., California State University–Long Beach, 2013</td>
<td>In Hospitalized Adult Patients, Does a Pharmacy-Led Medication Reconciliation on Admission Compared to Usual Care Decrease Medication Discrepancies During the Patient’s Hospitalization?</td>
<td>Kristi Vaughn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., Seattle Pacific University, 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation Title: In Hospitalized Adult Patients, Does a Pharmacy-Led Medication Reconciliation on Admission Compared to Usual Care Decrease Medication Discrepancies During the Patient’s Hospitalization?</td>
<td>Kristi Vaughn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christy Nneka Olloh</td>
<td>M.S.N., UT Charlotte, 2011</td>
<td>Reducing Benzodiazepine Use in Adult Mental Health Patients</td>
<td>Lauren A. St. John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., Queens University of Charlotte, 2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation Title: Reducing Benzodiazepine Use in Adult Mental Health Patients</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., UT Arlington, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fayshalee Alrica Ortiz</td>
<td>M.S.N., UT Medical Branch, 2014</td>
<td>Diabetes Self/Management Education</td>
<td>Charisse L. Rivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., Northern Caribbean University, 2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation Title: Diabetes Self/Management Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., UT Medical Branch, 2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M.S.N., UT Medical Branch, 2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., Summit Medical University, 2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M.S.N., UT Medical Branch, 2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., Northern Caribbean University, 2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation Title: Diabetes Self/Management Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., UT Medical Branch, 2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertations: Diabetes Self/Management Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S.N., UT Medical Branch, 2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Marilyn Staniland  
M.B.A., Texas Christian University, 2013  
M.S.N., University of Calgary, 1990  
B.S.N., University of Calgary, 1985  
Dissertation Title: Implementing a Diabetes Glycemic Protocol in Primary Care  
Supervising Professor: Lynda Jarrell

Santina Arnecia Taylor  
M.S.N., UT Medical Branch, 2014  
B.S., Lamar University, 2011  
Dissertation Title: Improving Weight Management with an Adult Obesity Program in Primary Care  
Supervising Professor: Cynthia Casey

Maryann Chika Ugoh  
M.S.N., Georgetown University, 2015  
B.S.N., UT Health Science Center Houston, 2012  
D.V.M., University of Nigeria, 2000  
Dissertation Title: An Algorithm for Nurses to Address Depression in Patients on Hemodialysis  
Supervising Professor: Maureen R. Courtney

Leah Marie Wilson  
M.S.N., University of California–Los Angeles, 2001  
B.S.N., San Diego State University, 1995  
Dissertation Title: Improvement in Patient Satisfaction Through Implementation of an Advanced Practice Provider Run Cancer Survivorship Clinic  
Supervising Professor: Sandra A. Laird

Sandra Young  
M.S., Texas Woman’s University, 2009  
B.S.N., University of Missouri–St. Louis, 2004  
Dissertation Title: Implementation of a Clinical Alcohol Cessation Pathway to Improve Alcohol Cessation Outcome  
Supervising Professor: Shirley A. Aycock

Department of Kinesiology  
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN KINESIOLOGY  
Rhys Isaac Beaudry  
M.S., University of Alberta, 2015  
B.S., University of Alberta, 2013  
Dissertation Title: Pathophysiology of Exercise Intolerance in Breast Cancer Survivors Treated with Anthracycline Chemotherapy  
Supervising Professor: Mark Haykowsky

Ryan Phillip Rosenberry  
B.S., University of California–Los Angeles, 2014  
Dissertation Title: Examining the influence of Skeletal Muscle Oxygen Metabolism on Microvascular Reperfusion in Response to Acute Ischemia  
Supervising Professor: Michael Douglas Nelson

Degree conferred Aug. 17, 2019  
Stephen Newhart  
M.S., UT Arlington, 2008  
B.S., UT Arlington, 2006  
Dissertation Title: Whole Body Vibration as an Innovative Intervention to Improve Physical Function and Vascular Health Within a Lifespan  
Supervising Professor: Cynthia Trowbridge

Master’s Degrees

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING  
Marcela Aguilier  
Olatim Ajibola Akinade  
Elmina E. Akwo  
Ebide Faith Alie-Opinion  
Alicia Allen  
Daphne Taylor Allen  
Skye Denese Altheri  
Juliet Chioma Amadi  
Paula Frances Amaro  
Brittni Colleen Andrews  
Leena Theresa Anthony  
Nina Nnenna Anunobi  
Shana Jayde Arellano  
Andrea Michelle Arias  
Patience Dorcas Armstrong  
Denise Lynn Austin  
Stephanie Leigh Avery  
Jennifer Ayala  
Chiamaka Geraldine Baba  
Miriam Marie Backhoff  
Sukhinder Singh Bajwa  
Alyssa Ann Baker  
Myra A. Baker  
Rebecca Michelle Baker  
Eun Danne Banerjee  
Brandy Ayala Barosh  
Brigid Ann Bauer  
Eric Herrera Bautista  
Rachael Maria Baxter  
Sarah Marie Beard  
Lacey J. Beaston  
Scott William Beauchamp  
Laticia Chemear Beaudoin  
Zabdi Gadiel Benitez  
Jacqueline Denise Bishop  
Syrvilla R. Bishop  
Debra Kay Booker  
Amy Michelle Bond  
Mary Elizabeth Bodes  
Nithphaphone Tracy Bounsing  
Deborah Tamaradebola Bozimo  
Rebecca Colleen Brand  
Alisha Diane Bratcher  
Ashley Lynn Brenner  
Anne Margaret Brissette  
Elizabeth A. Brown  
Jennifer Kim Brown  
Judith Ann Brown  
Caitlin Anne Hartzler Buerge  
Tiffany Buffington  
Haley Beth Burnside  
Marissa Felicitas Cabrera  

Lielani Marie Umbac Cadiz  
Hillary Colleen Camp  
Carley Dyan Duromell  
Stromie Dayle Cantwell  
Holly J. Carlstrand  
Claudia America Carpio  
Amy Diane Carrillo  
Crystal Maureen Carter  
Nkechi Izukor Carter  
Lucia Castaneda  
Courtney Lynn Caudill  
Ana Rusu Cerean  
Jaclyn Theresa Channell  
Alyssa Jeanne Chapates  
Katherine Mae Chase  
Claudia Catalina Chavarro  
Sharon L. Cheatum  
Kimberly Mae Chen  
Aida Ping Cheung  
Mabel Uju Chidodzie  
Elizabeth Fryer Childs  
Whitney Bream Childs  
Daniel Chirinos  
Carla J. Cochran  
Shaula Raeanne Cochrane  
Janine Shantel Cole  
Kara Decell Cole  
Megan Diane Coleman  
Angela Marie Collins  
Yahaira C. Colorado  
Mohamed Swarey Conteh  
Samantha Renae Copeland  
Victor Hugo Coronado  
Janis K. Correa  
Audra Alyse Coston  
Carrol Lynn Covey  
Jesse Bryan Creel  
Kathryn Katrina Criner  
Michelle Lee Cummings  
Kanisha Janee Dada  
Anita Daniel  
Keeli Sue Darst  
Amber Dyan Davis  
Lakeidre Bernshia Davis  
Mandy Lou Davis  
Zola Nadia Dayo  
Jessica Lee De Leon  
Rikki De Rosa  
Kimberly Dawn Dean  
Rebecca Ellen Deisler  
Priscilla Desvergunat  
Tim William Ditarro  
Taylor Nicole Dittman  
Daniel Jeremy Dominguez  
Tara Kay Drake  
Jennifer Renea Duck  
Sarah Anna Dulinsky  
Shannon Denise Duncan  
Jessica Lynn Dundas  
Gina Marie Duron  
Ohageli Calista Dutroussou  
Shanita L. Durr  
Kristina Mae Duxbury  
Michelle Joy Earley  
Lindsey Marie Edmondson
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Lama El-Abbassi
Stephanie Marie Elliott
Maira Carla Ellis
Ivette Emery Rubles
Alida Garza Esmillia
Gigi Tarina Evangelista-Givens
Laura Elaine Ewing
Cheryl Elaine Farner
Jennie Bretz Felicu
Rebecca J. Fero
Robyn Marie Figueroa
Veronica Rubalcava Filer
Elizabeth Anne Flibon
Michelle Finamore
Kathleen Megan Fitzpatrick
Rachel Elane Fouse
Andrea Fowler Weisbruch
Vanasa Loretta Fowler-Taylor
Kristi M. Frachiseur
Sari Marjatta Francis
Amanda Danielle Frudley
Jacqueline Marie Frois
Kristy L. Fullard
Jennifer Gallegos
Sandra Olivia Gallegos
Shanna Rachelle Gamble
Darrell Lynn Gamez
Gloria Gaona
Asgadl Garcia
Brenda Revoek Garcia
Heather Capri Garcia
Manuel Gilbert Garcia
Melissa Montez Garcia
Yvonne Michelle Garcia
Nicole Louise Garner
Sunni Lyn Garrett
Juanita Victoria Garza
Rosalie Garza
Jessica Gatlin
Whitney I. Gayten
Stefanie Leann Gentry
Kristina Marie George
Casandra C. Gerhart
Dinah Rochelle Gilly
Zipporah Waithira Gititu
Taylor Leigh Glover
Patricia Gomez
Jennifer Vega Gonzales
Nikki Ann Gonzales
Kimberly Faye Goss
Stephanie Jean Gottleib
Emily Catherine Green
Adrienne Camille Greeney
Marjorie Delynn Griffin
Monica Larae Guerra
Clarissa Marie Guerrero
Norma Guerrero
Diana Jauregui Gutiérrez
Samantha Rae Gwin
Amy Marie Grow Haddad
Emmalita Monik Hall
Hannah Christine Hall
Jeniene Lamour Hampton
Dusty Rae Hane
Erika Delgado Hanna
Tamara Nicole Hardy
Lindsay A. Harter
Patricia Deshone Hasley
Crystal Nichole Heads
Jeremy D. Hendrickson
Michele Lee Henry
Sara Elizabeth Henley
Magen Anne Heronemus
Daniel Herrera
Leslie Anne Hiburn
Richard S. Hill
Cassandra Jade Hinojoa
Natasha Salim Hirji
Maria Brady Hoffman
Max R. Holden
Elin Elizabeth Holland
Kyle Dameon Hollywood
Johanna Marie Holmes
Melissa Choate Horner
Eric Karsten Howson
Nicole Lynn Howerton
Brittany Huckaby
Robert Carl Humphreys
Sa Phuong Nguyen Huynh
Alexandria Michelle Ingram
Sarah Elizabeth Ingram
Patricia Kathleen Innis
Jason Clay Inniss
Stacy Christine Irish
Kevin William Isbell
Crystal Tenye Ivy
Samantha Latisa Jackson
Jaya Jacob
Sarah Elizabeth Jaimes-Chavez
Joy Lene Jenkins
James Daniel Jennings
Chelsea S. Johannsen
Blessy K. John
Ira John
Chad Everett Johnson
Jenny Ann Johnson
Kayla Ann Johnson
Tamar Shay Johnson
Amanda Michelle Jones
Jane Marie Jordan
Rons Joseph
Shaluanda L. Joshua
Alice Lemmy Kalu
Mary Puanani Kamai
Mary Njeri Kanganthe
Stephen N. Karomo
Deepa P. Karunakaran
Stephanie Nicole Keeton
Rang A. Kim
Daisy Wanjiku Kimani
Diana King
Courtney Kinnear
Cloe Elizabeth Ann Kinnett
Robin Kathleen Klein
Megan Emily Knust
Kelsey Ann Komechak
Kari Louise Kotara
Priscilla Ramos Kovacs
Kelsey Maegen Krabacher
Kimberly Ann Kukles
Ashley Christine Kurac
Jena B. Lailey
Nancy Lam
Lea Natalie Langford
Liliana K. Larsson
Denise Elaine Lasmian
Delbert Ray Latham
Mark Perillo Laurel
Kelley Prater Le Noir
Shannon Delite Leake
Jamie Jo Lee
Amber E. Leible
Amy Anne Leiker
Angela Leo-Nkoah
Renee M. Lies
Shelby Morgan Lile
Kyle Allen Litteral
Katrina Ann Loera
Ashley Raquel Lomeli
Thomas Nathan Long
Raquel Vega Longoria
Juanita Maria Lopez
Kathryn Kay Anotado Lopez
Lucas Leos Lopez
Melinda A. Lovett
Ambre Nicole Lovitt
Megan Alyse Loyd
Monnica Rae Luz
Joanna Madamba
Margarita Madrid
Idrissa Mayiga
Britney Elyse Majefski
Eunice Kamanthe Makau
Brandi Jo Mangan
Krystal Mantei
Michelle Jeannette Marroquin
Thomas Ryan Marshall
Kristen Rene Martim
Timothy Blake Martin
Graciella Martinez
Robert Al Martinez
Jennie Masabo
Linsie Mathew
Chelsea Mathews
Megan Louise Matthews
Sherice Lynn Matthews
Felicity Jewell McClure
Laura McDaniel
Desiree Shanta McDaniel-Adams
Ming Chi McDowell
Rachel Victoria Walther
Gregory Scott Ward
Michael Brandon Ward
Marla Waterbury
Alisha Deann Watson
Chie Kashizuka Watson
Kareen Kay Watson
Kim Weber
Melissa Rosibel Wendt
Kaycee L. Whatley
Alizabethe Whipple
Alexis Neche’ White
Misty Danielle White
Kristian Nicole Whitley
Stephanie Lynn Whitwell
Teresa Ann Wick
Susan Michelle Wilhoite
Heather Wilkins
Kendell Marie Williams
Randall Blake Williams
Rhonda Lynn Williams
Ta’Ngi Faith Williams
Julie Day Willis
Kesha Renee Wimbush
Vilma Wineland
Rhonda Lynette Winters
Tammie Lee Womack
Natayia Wongsuwan
Chanita Rochelle Woodberry
Kimberly Renee Woodliff
Lori Kay Wynn
Hazeline May Samson Yalung
Vaneeka Yaptango
Sarah Christine Youngblood
Belma Zachariah
Teena Zadeh
Laura Leigh Zamora
Tabbatha Jean Zamora
Ashlee Rezvan Zeghami
Roxanne Zeilmann
Chelsea Ann Zepeda
Ashlynn Kacie Zerger
LeAnna Rose Zimmerman
Tashara Jakesya Zitz

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Brittney N. Aberegg
Yemisi Dorcas Abudu
Jerise Arock Agha
Carolyn H. Ahn
Friday Uhunoma Aigbedion
Tonia Michelle Ajamu
Jessica M. Alderete
Issi Santillan Aleman
Jakylyn Esmeralda Allaro
Barbara Allen
Michael Scott Allen
Kimberly Diane Allgood
Idania Amariellas
Precious Ronea Antonio
Raven Aravind
Gabriella Isabel Arcos
Sally Mendoza Arendell
Herlinda G. Arnold
Nadia Khaleed Asadi
Kenita Jean Ashley
Jennifer R. Ashun
Jennifer Atherton
Agnes Ebangha Njang Ayokosok
Folake Olatundun Azeez
Ogbona Iyeinya Azubike Nwangwu
Amena Guinn Babers
Christy Kay Baker
Russell Taylor Balcuns
Carly Marie Bannmell
Deanne Marie Barbery-Frey
Celeste Scofield Barefield
Breanna Lacie Barry
Lisa Nicolas Bauer
Ivan Mary Lynne Bedre
Jennifer Ann Bell
Leila Bellows
Heather Deann Belveal
Dawn Jeanine Benard
Emily Natoshia Bennett
Margot Bouvette Betcher
Karlin Janine Bevars
Razel Eileen Gamboa Biddle
Stephanie Parker Black
Robert Scott Blackledge
Elizabeth Ruth Blank
Miriam Grace Blasingame
Helen Annette Bledsoe Cagle
Monica Santana Bohac
Shauna Jean Boltz
Cindy Beverly Bonette-Durand
Kimberly Brooke Borman
Heather Gay Boyd
Dora Linda Bradford
Julia Bratton
Brooke Rockfellow Breedlove
Maria Perez Brenton
Nonnie Lynn Breyspraak
Lindsey Katherine Browning
Sundan G. Bryson
Amy C. Bullard
Sarah M. Bunck
Amy Brooke Burden
Sarah Elizabeth Burton
Rebekah Jean Butler
Janelle Caballero
Ana Lizbeth Cabrera
Regina Joel Caesar
Tamela Renee Callahan
Ashley Marie Calverley
Casey Marie Campbell
Guillermo Eusebio Carnegie
Amanda Carson
Leslie Christine Castillo Sanchez
Kimberly Michelle Castrillon
Evelyn Hernández Carungal
Alisha Lanae Champion
Dana Nicole Chandler
Leah Lynn Chandler
Lorraine Chandler
Carolyn Celestine Charles
Jennifer Kay Chastun
Cynthia Ann Chavez
Faria Yameli Chavez
Pav Chinchilla
Christopher Jon Chirdo
Janna Kwon Chun
Sarah Anne Clakley
Jennifer Alexandra Clayton
Chad Michael Cobb
Robert Keith Cohick
Luisa Collins Villare
Linda Camille Contreras
Jeffrey Alan Cooke
Cheyenn Kay Cooper
Rosa Cordova-Lopez
Katrina Lewis Coulter
Sabrina Dyan Coulter
Jacqueline Denise Covelli
Mona Gonzales Crole
Marina Almendra Cueto
Alicia Mercedes Cuevas
Ashley Renee Daniels
Sara Elizabeth Darby
Teandra Darden
Casey Lee Davis
Mallory Anne Davis
Caleb Shea Deike
Natalie Jean Del Angel
Ramiro Del Bosque III
Paige Michelle Del Castillo
John Alfred Deroun
Dahlen Desjardins
Chelsea Michelle Dickson
Avorie Shana Dill
Belinda Shelly-Ann Dixon
Franklin Uyvu Do
Gilberto Dominguez
Jennifer Renee Doskocil Moore
Jaime Louise Dougherty
Traceen Eileen Driskill
Jaleesa Dkendra Dukuly
Erica Denye Duncan
Kellie L. Edwardsen
Brittany Nicole Eiseheid
Stephanie M. Elliott
Hillary Anne Elliott-Sullivan
Cheryl Lynn Elmore
Kimberly Elmsheauerp
Mallory Kendall Mostafa Elsawy
Laura Ervin
Aubrey Nichole Esparza
Brina M. Esser
Marcus Anthony Evans
Laranda Renee Fromster
Jhoana Patricia Quezada
Cydney Palmer Rana
Stacia Lynne Reeder
Lauren Harker Reid
Jake Taylor Ribak
Shannon Nicole Rice
Benjamin Emerson Rieke
Melissa Riggs
April Lynn Riley
Patricia Ann Rittgers
Amanda Patrick Rivera
Rachael Louise Rivera
Brittany Roberts
Shini Robin
Cynthia Charlene Robinson
Evette Karlene Robinson
Phyllis Yvonne Robinson
Stephanie Renee Robinson
Lesa Marie Rodriguez
Liza Munoz Rodriguez
Marla Rodriguez
Sandia Rodriguez
Stephanie Marie Rodriguez
Carmen Yomara Rodriguez Gonzalez
Kishma Ann Rollins
Krista Rosenbaum
Shawna Jae Rubalcaba
Shellsea Spring Ruden
Stephanie Rene Rynor
Jennifer Hickerson Salazar
Mario Alfonso Salazar
Jesus Enrique Salcido
Bethany Celeste Saldana
Annalisa Cristina Samano
Ellinor Mejia Sanchez
Barbara Lynn Sanders
Manuela Sandoval
Brianna Lynn Sandoval
Stephanie West Scales
Farah Gee Sears
Nancy Yvonne Seifert
Gesta Shankar
Christie Ritter Shoemaker
Monsurat Adenike Shoolo
Seema Sonali Singh
Paige Karryn Sizemore
Camillia Deann Sloan
Alexa Catherine Smith
Elizabeth Kay Smith
Eric Wayne Smith
Joanne Elaine Smith
Laura Leann Smith
Marlene Smith
Amber Rayshel Snider
Cheryl Ann Spell
Kimberlee Erin Spurlin
Pearl Zehua Stahl
Misty Rae Strauffer
Katherine Sanford Stensrud
Christine Bitonti Stewart
Angela Marie Stith
Victoria Louise Stokes
Melissa Nicole Stoup
Kelsi Lynne Strotton
Blair Christine Swearingen
Anna Michele Taylor
Breeanna Dawn Taylor
Monique Pleshua Taylor
Kasia Marie Theriot
Ashley Alice Thomas
Brenda Maire Thomas
Lauren Nicole Thomas
Jessica Nicole Thompson
Mary Ryan Tinnel
David John Torres
Allis Hoang Tran
Ngoc-Han Thi Tran
Alexis Anne Cooper Turner
Amanda Klontz Tusing
Kimberly Melissa Tyler
Thompson Unachukwu Ugochukwu Sandra Unuboh
Jennifer Marie Urbina
Kassandra Lynn Valencia
Linda Elizabeth Varghese
Remya Varghese
Maloup Cristina Viana
Lissette Villarreal
Ashley Janelle Vincenti
Heather Ann Vorton
Kim Njan Nguyen Vu
Mallorie Elizabeth Walkup
Paige Marie Wallace
Kimberly Ann Wallach
Kristin Walton
Tanja Bernice Wanczewicz
Joseph Paul Ware
Lisa G. Warren
Mercy W. Watnepool
Nathan Michael Way
Jessica Leslie Leigh Weatherly
Abby Elizabeth Weaver
Joanne Marie Webster
Kevin Wayne Wendt
Jill Elizabeth Wess
Melanie Kay Wessels
Joshua Benson West
Erica Ann Westbrooks
Arden T. Wetterman-Meyer
Chelsea Dawn White
Ashley Nichole Whitlow
Veronica Leigh Whitmore
Donna Lou Willemesen
Christi Williams
Logan Blaze Wilson
Mary Katherine Joy Wilson
Sarah Lynn Winter
Whitney Mccall Winters
Christen Jill Wolf
Amy Denise Wolle
Iris Wood
Susan Elaine Woodward
Jamie Lin Woolrich
Kousaew A. Yao
Emelia Yeboah-Sekyere
Stacy Yohannan
Michelle Eun Young Jo
Travis Wayne Zaplac
Cody Lee Zepeda

Department of Kinesiology
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ATHLETIC TRAINING
Degree conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Britney M. Williams

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
Alexandra Lee Hawkins
Jerin Babu Mathew
John Erica Anjiletta You Von Rasberry
Kenny Ngo Tang
Daran Trojacek
Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Guillermo Olivera
Jayde Mary Shedenhelm

Baccalaureate Degrees
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Carley Caulene Abbott
Iheoma Ayodele Ahiiba (S)
Amina Ziad Aboudail
Paritosh Acharya (S)
Matthew Russell Adamiak (C)
Alexis A. Adams (M)
Hannah A. Adams
Kimberly Suzanne Adams
Reagan Adams
Babatunde Adebo Adelaja
Ahimbola Gbemisola Adeoye
Oluwayode Adeoye
Vanessa Morgan Adkins (S)
Katherine R. Adkinson
Teresa Kemunto Aganyo
Pedro Aguierre
Patricia A. Agyemang
Kwaku Agyepong-Danquah
Yasmin Mohamed Ahmed
Lauren Rachel Ainsworth (S)
Muyiba Ojuelape Ajuyi
Bolale Akintinlola
Amy Lynne Akins (S)
Fridah Akoolo (S)
Nestor Ugochukwu Akporku
Jennie J. Alaniez
Kate Hae Kyung Albarran
Amber Nicole Albiar

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
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Susana Alcala
Tokamy Lachelle Alejo
Anum Amir Ali (C)
Muniza Naem Ali
Nicole Latricia Allen
Parris J. Allen-Meadors
Shayla Nicole Allred
Ahmed Mohd Almolqi (S)
Geneva Jasmin Alvarado
Manaury Alvarado Ponce (C)
Somphone Amphone
Maria Sanjuana Anderson (C)
Martha Louise Anderson (M)
Mercedes Sherrell Anderson
Verneshia Anderson-Howell (M)
Jocelyn Linguaic Andres
Eunice Ankomah
Michelle Perez Antunez (S)
Cortney Nicole Anvari (C)
Alyssa Anwar (C)
Sabrin Fenmil Arafi
Angelica Aragon
Marlene Arango
Katherine Elizabeth Archer (C)
Nelma Jean Argo
Gabriela Argueta
Shanahan Ugortji Arisa
Denise Marie Armstead
Dawn Rene Armstrong
Kayla K. Armstrong
Maria Esther Arreola
Gina Ann Arriola
Daniel Luis Arroyo
Tiffany Denise Arterberry
Shanna W. Ashberry
Janelle Marie Ashmore
Samantha Ashokkrishnan
Stella Gorantes Asong (M)
Agatha Forzi Asonganyi
Raechel Ramirez Astronomo (C)
Chikodili Jane Asuzu
Suzanne Marie Atanasof
Nicole Nadine Atkinson
Ola Atoyebi
Manouchea Augustin
Kerri J. Avedon
Yessenia Carolina C. Avelar
Arturo Avila
Namir Awakeem
Cynthia M. Ayala (M)
Kehinde Temitope Ayantoye (M)
Sahadat Olamide Ayinde
Oreifejesu Ayodeji Ayodele
Kelsi Jordan Ayres (M)
Doreen Nwosumi Ayuni
Michelle Marie Azevedo
Norma L. Baca
Heather Nicole Bach (M)
Rachel Angelico Bacali
Atalie Kim Badgett
Linda Suzanne Bahr
Lauren A. Bailey (C)
Gwendolyn Denise Baker
Sandra Balderas
Andrew Scott Baldwin
Anna Balli-Coronado
David Jason Balegh (M)
Dannelle Nicole Balsamo (C)
Tsong-Vy Vu Banh
Keyanna Leann Banks
Craig Bantayan
Shrijana Khaniya Barakoti (M)
Marcus Laurence Barboza
Maria Gabriela Barcelo (C)
Angela Veronica Barco
Taryn Rene Barczewski (C)
Ma Fatima Barker
Traci Lynn Barnes
Imelda Barraz
Cynthia Barrera
Stephanie Barrera
Patricia Barreras
Salma G. Barrientos
Haley Kathleen Bartlett
Yisselle Mendoza Bartlett (M)
Orika Chemose Baxter (M)
Yesenia Bazaldua
Melody J. Bazi
Cristina Quintanilla Beamesderfer
Bridge Beason (M)
Mackenzie Brooke Becker (S)
Dereje Habtamu Bedane
Misty Ann Bell
Juan Daniel Belmarez
Karen S. Bennett
Megan Elaine Bennett
Claire Marie Benson
Desiree Michelle Benson
Kayse Marie Bentley
Michael Phillip Bergman
Jennifer Anne Berra
Amber Nicole Berry
Heidi Tomie Berry (S)
Amy Renee Blagat
Imisuh Blakta
Rammik R. Bhullar (C)
Luke Paul Biarnesen
Melanie Lynn Bireley
Lindsay Arlene Bisby
Catherine Mary Bissell
Tabitha Nan Black
Emily S. Blackmon (M)
Jessie Layne Blackwell
Nichole Kaiulani Blair
Debi Blanco
Crystal Bandy Blas
Vanessa Annette Bocanegra
Jennifer Lynn Bogert
Brett Anthony Bond (S)
Olivia Bond
Tanganeka Mosha Booker (M)
Hannah S. Boone
Katie Augusta Borger (C)
Cassandra Borjas (M)
Jennifer Jeannette Borowski
Teresa Lynn Boudreaux
Kristin Ann Bourgeois
Kim Mari Bowen (S)
Sarah Anne Bowers (M)
Gabrielle Marie Opiela Bradford
Katie Ruth Bradley (S)
Mercedes Cruz Bradley (M)
Sherrie B. Bradley (M)
Teresa Lynn Brand (S)
Toni Danyell Brannan
Pamela Susana Branson
Jennifer Ann Brashare
Giovanni Bratovich
Amy C. Brawner (S)
Lacondala Bridges
Joseph Van Briggs
Teresa Rae Brimer
Edna Eloisa Briones-Rivas (C)
William Eric Britt
Jordan Brockman
Emily Wolfson Bronson
Gloria Brooks
Brittany Renae Brown
Destiny Larhea Brown
Jamie Deanne Brown
Sara Elizabeth Brown
Whitney Justine Brown
Shannon E. Bryant
Truman Sanders Bryant
Stephanie Dyan Buchhorn (M)
Glenn Bernal Buenafe
Veronica D. Buenrostro (S)
Teresa Lynne Bull (S)
Audre Anna Buono
Sean Burt
Maria Lynn Butler
Kristy Ann Byers (S)
Brielle Elizabeth Byrd
LaDonna Byrd
Denise Lynn Byrne
Crystal Caballero
Christine J. Cabe (C)
Heather Bianca Cabrera
Joanna Silva Cabrera (M)
Natalie Denise Cade (S)
Stephanie Dyan Cain (C)
Jair Camarena
Patricia Campa
Uche C. Campos
Amy M. Cantrell (C)
Shay Lynn Cantrell
Alexandria R. Cantu
Jennifer Landicho Cardenas
Rosana Cardad Carder (S)
Heather Michele Cardona
Michelle Nicole Cardoza
Britton Alexandra Carmony
Kimberly Renee’ Grieser Carnes
Finale Anne Carroll
Mary Agnes Carroll (M)
Kyndall Marie Carson
Amanda Carvajal
Paola Sabrina Casas
Rosa I. Casas
Cedric Cash
Tyson Scott Carson (S)
Lucila Coral Castille (C)
Daniezka Pastora Castillo (C)
Karen Castillo
Kathleen Castillo (C)
Bailey Cates
George S. Cavaos
Eric Paul Cavero
Giselle A. Cazes
Carmen R. Centeno
Merideth Chaffin (S)
Jaime Denise Chalk
Lori Anne Champion
Maria Victoria Kalols Chan (C)
Lumin Chaney
Joann Chaney-Brock
Mercy Bekeneh Changeh
Lindsey Ann Chavarrin
Cecilia Chavez (M)
Sara Leanne Chiglo (M)
Kevin Lynn Childress
Tiffany N. Ching
Michael David Chittly
Eunnie Grace Choe
Yun Chou
Michelle Lee Choltko (S)
Amy Chow
Angelica Leticia Cisneros
Sindy Melissa Cisneros
Walita A. Claiborne
Sean R. Clair
Emily Stokes Clark (S)
Shellie Malyne Clark (M)
Raevin C. Clay
Jessica Lynne Clinton
Dana Michelle Cobb-Gregory
Valeria Cobos-Mareles
Andrea Lynn Cocco (M)
Chancely Claire Coker
Cori Carlin Col (M)
Nuri Guadalupe Colin (C)
Elizabeth Jane Collins
Tiffany Rae Collup
Ana Colmenares-Sosa
Cherie Elizabeth Comstock
Garrett Wayne Concinere
Love Emmanuella Constant (C)
Anna Marie Contreras
Christopher Charles Cook (M)
Hannah Bethany Cooper
Christine Marie Corley (M)
Stephanie Deann Corley
Brenna Ann Cormier
Priscilla Franca Couto
Chelsea Cooper Covey
Heather Alecha Cowan
Melissa Diane Cowart
Jennifer Allyne Cox
Kourtney Monique Cravens (S)
Eliza Nicole Creagor
Kelsey Nicole Crick
Atonne Broge Crittenden
Victoria Elizabeth Cross
Christina Irene Cruz
Gershwin Boniao Cruzabra
Melisa Cuevas
Erin Culton
Crystal Dawn Curbo
Terrie Mouch Dagenhart
Malina Randy Dallmann (C)
Ruggerio Ralph Damalio (C)
Victoria Rae Daniel
Andrea Michelle Daniels
Lisa Marie Daniels
Tommy P. Dao (M)
Olamide Daramola
Amanda Dawn Davenport (M)
Camara Chaunade Davis
Christopher Nolan Davis
Eugene Michal Davis
James Andrew Davis
Jessica Marie Davis
Kara Dawn Davis
Kristy Lynn Davis
Latoria Dominique Davis (S)
Macaela Theresa Davis
Samuel Davis (M)
Sara Katherine Davis (M)
Shelan Jenice Davis
Sandra Dawe
Erica Joy De Guzman
Brian Daniel De Jesus
Cynthia De La Cruz (S)
Ashley M. Deam
Lindsey Leigh Dean
Eyltn Deantes
Ashley Kaye Decorte
Laurel Kate Deloggi
Maria Teresa Defoor
Charlene Wynette Del Grande
Kristine Noe Sedillo Dela Cruz
Tammy Sue Deleo (M)
Jeni Dellinger (C)
Sara DeLosach (C)
Negar Demehri (M)
Jennifer Michelle Dennyck (C)
Eleanor Merci Dennis
Elizabeth Marie Dennis
Samantha Susan Dermody
Bimala Dhakal
Suman Dhakal
Jessica Renee Diaz
William Diaz
Linda Karen DiCesare
Jasmine Amari Diggs
Jennifer Chika Dike
Amanda Josephine Dilley
Samantha Lyn Dillon (M)
Lorri J. Dinkins
Brittany Danielle Dipoalo (M)
Kristen Malene Dipiti
Kelli Louise Dixon
Karlene Vi Do
Tina R. Doffing (C)
Elsa Doko (C)
Joy Lynn Dolezal (C)
Gerardo Dominguez
Xuan Thi Thanh Don (M)
Nicole Danielle Douglas
Joshua Paul Dreher (M)
Treone Javon Driver
Alison Claire Duddy
Bridgegete Denice Duffy
Briana LeAnne Dugan (S)
Kelly Michelle Dugan
Margaret Lorraine Duhon
Mackenzie L. Dulworth
Kiernan Therese Dunbar (M)
Heather Durante
Melissa Lee Durso (C)
Angela Marie Dwyer
Jamie Lynne Dye (C)
Rachel Kathleen Dzurilla (M)
Alexis Earle
Haley Jeanne East (S)
Donna Marie Echols
Alanah Renee Eckiriah
Henry Garrett Eder
Kiesa Edgar
Kathleen Tredtin Edgerton (S)
Mary E. Edgley
James Idemudia Ediale
Naira Ednjikian (M)
Bryanna L. Edwards
Carmen Grace Edwards (S)
Miranda Karlyren Edwards
Osas Sandra Eliegieha
Ann Eikhenomian
Henrietta Ewe Ekerum
Nember Ekole
Elezzarai Elie El-Ashkar
Christine R. Elberson
Katherine Nicole Eligio (S)
Leslee Nicole Ellis
Kellie Chevonie Ely (M)
Kristie Lasonya English
Erica Nicole Epperson
Kori Lynn Eppink (S)
Lindsay Nicole Esparza
Alejandra Espinoza
Leslie Espinoza
Isaac Harim Esquivel
Carly C. Estes
Adrian Estopinales
Christopher Nathan Estrada
Millie Mendez Estrada
Stephanie Estrada
Fredy Paul Estrada Diaz (M)
Shirley Sison Euhlera
Karen Evangelista
Julian Elizabeth Evans (M)
Heather Leanne Everett
Maccie Davis Evert
Mallory Nicole Evisizer
Gloria Middle Ezeani
Norah Chinene Enke (S)
Katie Leanna Ezzell (M)
Zina Fang
Folasade Farawe
Jason Ryan Farley
Jessica Lynn Farris
Danielle D. Favor
Ashley Febre
Whitney Lee Ferguson (S)
Samuel David Feris
Cristina R. Fermin (M)
Pedro Luis Fernandez Cueto
Ashley Nycole Ferron (S)
Isseu Fielder
Jessica Danielle Findley
Brooke Courtney Finger
Riley Fira
Kimberly Kaye Fisher
Alicia Fitzgerald (C)
Colleen Marie Fronemreddo
Emily Arline Flanagan (S)
Amy Jeanne Fleming
Ericka Shawnette Fleming
Jodi Leigh Fletcher (M)
Daja Flewellen
Amanda Dee Flores
Carlos Eduardo Flores (M)
Marissa Flores
Norma Cortez Flores
Valorie Marie Flores
Ricky Lynn Flory
Alison Floyd
Jessica Elaine Foley (M)
Gideon Fontes
Amber S. Forbes
Crystal Forest
Tere Danielle Foster (C)
Christel Carroll Franco
Karen Franco
Shanna L. Frank (M)
Kande Avett Franklin
Robin Elizabeth Frantz (S)
Samantha Frazier
Abraham James Freeman (C)
Kristin Michelle Freeman
Rhoda Frimpomp
Kathy Louise Fuller
Luz Joel Fuller
Paula A. Fullerton (C)
Robin Markum-Marino Fults
Jennifer Wynne Furlong
Amanda Laquinn Furr
Michael James Gaber
William Gadd
Jennifer Anahi Galvez-Monteralvo (C)
Amanda Rose Galyn
Jacqueline Nichole Gamble
Anthony James Gann
Leny Aquino Gapasin
Bianca Raquel Garcia
Carina Garcia
Dana Kristine Garcia
Jorge Garcia
Krina Garcia
Mariza Barbosa Garcia (M)
Mary R. Garcia (C)
Rodolfo Garcia
Xenia Yali Garcia
Mariela Garcia Ahumada
Debra S. Gardiner (M)
Matthew Thomas Garrett
Heather Lynn Garrido (C)
Courtney Kaye Garrison
Jennifer Gary
Patricia Gates (C)
Sainey Gaye
Josefa Gonzalez Gaytan
Guma Guma Ghib
Susana Lucia Gebauer
Kathryn Elizabeth Georgiou
Danielle Shea Gerhardt-Gilbreath
Marissa Yvette Giamits (S)
Maci Lee Gibby
Katrina M. Giesler (S)
Melinda C. Giles
Samantha Blair Gillock
Patricia Gil-Martinez (M)
Micah Joseph Gingerich (C)
Nancy Gitaka
Simon Nganga Gituanja
Ghemisola Biliqs Giwa
Karen Elizabeth Gladish
Robyn Rene Goebel
Joe Dian Gomez
Senayda Gomez
Valerie Esperanza Gomez
Gabrielle Suaiso Gonzales (C)
Jacklyn Gonzales
Samantha Cherie Gonzales
Stephanie Nicole Gonzales
Bianca Alexandra Gonzalez
Jesus Julian Gonzalez
Noemi Gonzalez
Tomas Gonzalez
Mariana Gonzalez Diaz (M)
Alarise Lourdes Gonzalez (M)
Latasha M. Gordon
Jordan Whitney Ray Gossage
Charity Gajes Gotauco
Alicia Govea
David M. Graeber
Desma Grant (M)
Anna Gray
Diyasha Will Gray
Kelly Lynn Gray (S)
Amanda Gayle Green
Michelle Lee Green
Sarah Anne Green
Shaila Shonte Green
Cheyanne Opal Greene (C)
Dawn Marie Greene
Benjamin Jay Greer
Diana Grigoryans (M)
Lori Renee Griswold
Jennifer Chyrstal Group
Crystal Guajardo
Sarah Ann Guerrero
Daira Melissa Guevara
Kimberly Guillot
Eleya Jean Gunter (S)
Miguel Gutierrez (S)
Jana Renee Hadfield
Jessica Joy Hadley
George Melvin Hall
Megan Nicole Hammonds (M)
Samuel Joseph Hampton (M)
Hye Jung Han
Michelle Han
Songhee Han
Michelle Nicole Hancock
Carol Ann Normann Hancock
Emily Ann Hanna
Lillianne Margaret Hanning (S)
Monica Conception Hannon
Brenda Elena Hansen
Megan Pyatt Hardage
Cheryl Dawn Hardeman
Lyndsey Rhea Hardt
Grace Ann Hargraves (S)
Christy R. Harland
Faith Allison Harper
Kirstie Leann Harper
Meredith Leslie Harper
Rachael Elizabeth Harrell (S)
Leah Lillian Harris
Diane Lee Harrison
Janet S. Hartmann (S)
Sheila Ann Harwell
Dego Hassan (C)
Ana Hatchel (M)
Lindsey Brooke Hathorn
Calin Matthew Hauge (C)
Megan Michelle Hawley
Rachel Leighann Hawthorne (M)
Doris A. Hayes
Dushi Hazel
Kim Bartlett Heath (M)
Austin Hebert
Susan M. Heinz
Felisha Shantne Henderson
Susan Pamela Henderson
Jacquelyn Nycole Henry (S)
Michelle Herbert (C)
Michiko Rose Hermiller (C)
Brooke Marie Hernandez
Cleorvina Marie Hernandez
Frances Marie Hernandez
Laura Fernanda Hernandez
Michael Hernandez
Sergio Cesar Hernandez
Staci L. Hernandez
Steven Joseph Hernandez (M)
Catharine Marie Herr (S)
Ashlyn Herrera
Crystal Roxanne Herrera
Jonie Herrera
Monica O. Herrera-Hernandez
Rebecca Dawn Hickman
Amber Nicole Hill
Makenzie R. Hill
Ouma Kaltoum Hinchman
Jill Katryn Hinckley
Laurie Cathleen Hinman
Emily R. Hinson
Jennifer Ann Hinze (C)
Elaine Judith Hite (C)
Andrew John Hlavacek
Nhung T. Ho (M)
Kimberly Dang Hoang
Katherine Grace Hoffmann
Kimberly Underwood Holcomb
Ashley Ann Holder
Nhung T. Ho (M)
Kimberly Dang Hoang
Katherine Grace Hoffman
Kimberly Underwood Holcomb
Ashley Ann Holder
Samantha Ann Holder
John Nicholas Hollingsworth
Danielle Nicole Holman (C)
Anica Williams Holmes
Brooklyn Hooker (M)
David James Hoot (M)
Bailey Jeannette Hopkins
Kathryn Leean Horelica
Shuntavis Nicole Horn
Essence Breshay Horton
Rebekah Dawn Horton
Beverly Sue Hovan (S)
Kathryn Berrett Howard
Danyella Nicholle Howell
Lindsey Howell
Brielle Linda Hoyt (S)
Crystal Gaye Hoyt
Julie Anne Hubba (S)
Jamie Hudder (M)
Paula Lee Hudson
Robin Johnette Hudson (C)
Sonia Huerta
Benjamin Meade Huff
Cassandra Carol Hughes (S)
Amy C. Hule (C)
Lorraine M. Humrick
Terrie Lynn Huskins
Krysty Still Hutto (M)
Trang Phuong Huynh (S)
Juan Antonio Ibarra
Valentine Chika Ibe
Nikira J. Igwe
Angela Ohiageli Ijeji
Nicolette Brittainn Isaac
Megan Marie Isbell
Shelby Lee Ann Ivey
Emmanuel Chimonso Ivweke
Chinyere Cordelia Ivunze
Ginger Jacinto
Anika Michelle Jackson
Kimberly Nicole Jackson
Moriah Grace Jackson (C)
Hailee Dawn Janek
Chisteen Monique Jarvis
Kathryn Margaret Jarzabek
Renande Jean-Noel
Kizzie Jellicoe
Lisa Marie Jenner
Christian Jester
Sung Eun Ji
Andrea N. Jimmerson (C)

Kesi Jo Jodaraki
Angela Nicole Johnson
Angelica Ernestine Johnson (M)
Ashley Hubbert Johnson
Daniella Johnson
Hayley J. Johnson
Cynthia Yvette Johnson-Stanford
Alicia Marie Johnston
Michelle Young Ion (M)
Aja Selura Jones (C)
Amber Rose Jones (C)
Billy Joe Jones
Elsie Jones (S)
Emily Dalton Jones
Laterris Annessia Jones
Brittany Jordan
Essence Danielle Jordan
Joshua George Joseph
Staniie Marie Joseph
Christopher Robin Jost
Constanze Jost
Kreev H. Joundi
Anne Chebet Kabese
Kusasara Abwoodi Kagambirwe
Abigail Kalif (C)
Mugdha Sachin Kandalgonkar (M)
Mahmudul Karim (C)
Jeremy Lee Keinath (S)
Aletha Kelley
Brittany Nicole Kelley
Miranda Kelley
Ashleigh Denise Kemp
Jessica Erin Kemp
Luke Nathaniel Kern (M)
Lori Jean Key
Anjana Khadka (C)
Minh Hoa Thi Khong (C)
Tiffany Marie Kilgore (S)
Maryla Bell Kilpatrick
Eun Kim (M)
Kevin Chae Bin Kim (S)
Anne Nyamagu Kingori
Rebecca Quinn Kirkwood (C)
Jennifer Kristen Kirtrell
Fridah Kwaku
Carol Ann Klabough
Gregory Dwayne Klein
Jessica Dawn Klock
Esther Elisabeth Knoll
Mitchell Garland Knott
Tina Renee Knudson (M)
Jessica Lynn Kolb
John Kopecky
Ilana Shohana Kovach
Bonnie Jean Kovarik
Ramona Lum Kramer
Melinda Nicole Kubin
William Rodney Kucera
Pamela Kurikose
Maria Kim Kutza

Ringkeh Comfort Kwalah
Kyi Win Kyi
Kayla Marie Labree
Carmen Alyssa Lago
Angela M. Lambert (S)
Nicole T. Lampkin
Anna Michelle Langford
Chelsea Joan Lannoo (M)
Elizabeth G. Lanto-Pena
Kelly Nicole Lantrip
Leah Anne Lappin
Jacob Alexander Larson
Kurt Michael Larson
Esther Olumesa Lawani
Kim Lynn Lawrence
Lauren Lawrence
Jasmine Camille Lawson (C)
Johnson Tran Le
Kathy Le
Sandy Xuan Le
Isabel Pena Leander
Eunsung Lee
Rhonda J. Lee
Jillian Marie Lee (S)
Melissa Legendre
Kristi Callhoun Lehman
Betsy Theogene Lemonier
Ashley Leann Lemons
Shree Nashel Lemons
Ashley Elizabeth Lemus
Virginia Leon
Nicole Elizabeth Leonard (M)
Carmen Sharon Lescano
Sonja Elizabeth Leshan
Belen Ferree Lewis
Brent Arnold Lewis (M)
George Tyler Lewis
Kaylai Lewis (C)
Kimberly Chaneell Lewis
Yvette Levyva
Amanda Annette Lightfoot
Kayla Nicole Lima
Rachel Grace Little
Fu An Liu
Anthony Llanes (M)
Kelly Veronica Lobo (S)
April Ann Long
Christine Mary Long (M)
Mark A. Longanilla (M)
Megan Alyssa Lopez
Jule Roming Lorey
Celeste Losoya
Amber Jene’ Lott
Rosa Virginia Lugo-Scott (M)
Stephanie Lujan
Ana A. Luna
Iwona Luna
Tana Bailey Luna (S)
Dennis Ly (C)
Laura Elizabeth Maceri (C)

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
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Christine Melissa Ortiz
Cynthia Iverete Ortiz
Monica Natalia Ortiz
Patricia Damaro Ortiz
Sonja Elisa Ortiz-Leon (C)
Rachel Elaine Osondu
Sunday Kerubo Osoro
Chinwe Linda Osuagwu
Samantha Marie Osuna Castro (C)
Tiffany Dawn Otero
Kara Annette Otto
Amarachi Grace Otuokere
Christopher Ouik
Benes Otiemo Ouma
Jenna Lee Ourada (C)
Itohan Ovbiebo
Tina C. Overbeck
Sarah Michelle Owen
Luritta Ann Owens
Halei Owsley (C)
Amy Lynn Pace (S)
Sonya Lynn Packer
Monica Yvonne Padilla
Bethany Jean Palmer (S)
Tiffany Monique Palomino
Sabina Pandey
Chelsea Rayoung Park
Janet Christine Park
Elizabeth Rachel Parks
Ashley Delilah Parr (M)
Nikkie Lhen Pasayan
Preeti Patel (S)
Tina Patel
Aarti Uday Patil (C)
Lane A. Patrick
Casey Lynn Paulin
Joshua Roy Payne (C)
Patricia Lynn Pelletier
Jennifer Marie Pena
Rosa Isela Pena
Cecily Remor Pennington
Hannah Peoples (C)
Kassondra Nicole Peprah
Elizabeth Perales (S)
Simon Salinas Perales
Sandra Nicole Percival (C)
Tiffany Pereyra (C)
Kathy N. Pham (C)
Jacob Andrew Phillips
Jennifer Jane Phillips (M)
Kandace Danielle Phillips
Kelsey Renea Phillips
Kristal Janine Pierce (S)
Dawn Freeman Pittman (S)
Christine Poblete
Sandra Rae Poffnbarger
Marie Ann Polito
Adrienne Camille Ponder (S)
Rachel Kristine Porter (M)
Alizabeh Ann Posadas
Theresa Ann Posey
Lenee Tatara Powell
Mauana Rene Price
Lisa Marie Prillwitz (C)
Olivia Pritchett
Megan Marie Procter (M)
Michelle Pruneda (S)
Teresa Lydia Pryor
Elizabeth Rose Puerto
Dewayne E. Pullen
Emily Rebekah Pullin
Tempest Marie Quillar
Analise Elaine Quinones
Yvonne Quintanilla
Kimberly Anna Quintero
Courtney Jordan Rabb
Amanda K. Ragusan
Jadilah Sabah Rahim
Andrew Francisco Ramirez
Clara Ramirez
Erika Ramirez
Kimberly Dava Ramirez (C)
Olga E. Ramirez
Maria Esmeralda Ramirez Lozano
Leonardo Ramos Ramos
Mario Ramos
Paula Camille Ramos
Divya Nileshe Rana
Jennifer Lee Rangel (S)
Rodah Nyangarisa Ratemo
Kristen Lea Ratliff
Pamela Kay Ratlaff
Cynthia Raya (C)
Stephen Adam Reddoch
Melanie Denise Reed
Jayson Thomas Reedy
Brittany Reel (M)
Jennifer Lynn Reeves
Kenesha Vont'e Reeves
Lauren Nicole Reeves (C)
Iris Constanicio Reigle
Brandi Michele Retkeli
Cara Turnley Rener (S)
Jacqueline Ethel Reuben (M)
Cristine D. Reyes
Jacinda Rae Reyes (S)
Roxana Reyes (C)
Jordan Renee Reynolds
Kori Nichole Reynolds
Raven Richards
Ashley Sharine Richardson
Kaitlin Nicole Richardson (S)
Olivia Ann Rigg
Dujon Paul Riley
Megan Elaine Riley
Adrincon Rincon (S)
Claudia Valeria Rion
Rebecca Nicole Rios
Xylina Anne Rivera
Quinna Vanjetta Rives
Aaliyah N. Roberts
Latisha R. Roberts (M)
Lynette Lopez Roberts (S)
Paul O. Robertson
Cherylann Lilieth Robinson
Lakreisha Marche Robinson
Aubranee Tatum Robison
Michelle Robles
Vincent Arthur Rodea (C)
Shawn Michael Rodgers
Amanda Marie Rodriguez
Ashley S. Rodriguez
Charles Cyd Rodriguez
Janet Yadira Rodriguez
Jessica Rodriguez
Karina Yajaira Rodriguez
Laura Marie Rodriguez
Leonel Rodriguez
Maria Luisa Rodriguez (C)
Richard Rodriguez
Sally A. Rodriguez
Sunset Rodriguez
Yolanda Rodriguez (C)
Zaqueo Rodriguez
Angelica Rodriguez Lopez
Katherine Amanda Rogers
Zane Rohn (C)
Samantha Marie Roman
Carrie A. Romerio
Katie Marie Rommellanger (C)
Kevin Anthony Rondeau
Celess Rosas
Susana Rosas
Breanna Fay Rose (S)
Vanessa Barbara Rossi
Caitlin Marie Rothe
Virginia G. Rubin (C)
Dakota Earl Ruiz
Jocelyn Ruiz *
Klarissa Krystal Ruiz
Melinda Kay Ryan (C)
Natalie Janea Rydlek
Felisa Amparo Saenz
Francesca Bahati Satiale
Shawna Marie Saiz (S)
Kelsey Rae Saldivar
Tesla Isiah Samuel

(S) Summa Cum Laude  *Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
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David Sanborn
Bonnie Jill Sanchez (S)
Christopher Devin Sanders
Kristen Pleshert Sanders
Rimi Sandhu
Aldo Ismael Sandoval
Bryan Oliver Santaloalla (M)
Ronald Torres Sarmiento
Philip Ryan Sartin (S)
Shelby Morgan Satterfield
Emily Savoie Sausley (S)
Wendy Lee Savage
Antoinette Marie Schanes (M)
Kelly D. Scheideman
Tatum Schloss (C)
Jinny Lynn Schmidt
Laura Kimberly Schmidt (S)
Nancy Catherine Schmidt
Carrie Ann Simmons
Jenna Kathryn Simmons (C)
Kayla Jasmine Shelton
Hannah Sheng
Nashua Shah
Anusha Shaha (C)
Asha Kumari Sharma
Prasanna Sharma (S)
Mandy Shani
Mhairi T. Shuaib
Megan Sidney-Blaylock
Alexis Danyel Sifuentes
Vanessa Liseth Sisneros
Deborah Ann Silva
Brenda Esmeralda Silva-Cisneros (C)
Carrie Ann Simmons
Jenna Kathryn Simmons (C)
Kayla Lee Sims
Diane Joan Singh
Melissa Kay Singleton
Khalil Cassandre Sintima
Jessica Angelique Sivec
Sunayna Siwakoti
Shamiee Lako Song
Bailley Dawn Slaughenhaupt
Cam Holfman Smith
James Patrick Smith (C)
Jessica Dawn Smith
Kandice Louise Smith
Kanakala R. Smith
Tommie Christine Smith
Traci Michelle Smith (S)
Zachary Tyler Smith
Kortney Gene Smoot
Shari Susan Snyder (S)
Norma Alicia Solis
Rolando Solis
Gary Joseph Solomon
Priyadarshini Somanchi (M)
Kerry Song
Stacy Shannon Sorensen
Naomi Soria
Gowendal G. Soriano
Ericamarie Sorter
Jessica Soto
Jose H. Soto
Je'Lisa Viona Sowels
Kara Denise Spangler
Micah Neve Sparkman
Magen Marie Sparks (M)
Nina Elaine Sparks
Wendy Suzanne Spicer (M)
Althea Fisher Spreier (S)
Paul Edward Spriggs
Pamela Mary Theresa St. Jarre
Ebeneek Tashawana Staples
Tanisha Renee Staples
Candace Starling
Marjorie Aliyah Statham (M)
Victoria Yvonn Steadman
Jayson Christopher Steele (C)
Shanet Wessen Stefanos (C)
Sandra Alene Stein
Katelyn M. Stepp
Reine Ann Stevens
Susan Diane Stevens
Tina M. Stevens
Rebecca Cartee Stewart
Wesley Ryan Steward (C)
Merrin Shipton
Bonnie Lyn Stiffler (C)
Tanna M. Stimson (M)
Elisha N. Stock
Callee Jane Stokes
Wendy Elaine Stone
Britany N. Stovall
Stephanie Michelle Stover
Lauren Katherine Stricklin (C)
Taylor Stryder
Rani Tuan Vila Su (S)
Kira D. Suggs
Hayley Michelle Suiverveld (M)
Megan Lynn Suller
Jillian Michelle Summers (S)
Elizabeth Ashley Sumner
Michelle Elaine Sunada (M)
Jeanna R. Sutton
Joy Frederick Sutton
Katherine Lynn Tabajdi (M)
Cesley Jane Mata Tabuecue (S)
Nasir Taimuri
Gabrielle Renae Talamantez
Ahisa Niamkey Tanoh
Amy M. Tarbett
Aleta Tashi Taylor (M)
Heather Taylor
Melanie Taylor (C)
Brandy M. Tague (C)
Michael Terrell Toddler (S)
Belicha Teklemariam (C)
Hiwot Kassa Tesfaye
Edith Tetelman
Kathleen Tham
Angela Mahan Theobald (M)
Dany Eveillard Theodore
Amber Torria Thomas
Joselyn Duhaylonsod Thomas (S)
Latashe Dianne Thomas
Shana Joan Thomas (C)
Sofia Thomas
Stacy K. Thomas
Bradley Abraham Thompson
Cheryle Diane Thompson
Jessica Danielle Thompson
Laporsche Quachet Thompson
Latoryna Rosshel Thompson
Tiffany Dianne Thurnmond
Bryana Kiara Tillman
Cathy Diane Tison
Lisa Titterington (C)
Jennifer Del Carmen Tobar
Yolana Kay Todd (M)
Samantha Ann Tolleson
America Judith Torres
Aratis Roman Michael Torres
Chelaine Torres
Kayla Jean Torres
Myra Kriselly Torrez
Dolores Monserrat Tovar (C)
Ariel Dianne Toynes
Cindy Le Tran
Huyen T. Tran
My T. Tran (M)
Vickie N. Tran
Jorma Eric Travelstead (M)
Erika Ann Traverso
Lasanda Travis-Davis
Anna Brigitte Trigueros
Lupita Trujillo
Hung Truong
Kimberly Ngoc Truong (M)
Winston Macnutt Tubman
Rachel Kathryn Tucker-Lampkin
Rajana Tuladhar
Melissa Mac Tut (S)
Ashleigh Bianca Nicole Tyler
Natasche N. Tyler
Victoria Opiyemi Uche
Chioagziem Onyinye Udolisa
Desiree Danielle Underwood (M)
Sandy Ung
Desiree Symone Vail (C)
Jenny Valcin
Lauren Anise Valders
Arelis Valdes (C)
Amy V. Valdez
Janet Valdez
Tracey Valentine (C)
Valentina T. Valentine
Marcella Valle
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Katrina Michelle Vanhemel  
Jonathan Anthony Variames (M)  
Andrea Vasquez  
Veronica K. Veit  
Teresa Vela  
Dilshad Velani  
Jazmine Ann Velasquez (C)  
Jennifer Vera  
James Efrain Viera  
Vicky Vieyra  
Rebeca Villagomze (M)  
Raemy Dawn Villinger (M)  
Sahbina Danielle Vik (S)  
Sherie Lynn Viana  
Theresa My Lan Vu  
Vy Yen Vu (C)  
Afton Dena Wade  
Heather Hopkins Waggoner  
Erika Waits  
Eva Walekhwa  
Christin Alexandra Walski-Kiry  
Madison P. Walker  
Sheldon Chase Walker  
Tiffany Walker  
Michelle Wallace  
Norma Rae Wallace  
April Patricia Walsh  
Lindsey Ann Walsh  
Lu Wang  
Candace Voni’Gretchen Ward  
Brook Harrison Warren (M)  
Monika A. Warren  
Danielle Wartley  
Deborah Denise Washington  
Selena Washington  
Brian Christofer Wassner (M)  
Sarah Nicole Wasson (S)  
Eydie Michell Watkins  
Callie Marie Watson (S)  
Dorothy Jane Watson  
Ivan Keoki Sullivan Watts  
Cheila Yvonne Marie Webb (C)  
Mareya Renee Webb  
Charlotte Welch  
Macy Elizabeth Welch  
Amanuel Welderafael  
Elizabeth Nicole Weller  
Emily Claire Welsch  
Erin Marie Wendel  
Cass Christian Werner  
Michelle Ann West  
Nicole Michelle West (S)  
Alexa D. Westbrook  
Sunny Danielle Westerman  
Tamika Renae Whitaker  
Artlistiusu S White  
Gloria Marie White  
Melanie Webb White  
Roszlyn Marie White (M)  
Kelsey D. Whitley  
Amanda Marie Whitlow  
Ronshende Alisha Whrrington  
Madison Haley Wiegah  
Lana Gail Wiggum  
Alisha Christina Wilkin  
Alyssa Irene Williams (S)  
Amanda Danielle Williams  
Cheryl Lemae Williams  
Christina Williams  
Christina l. Williams  
Cory Wayne Williams  
Kayla C. Williams  
Keisha Pleshert Williams  
Renee Marie Williams (S)  
Stephanie Dawn Williams  
Reina A. Williamson  
Whitnie Lynne Willis (M)  
Amanda Renate Wilson (S)  
Erik Steven Wilson  
Ian Scott Wilson (S)  
Julia Renee Wilson  
Trefa Diane Wilson (M)  
Cassy Lynn Windland (C)  
Wendy Renee Winkelman (M)  
Kylie Jade Winship  
Miranda Ann Wiprud  
Kimberly Macrea Wirth (S)  
Benjamin Jeremy Wiseman  
Mary H. Winkowski (C)  
Michelle Renee Witt (C)  
Dale Stanley Woodard  
Tariku Kuma Worango  
Allison Wright (M)  
Jennifer C. Wright  
Julie Elizabeth Wright (S)  
Hallie Summer Wunderlich  
Christina Antonnette Wyatt  
Yevgeniya A. Yanayeve  
Jamie Lynn Yancy  
Elizabeth Yanez  
Ashley Yarbrough  
Evelyn Yegella  
Gina Marie Yepez  
Yodit H. Yigzaw (M)  
Jana Elizabeth Young  
Jennifer Michelle Young (S)  
Corina Renee Youngblood  
Tabitha Danette Zachary  
Madelyn Zarazua  
Fatima Zehra  
Diana Zepeda  
Hannah Kathryn Zimmerer (M)  
Julieta Rago Zoleta (M)  
Emma May Zollmann  
Yamilex Zuniga  
Zhaoxu Zuo  
Candace Lynette Zurek

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Syed Sarmad Abood
Victoria Oniawy Abu

Tatiana Lizabeth Acevedo
Constance Banghune Acha
Chioma Cynthia Acho
Mabel Changwaa Achiu
Kristin T. Adair
Valerie Ruth Adamek
Celese Danielle Adams
Laurel Adams
Sonya Deirdre Adams-Smith
Ibyemi Saturat Adebiyi
Olukwemki E. Adepiatan
Eric Joseph Adegidiana (S)
Eliza Agapito (S)
Mary Temitope Ajoyi (M)
Kimberly Heather Akin (C)
April Alaniz
Lauren Marie Albright
Robin Marleen Albritton
Anthony Alcala
Channa Alcala
Nathan Ventura Alcoser (S)
Kristina Denise Alteme (M)
Jane Elizabeth Allen
Traci Evonne Allen
Diana Lynn Alteme (C)
Danica Elise Amagula
Crystal Marie Amaya (C)
Lisa Celeste Amezcua (M)
Dan Allen Anderson
Erin Rene Anderson
Candice L. Andrews
Ayla Pracillia Ames (M)
Nikki Rose Arcangel Angeles (C)
Ketnel Angrand
Agyare Yeboah Antwi
Joseph Russell Arabia (S)
Aboiye Abiola Arawole
Matthew Nicholas Arnone (C)
Adam Shawn Arsenault (C)
Brian Ascott
Courtney Kaylene Ashlock
Lacey Ann Aston (C)
Joshua Todd Austin (S)
Cheyanne Brooke Autry
Gladys Osasere Azinge
Blake Winston Baker
Joy Powell Baker (C)
Mary Kathryn Balazik (C)
Ruby Beldengro
Brittany Correne Ballard
Tamara Lynn Ballew
Anna Nichole Balog (S)
Alexandra Segura Barlow
Kanisha Quentin Barnett (M)
Cara Liana Barrier
Vickie Lane Barron
Lauren Bates
Amy Melissa Baynash
Jennifer Andrea Bellis (M)
Ralph Navarro Belmonte

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
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Ashley N. Belto
Kolbi Rae Lyn Beneite (M)
Megan Taylor Bennett
Paul D. Bernstein
Hiruy Berega Berta
Rachael Ebangha Besong
Nicole Deann Bessinger (S)
Dorothy Marie Beumer
Laura Loraine Bevins
Calli Jeanne Birkenfeld (C)
Michelle Bieteng
Marshia Lane Biven (S)
Benjamin Joseph Blaise
Brinney L. Blakes
Linda Seila Boakye
Nicole Lorraine Boers
Lisa Marie Booker (M)
Heather Hass Bourland (S)
Andrea Patricia Boyd
Jade Payne Brannon
Jenex Marie Brewer
Alexandra Brittain-Timmons
Justine Shandra Broussard
Amanda Marie Brown (C)
Jamie Renee Brown
Jasmine A. Brumfield (C)
Krystle Marie Brunke (M)
Deanna Marie Buckallew (M)
Amy Christine Burden
Yulia Burmistrova (S)
Carly L. Butler
Angela Ward Bynum
Christy M. Byrd (M)
Dorella Magat Cabrera
Kristal Nacole Caceres
Emily Christen Campos (S)
Kayla Marie Canon
April Grace Canter
Kimberly Kay Cantrell
Cynthia Kathleen Cardwell
Jason Matthew Carey
Alexis Rose Carlton (M)
Stephanie L. Carnes (C)
Julie Ellen Carstensen (C)
Stephanie Elise Carter (M)
Tenika Lashay Carter
Susanna Renee Case (C)
Bridget Lynn Castillo
Alejandra Castillo Ochoa
Carrie June Cates
Nicole Nione Chagnon
Leslie Marie Chamblee
Asha Chandran
Ashley Bianca Chase
Tiffany Lynn Chavies
Volha Chekan-White
Miyuki J. Cheney
Rachel W. Chiuri
Minok Choi
Alexis Ashley Chretien
Chinedu Ijomha Chukwuaka
Reese Leevon Clare
Ashley Christine Clark
Kimberly Nora-Beth Clinkenbeard
Penny Andrea Coats
Christian Edward Coffman
Amelia Alexis Collins
Debra Lynn Collins (C)
Ronald C. Concepcion
Shelby Lynn Cooper
Elaine Cordero
Amanda Michelle Cortinas
Anni Lynnette Cotharn (C)
Shellee Rae Crane-McFarland (M)
Julie Ann Craze (C)
Laura E. Crews
Elizabeth Cristancho (C)
Tatiana K. Cremon
Chari Lynn Crosby (M)
Dove Ariel Cruz (S)
Daisy Cristina Cruz Arias (C)
Mary Peter L Cruz Cueno
Lara Lee Culclasure
Hillarie Anne Cummings (C)
Kellie Michelle Cummings
Janelle Nichole Cunningham (S)
Rachelle Jan Curtis (S)
Elizabeth Ann Dunby
Maria Isela Darden
Evelyn Lesly Darland
Suzanne Daughey
Lilian Efosa Davidson
Julianne Marie Davis (C)
Tamara De Leon
Angela Sue Delaney
Keisha Kamice Delasbour
Manisha Dhiakal
Jasperet Kaur Dhanoa (S)
Hilary Nycole Diaz (C)
Cassandra Lee Dickerson
Auhdese Dixon
Kristina Renee Donoho
Page Suzanne Dove (C)
Amie Renee Dreamer (S)
Alba Patricia Dugard (M)
Andrew Scott Dunbar (S)
Justine Duque (M)
Monica Duchover Elizondo
Jana Beth Eason
Pearl Ege
Joanna Eguia
Destiny Chiogzie Ekechukwu
Alexis Lee Elliott (C)
Julie P. Elmore
Ashley Sara Emami (C)
Mary Elizabeth Epperson
Iliana Gabriela Esacobdo
Erin Colette Espinoza (S)
Carlos Israel Estrada
Lindsey Rae Eustace (M)
Heidi A. Evans
Kelly Lynn Evans
Christine Ezekwugwu-Elendu
Raha Chantal Fathoomand
Melissa Kay Farmer
Laura Laree Farriss
Hank Truett Fawks
Blaise Ngakadjie Fauxgue
Lashana Rose Felton
Erin Michele Ferioli
Tiffany Lee Fields
Danielle Filsaime
Valerie Jane Firl
Roberto Flores Cortez
Jessica Lynn Fonseca
Kerstyn M. Footer
Parish Lakesha Ford
Damilola Omolabade Fowowe (C)
Pinesheia Renee Foxx (C)
Tamara Lalawn Francis
Lisa Amie Franco
Jennifer L. Frankenhofer (C)
Debra Kaye Freeman (C)
Joanne N. Fries
Leslie Jo Friedley
Veronica Consuelo Frostad
Felicia Kay Fuller
Jordy Ryan Futrell
Andrea Nicole Garcia (M)
Mashonda L. Garner
Thomas Vaden Garrett
Bailee Marie Gaston
Nicole Renee Gavel (C)
William Andrew Gentry
Mary Melissa Gibbens
Christine Gilbert Gilbert
Deron C. Giuliano (S)
Victoria Ann Givens (C)
Karen Patricia Glenn
Shayna Glover
Lora Renee Goff
Luis D. Gonzaga
Holly Christa Gonzales
Diego Gonzalez
Mario Gonzalez
Jennifer J. Goodrick
Ryan James Goodwin (S)
Christina Tatiana Gordon
Christopher Blake Gordon
Jeney Lynn Gorre
Erin Rae Graham (S)
Melissa Granados
Cassandra Marie Granger (S)
Heather D. Gray (C)
Courtney Rashun Green (C)
Annie Patricia Greer (S)
Joshua Michael Griffin (M)
Erin Elizabeth Griffith
Celeste Metter Grimes
Jessica Dawn Grikel
Laura J. Guardiano (C)
Jeremy John Gutormson (S)
Larissa Yvette Hafner (C)
Katherine Lynn Hamilton (S)
Travis Selby Harbuck (C)
Elizabeth Nicole Harden
Ashley Renee Harper
Dennis Lee Harper (C)
Chandra Elise Harrell (S)
Serena Harris (C)
Abby Duvall Harrison
Sara Elizabeth Haugen (S)
Charla Michelle Hawley
Jacob Allen Heinold
Karrin A. Mattie Heinold (M)
Rose Hemani
Latisha Danielle Henry
Tammy Lynn Henry (M)
Lolani Hernandez (S)
Rachel Hernandez
Alicia R. Herron (M)
Amanda J. Hoivik
Audrey June Holinka (M)
Richard Brian Holubec (C)
Shaynee Rhea Howard
Xuan Zheng Huang
Donabel Camocamo Hughes
Kathryn Sue Hunt
Keanna Hunter (M)
Jenny Lea Hussey
Merisa Ibrahimovic
Eric Lee Ido-Brace (S)
Stephanie Nguyen Ikowe
Leslie K. Jacks
Chelsea Jackson (M)
Neysha Enith Jagrup (M)
William Jamette (M)
Miles Austin Jaroek
Susan M. Jenkins
Kyung Ja Jeong
Adam James Jerzak (S)
Mary Flor Jimenez
Christopher Jin
Dawn A. Johnson
Hollee Johnson (M)
Monica Tresheil Johnson
Tara L. Johnston
Ashley Nichole Jones
Laycee Nicole Jones
Melissa Nicole Jouflas
Nicole Renee Kaiser
Kaci Nicole Karas
Charnpreet Chandi Kaur (M)
Hayla Catherine Keil (C)
Melissa Keith (S)
Tricia Lashun Kelly-Hawkins
Deena Samir Khalil
Nida Khan
Nadia Khan Mercado (M)
Minsun Kim
Carol Astilla King (C)
Rhonda Tarver King
Sarah Elizabeth Kingan (M)
Kristy Kay Kirkpatrick
Michele Mebee Kister
Brittany Thanesha Klathe
Alexandra Diane Koke (C)
Kasey Lea Krenek (C)
Rebecca R. Kret (C)
Yevgeniy A. Kryukov (C)
Manna Mariam Kurian
Nikki Lahood
Rachel Nicola Lambright (C)
Jemima Owusu Lamprey
Megan Leigh LaPointe (C)
Jennifer Michelle LaRue
Heidi Brianna Lavka
Melissa Ann Leeper (S)
Maria Georgeta Leordean (S)
Amy Aletha Lewis
Jennifer Leigh Lisenby
Kimberly Sue Litzen (C)
Mandy Yin Lo
Ashley London
Stacy Dawn Longoria
Jessica Nichole Lopez
Oddiz Izette Lopez (M)
Rahago Alfonso Luis
Brittany Holland Late
Dustin Evan Lynch (C)
Erin Lynn Moseley
Maria Erika Madera
Maria Eunice Dela Cruz Magat (S)
Amber Nicole Mahalite
Maya G. Mailhot (S)
Tabitha W. Makenga (C)
Natalie Aime Mangels
Nancy Manueli
Susan Renee Marehand
Sunita Nizar Ali Maredia
Zariah Rose Marquez (M)
Lisa Ann Martin (C)
Megan Cherise Martin (M)
Christina Martinez
Edna Mildred Martinez
Icila Jaqueline Martinez
Karen Martinez
Layla Michele Martinez
Sonja Torres Martinez (M)
Jovani Knicole Maruyama (S)
Kristine Joy Reyes Mauleon (C)
Sabrina Korin Maurer
Gladys Avana Mbok
Alexis Dominque McAfee
Holly Anne Mccaleb (M)
Brian L. McCann (M)
Madison Paige McCarty
April Kay McClafferty
Ashley Nichole McCray
Kerimichelle McGee (C)
Tonya Cheryl McGrew (M)
James Clayton McKiddy
Olivia Joyce McNight (S)
Lakesha McNair
Chavaunte Champaigene Meeks (M)
Ansel Mendoza
Shanta Yvette Menton
Jennifer Lynn Michael
Bianca Nichole Michaud
Mallorie Elice Mikel
Rayvel Nicole Miles
Michelle Renae Miller (C)
Sandi J. Miller
Kathleen Jeanine Mink (M)
Tammika Danielle Minnirt
Leroyce Alana Minyard
Upendo R. Mkerenga (M)
Kelli Rene Mksykcy
Diego Molina
Rachael Andrea Montgomery (S)
Martha Cruz Morales
Norma Morales
Jenna Cherie Moreland (M)
Janet Moreno (M)
Monica A. Morgan (M)
Kelly Elizabeth Morrison
Nicolete Morrison
Myrell Liana Yanson Mortalla (S)
Destiny Renee Moses (M)
Zeinab Moteirk (M)
J’Nae Melissa Mullern
Willie Gary Multinik (S)
Yvette Marie Munoz (M)
Jennifer Kim Murray
Kelly Jean Musgrove (S)
Joseph Jeremy Musli
Cherylyn Muzyka
Barbara Milbert Namayanja
Summer Shianne Napier
John Anthony Napoleon (M)
Kaylee L. Navarro
Mohammed Ummul Nazir
Yvonne B. Ndp
Subilo faith Nebwe Oghu (M)
Lawanza Nelms
Evelyn Robin Nelson
Martine Ndogoe (C)
Solange Ngo Semga
Hong Thanh Nguyen (M)
Andrew Robert Nichols (M)
Katrina Lavette Nickolson
Marie Carmelle Nicolas
Roseline Nnadozie
Nico A. Nocera
Danielle Janine Norman (C)
Mandy Lynn Norman (M)
Kathleen Marie Novocin (C)
Katelyn Sierra Noyes (C)
Gisele Nsibiyunvá
Samanthia Elaine Nugent
Sanchez Obas
Aruudo Rose Obasi
Heather Renee Obrien (M)
Sikarat Iyabo Ogunjobi
Ju Kyung Oh
Chloe Madison Okamoto (S)
Oyinade O. Olanrewaju
Samwel Nyagatetir Onyango
Myriam Orozco (M)
Oscar Onderi Oruta
Maria Josef Osns
Jamie Michelle Oubre
Catherine Ann Overtree (C)
Bridget Owusu

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
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Kearisten La' Quan Wallace (C)
Kimberly Wauhop
Roslyn Webber
Anne Elizabeth Wheat
Caterra White (C)
Hailey Gale White
Traci Jeanne White
Deidra Whinfeld
Christopher George Whililach (C)
Lashonda Whittington (S)
Erica Jaime Willems (S)
Alissa Danielle Williams
Amanda Lucinda Williams
Jacqueline Maria Williams
Kirsten Monet Williams
Quinity La'Gladys Williams
Rebecca Lauren Williams (C)
Tilany Shena Williams
Tosha Williams (C)
Gabriella O. Wilson
Katherine Elizabeth Wilson
Tonya Kaye Winger
Henry Owen Winston (C)
Monica Lyn Witherspoon
Lauren Victoria Wolff
Darlene Margaret Wood
Laurie Leigh Wood
Kristin Jo Worrhley (M)
Jennifer Katherine Wrenn
Krista Leigh Wright
Maietta Catherine Rose Wykstra (M)
Chunyi Ye
Irina Yegorova (M)
Amanda Nichole Young (C)
Carson Ray Zamarron (C)
Glyn Dylan Kibler
Jimmy Ray Labrie
Diana Le
Allison Elizabeth Lee
Kelvin Leiva
Nia I. Lewis
Jeovana Alejandro Lopez (C)
Pius Nnamdi Madu
Grisela Medelin
Miriam Judith Mendoza
Jesse Mendoza Beltran
Avunte Moore
Tahnia Danielle Moore
Jesus Perez (C)
Leonardo Pina Correa
Daniel Felipe Sifuentes
Brad Vernon Sugg
Jared Trevor Young

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
EXERCISE SCIENCE
Farhan Abas Abdulahi
Chaston Abut
Shadam Ahmed
Jason Albarran
Alexander Daniel Almon
Omar Arcos (C)
Sandra R. Arias
Jordan Gaum Austin (S)
Jeanne Michael Bandelaria (M)*
Yesenia M. Barrera (C)
Kameron Deton Barrett
Mark A. Basilan
Jordan R. Baumann
Ruger Alan Beck
Robyn Brianna Beckwith
Philip Nathan Burleson (S)
Jacqueline R. Burnett
Blake Robert Burris (M)
Myles A. Butler
Norhemi Castillo
Samia D. Chaudhry
Reynaldo Luis Compean (C)
Lucia Conlon (M)
Michael D. Dang (C)
Ever Flores (C)
Andrew Steven Garcia
Chelsia Garcia
Nathaniel Patrick Gin (M)
Shalantra N. Green
Robert Clancy Harber (M)
Gabriel M. Hardin (M)
Jazmine B. Harris
Lisa R. Hart (S)
Garrett Franklin Johnson (C)
Stephen Joseph

Department of Kinesiology

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN KINESIOLOGY
Colton Anderson
Yazmin De'Shea Blakey
Jesus Colunga
Lindsey Coss
Johana Díaz (S)
Evan Scott Dillard (C)
Jacob Weston Dowling (C)
Celeste Flores
Joshua Alexander Gamboa
Stephanie Guerrero (C)
Kristalynda Renee Holgin
Asiah Jordon Holiday (M)
Mark Johnson

Ana-Alycia Juarez
David Ryan Kelleher
Angelina R. Logozzo
Andrew John Longworth (M)
Celine D. Luhan
Adam James Luna (C)
Mikko Macapagal (S)
Manuel Macias
Zoe Leeann Martin
Liam Tav McCracken
Shannon Michelle McGee
Mandi Shanel McWilliams
Melanie Perez Melesio
Mariah Anne Meyer
Aide Munoz (S)
Valeria Nambo
Julia B. Nava
Aaron Newland (S)
Huy Jonathan Minh Nguyen
William Chase Nix
Rebecca Olatunde
Caidon Palmer
James Lloyd Parsons
Kruti Jayambhai Patel
Veneshia Tamara Phillips Johnson
Usha Rai (M)
Crystal Rangel
Noah Gabriel Roberson
Emily Rodriguez
Erika Rosas
Scott Andrew Rutherford
Nawid Said Hassan
Yulma Salmas
Samantha Sanchez
Steven Austin Schoenberger
Zed Scott
Rahna Shrestha (M)
Anei Yoliztin Silva Vega
Morgan Embry Smith (C)
Avonte Marquez Starks
Victoria Thai
Rhea Thomas (M)
Thu Tran
Jocelyne Trepo
Haylee Yvonne Tyler (M)
Jared Tyra (C)
Joanna Rita Valencia
Kristine Erin Vital
Iqra Waheed
Whitney B. Walton (S)
Morgan Ann Watson (C)
Cody Wayne Werthl (M)
Alexis Mikiko Williams
Katelyn Williams

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Reynaldo Caazares (C)
Morgan Mone’T Daniels
Victor Alexander Delgado
Hayleigh Cheyenne Fiscus
Merline Fougere

(S) Summa Cum Laude *Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
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DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN QUANTITATIVE BIOLOGY
Nicole Rosemarie Hales
B.S., UT Arlington, 2015
Dissertation Title: Leveraging NGS Data to Answer Broad Questions in Biology
Supervising Professor: Todd Castoe

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN CHEMISTRY
Jayanta Chakrabarty
M.S., University of Dhaka, 2011
B.S., University of Dhaka, 2010
Dissertation Title: High Confidence Identification of Cross-Linked Peptides by Mass Spectrometry: Cleavable Cross-Linking Technologies
Supervising Professor: Saiful M. Chowdhury

BACHelor OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC HEALTH
Carlos Garcia
Kristen Gay
Abigail Marie Graham
Adam Parker Grillo
Kimberly Hidalgo
Ariana Ivette Jasso
Adam Parker Grillo
Abigail Marie Graham
Ariel Nicole Rodriguez
Audrey Ayag
Madison N. McConnell
Morgan K. McRae
Melisa Mapa
Madison N. McConnell
Morgan K. McRae
Matthew Joseph Kellner
Menahem A. Soffer
Brittany McHale
Morgan K. McRae
Matthew Joseph Kellner
Morgan K. McRae

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN QUANTITATIVE BIOLOGY
Nicole Rosemarie Hales
B.S., UT Arlington, 2015
Dissertation Title: Leveraging NGS Data to Answer Broad Questions in Biology
Supervising Professor: Todd Castoe

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN QUANTITATIVE BIOLOGY
Nicole Rosemarie Hales
B.S., UT Arlington, 2015
Dissertation Title: Leveraging NGS Data to Answer Broad Questions in Biology
Supervising Professor: Todd Castoe

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN CHEMISTRY
Jayanta Chakrabarty
M.S., University of Dhaka, 2011
B.S., University of Dhaka, 2010
Dissertation Title: High Confidence Identification of Cross-Linked Peptides by Mass Spectrometry: Cleavable Cross-Linking Technologies
Supervising Professor: Saiful M. Chowdhury

Garrett Hellinghausen
B.S., UT Austin, 2015
Dissertation Title: Development, Evaluation, and Application of Chromatographic Resolution Enhancement Strategies
Supervising Professor: Daniel W. Armstrong

Tharun Teja Ponduru
M.S., National Institute of Science Education and Research, 2015
B.S., National Institute of Science Education and Research, 2010
Dissertation Title: Direct Functionalization of Inert C-H and C=C Bonds Using Copper and Zinc Metal Ions and Application of Chromatographic Resolution Enhancement Strategies
Supervising Professor: Daniel W. Armstrong

Susana Isabel Aguirre-Medel
B.S., UT Arlington, 2014
Dissertation Title: Synthesis and Characterization of Porous and Bulk 3C0 Materials
Supervising Professor: Peter Kroll
Thirupataiah Avullala  
M.S., Indian Institute of Technology, 2011  
B.A., Osmania University, 2005  
Dissertation Title: Catalytic C-C Sulfitation Reactions  
Supervising Professor: Junha Jeon

Mohammad Kabir Hossain  
M.S., University of Manchester, 2012  
M.S., University of Dhaka, 2010  
B.S., University of Dhaka, 2008  
Dissertation Title: Copper-Based Ternary Oxide Semiconductors for Solar Energy Conversion and Environmental Remediation  
Supervising Professor: Krishnan Rajeshwar

Mohammad Fakru Islam  
M.S., University of Dhaka, 2012  
B.S., University of Dhaka, 2010  
Dissertation Title: Speciation of Aluminum During the Formation of Aluminum Chlorohydrate: A Combined Kinetic and Mass Spectrometry Study  
Supervising Professor: Frederick M. MacDonnell

Min Kyung Kang  
B.S., UT Arlington, 2014  
Dissertation Title: Applications of Click Chemistry and Polymer Chemistry in Detecting and Amplifying Drug Delivery for Inflammatory and Cardiovascular Diseases  
Supervising Professor: Liping Tang

Adriana Paola Sotelo Munoz  
M.S., Universidad Nacional de Colombia, 2012  
B.S., Universidad del Cauca, 2009  
Dissertation Title: Synthesis and Optical Properties of Rare Earth Sulfides and Oxysulfides  
Supervising Professor: Robin Macaluso

Monira Obaid  
M.S., University of Dhaka, 2005  
B.S., University of Dhaka, 2004  
Dissertation Title: Role of lncRNA HOTAIR in Immune Response  
Supervising Professor: Subhrangsu S. Mandal

Philip Michael Palacios  
B.S., UT Arlington, 2012  
Dissertation Title: Non-Heme Iron Oxygenases: An Investigation of the Protein Ligand Effects on the Chemical Reactivity in MiaE and Cytochrome Dioxynase  
Supervising Professor: Brad S. Pierce

Chuchu Qin  
M.S., University of Pittsburgh, 2013  
B.S., Central South University, 2012  
Dissertation Title: Ligated Flow Measurement: From Inline Hydrophilic Shot Flow Monitor to Flowmetry in the Nanoliter/Minute Scale  
Supervising Professor: Purnendu K. Dasgupta

A.D.A. Shahnuzaman  
M.S., University of Dhaka, 2011  
B.S., University of Dhaka, 2010  
Dissertation Title: Improved Sample Preparation Method for LC-MS/MS Based Cellular Proteomics and Co-Immunoprecipitation Cross-Linking Proteomics Study of Toll-Like Receptor 4  
Supervising Professor: Saiful M. Chowdhury

Ravi Singh  
M.S., Veer Bahadur Singh Purvanchal, 2006  
B.S., Veer Bahadur Singh Purvanchal, 2004  
Dissertation Title: Leveraging Propagylie Frameworks in the Total Synthesis of Natural Products Containing a 2-Aminoimidazole  
Supervising Professor: Carl J. Lovely

Jamie Lynn York  
B.S., UT Arlington, 2016  
Dissertation Title: Analytical Methods for Solving Complex Problems in Food and Environmental Science  
Supervising Professor: Kevin A. Schug

Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

Jessica T. Bullock  
M.S., University of South Florida, 2013  
B.A., University of Tampa, 2011  
Dissertation Title: Modelling Pm2.5 Concentrations and Spatial Correlation with Weather Conditions and Adult Asthma in North-Texas in 2014  
Supervising Professor: Jianzhong Su

Nguyen Cao  
B.S., UT Arlington, 2014  
Dissertation Title: Spatio-Temporal Variations in Hospital Discharge Rates for Asthma in North-Central Texas over the Period 2010-14  
Supervising Professor: Andrew Hunt

Sadana Silwal  
B.S., UT Arlington, 2014  
Dissertation Title: Spatio-Temporal Analysis of Asthma Hospitalizations and Ambient Air Pollutants in Texas: A GIS and Regression Model Approach  
Supervising Professor: Andrew Hunt

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Department of Mathematics

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MATHEMATICS

Sita Charkrit  
M.S., UT Arlington, 2017  
M.S., Chiangmai University, 2006  
B.S., Ramkhamhaeng University, 2003  
Dissertation Title: Latex Analysis by POD and DMD for Vortex Formations in Boundary Layer Transition  
Supervising Professor: Chaoqun Liu

Ariel N. Leslie  
B.S., Texas Southern University, 2014  
Dissertation Title: Mathematical Modeling of a Network of Neurons Regarding G5D Transport Deficiency Epilepsy Seizures  
Supervising Professor: Jianzhong Su

Anthony Mastroianii  
B.S., Millersville University of Pennsylvania, 2012  
Dissertation Title: Line Scheme of Regular Algebras of Global Dimension Four  
Supervising Professor: Michaela Vancliff

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Degree conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Izzet Sozucok  
M.S., Kocaeli University, 2011  
B.A., Kocaeli University, 2008  
Dissertation Title: Prediction of Remaining Lifetime Distribution from Functional Trajectories Under Censoring Data  
Supervising Professor: Shan Sun-Mitchell

Zicong Zhou  
M.S., UT Arlington, 2015  
B.S., University of Maine Presque Isle, 2012  
Dissertation Title: Computational Diffeomorphisms for Brain Morphometry  
Supervising Professor: Guoqin G. Liao

(S) Summa Cum Laude  
(M) Magna Cum Laude  
(C) Cum Laude
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Department of Physics

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN PHYSICS AND APPLIED PHYSICS

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Jiao An
M.S., Henan Normal University, 2014
B.S., Hebei University of Science and Technology, 2010
Dissertation Title: The Electronic and Optical Properties of the Transition Metal Oxides
Supervising Professor: Qiming Zhang

Randall W. Gladen
M.S., UT Arlington, 2018
B.S., UT Arlington, 2014
Dissertation Title: Development and Applications of a Multi-Functional Position Beam for Spectroscopies of Surfaces and Interfaces
Supervising Professor: Alexander H. Weiss

Zheng Hui Lim
M.S., UT Arlington, 2016
B.S., UT Austin, 2012
Dissertation Title: Functionalizing Semiconductor-Crystalline Oxide Heterostructures for Future Application in Energy Harvesting, Sensing, and Computing Technologies
Supervising Professor: Joseph H. Ngai

Department of Psychology

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

Kelley Bevers
M.S., UT Arlington, 2018
B.A., UT Austin, 2012
Dissertation Title: The Relationship of Debt on Psychological Well-Being
Supervising Professor: Angela J. Liegey-Dougall

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Celina Antonietto Salcido
M.S., UT Arlington, 2017
B.S., UT Arlington, 2013
Dissertation Title: Assessing the Hierarchical Aversiveness of Two Simultaneous Pains Within an Operant Approach-Avoidance Paradigm
Supervising Professor: Perry Fuchs

Jennifer Strand
M.S., UT Arlington, 2018
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1996
Dissertation Title: The Impact of Youth Adaptive Sports Camps
Supervising Professor: Angela J. Liegey-Dougall

Department of Biology

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY

Nneoma Jacquinne Chukwudinma
Eric Robert Lemus
John Curry Monaco
Seham Fatima Noorani
Philip Witten Trammell

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Mia Bremond Brown

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY

Ramiro P. Fernandez

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Shan Hazoor

Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL AND EARTH SCIENCE

Samuel John Becker
Jessica Idell Clothier
Ryan Zachery Jones
Chad Allen Larsen
Benton Matthew Mowrey
Chloe Akinyi Orien

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Scott Michael Erickson

Department of Mathematics

MASTER OF ARTS IN MATHEMATICS

Jeibi Virginia Benitez
Perri L. Colas

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Katherine Marie Parry

Department of Physics

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS

Rebecca Marie Proni
Hunter Charles Edward Sullivan III

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Traci M. Bricka
Adam Damadzic
Shane Alexander Snyder

Department of Psychology

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PSYCHOLOGY

Samar Abdallah Taha

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Ifeoluwa M. Akinlawon
Daniel Francisco Espinoza Ortega
Elsy Alesa Martinez
Veronica I. Navarro (C)

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BIOLOGY

Lamis Alabd
Amanda Elizabeth Anway
Le Bui
Nadira I. Canty
Jordan Castleberry
Sierra Castleberry
Nour Sandra Dallah
Monasadat Davachi
Meiyu Fang
Julissa Gamez (M)
Lizeth Gutierrez
Sagal Mohamed Hassen
Madalyn Jo Hedges
Sean H. Irvin
Nicholas K. Kohner
Lucero Pena
Roxana Perez
Sanae Mashhour Rahhal
Mariah Nicole Ramsay
Elizabeth Sharron Reed
Angelica Sistos
Aaliyah Smith
Chloe Grace Stubbs
Victoria Talamantes

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY

Kareem Abdelhamid
Manisha Acharya
Suman Saajid Akhtar
Aman M. Alkajaji
Araceli Andres
Ansharah Asil
Saska Bethany
Jonathan D. Bryant
Bryce Alexander Burdett
Sakina Chinwala (S)
Whitney A. Cole
Jonathan Doane Conway
Mai T. Dinh (S)
Sydney T. Do (S)
Sydney Renee Dragon
Alyson H. Emery (S)*
Erin G. Flinchbaugh
Marah Deann Townzen Funk (M)*
Heather Renae Gallegos
Nisha Gamadia
Sarah Marie Grove (S)
Rida Z. Haider (M)
Hamsa Atef Ahmad Elmorsi Hasona
Lorena Audrie Henderson (M)
Adi Hernandez
Melissa Hernandez
Marisol Herrera
Rumaila Hussain (S)

Baccalaureate Degrees

Department of Biology

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BIOLOGY

Lamis Alabd
Amanda Elizabeth Anway
Le Bui
Nadira I. Canty
Jordan Castleberry
Sierra Castleberry
Nour Sandra Dallah
Monasadat Davachi
Meiyu Fang
Julissa Gamez (M)
Lizeth Gutierrez
Sagal Mohamed Hassen
Madalyn Jo Hedges
Sean H. Irvin
Nicholas K. Kohner
Lucero Pena
Roxana Perez
Sanae Mashhour Rahhal
Mariah Nicole Ramsay
Elizabeth Sharron Reed
Angelica Sistos
Aaliyah Smith
Chloe Grace Stubbs
Victoria Talamantes

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY

Kareem Abdelhamid
Manisha Acharya
Suman Saajid Akhtar
Aman M. Alkajaji
Araceli Andres
Ansharah Asil
Saska Bethany
Jonathan D. Bryant
Bryce Alexander Burdett
Sakina Chinwala (S)
Whitney A. Cole
Jonathan Doane Conway
Mai T. Dinh (S)
Sydney T. Do (S)
Sydney Renee Dragon
Alyson H. Emery (S)*
Erin G. Flinchbaugh
Marah Deann Townzen Funk (M)*
Heather Renae Gallegos
Nisha Gamadia
Sarah Marie Grove (S)
Rida Z. Haider (M)
Hamsa Atef Ahmad Elmorsi Hasona
Lorena Audrie Henderson (M)
Adi Hernandez
Melissa Hernandez
Marisol Herrera
Rumaila Hussain (S)
Ahmad Moussa Hussein
Jadea Lauren Jackson
Karen Juanez
Christopher Landers (M)
Jennifer M. Luong (C)
Dustin H. Luu (S)
Thanh Q. Mai
Mario A. Maldonado
Jose Manuel Matute
Ashley Rion McNeal (M)
Kimberly Stephany Melgar
Joselene Menidez
Melanie M. Mendoza (C)
Elya Fatima Mohammad
Claudia Ann Montelongo (M)
Ruby Icla Montoya
Yesenia Moreno
Elizabeth Michelle Nelson
Nga B. Nguyen (M)
Sabrina Nguyen (C)
Yvonne Thang Nguyen (C)
Phillip Alabe Ochieng
Temidayo Michael Oladugba
Stephanie Awino Otiendo
Robert Dale Pate
Vanessa Thuy Dan Pham
Ruby Ponce
Douglas Scott Robinson (M)
Raley N. Russell (M)
John Everett Serralta (S)
Mary Elizabeth Shepard (C)
Lauren Elizabeth Spahr
Alaina Kay Spivey
Cameron Swain (C)
Jose Torres
Jennifer T. Tran
Lam Hong Tran (M)
Felicia Danielle Turner
Pachia Vang
Sandra Vargas
Phan Ngoc Vo
Cuong Huy Vuong
Wyatt Walton
Wesley Allen Williams
Brooke N. Wyble
Caleb O. Zavala
Annyas Tibeju Zemedkun

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Mohammad Jah Zeenab Abdal
Dalal Ahmed
Jose Andres Alcantar
Adel Altemri
Angie Bianca Benedetto
Derrick Ampolo Boateng
Abdullah Ibrahim Daghlas (C)
Chukwuwa Egbuchunam
Macie Morgan Fox
Krystal Kate Garcia
Stefany Nataly Gauharz
Theodorim Halindintwali
Madison Taylor Havranek
Andrew Gia Hua
Charlie Hua
Isaac T. Joe
Rayan Khan
Satwinder Singh Khela
Nana Kusi Kufuo
Caleb Christian Martin
Leslie Anne Arlette Muragane
Thao T. Nguyen (S)
Norma Cecilia Olmos
Carlee Raquel Painter (M)
Alisha P. Patel
Eric Michael Perez
Kenia Andreina Reyes-Figueroa
Kayti Ashton Robinson (C)
Karen E. Samaga-de-Tembiwa
Tashljea Qa’ Vaughn Scales
Jose L. Solorto
Alaa Stassis (C)
Clayton Douglas Turner
Lina Thi Van
Marina Emad Wilson (C)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MICROBIOLOGY
Johnathan Edward Adamson (C)
Oluwaseun K. Atunde (M)
Jessie Ausman (M)
Ana Paula Chaves
Madeline R. Hirri
Karen Juanez
Aimee Rita Irakiza Mbabazi
Gabriela Mosqueda
Yvonne Thang Nguyen (C)
Arisa Victoria Towns
(Second major in Biology)

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Esther Lara
Susana Alejandra Pimentel
(Second major in Biology)
Alexander William Rile

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN CHEMISTRY
Jonathan Martinez Rivera
Michael Christopher Nelms

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Delaney R. Boss (C)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOCHEMISTRY
Catherine Daniel (M)
Michael Allan Goldstein
Hope Elizabeth Johnson
Adjo Kado (M)
(Second major in Chemistry)
Thinh Phu Pham (C)
Huy Tan Phan (S)

Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GEOLOGY
Sydney Michelle Borror
Cody D. Cash
Bridgett Dadet Bayenikini
Jasmine Estrada
Ray Gustavo Garcia
Callie M. Jones
Abdurrahman Kawsara
Elliot Blake Lewis
Crystal Trevino Luna
Sarah Amber Mendoza-Urrutia
Edale Ovuede
Jayson Patel
Ahmad Rabbani
Marissa Ramos (M)
Amanda Sumatra Rea
Eric Sean Smith
Guadalupe Suarez

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019
Travis Alexander Camp
Daniela Castro
Miranda Ethgott
Angel De Jesus Moreno Mendez
Uzair Naveed
Ehsan Shirani

Department of Mathematics

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS
Araceli Acosta
Jessica Lauren Barnwell
Alex N. Benton (C)
Eric Estes Cooper
Francisco Javier De Anda
Abigail Victoria Derton (S)

(3) Summa Cum Laude *Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
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### Department of Physics

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS**
- Alexandria J. Carino
- Ryne Scott Dingler (S)
- Eriberto Estrada (M)
- Joshua A. Osborne (M)
- David Alexander Ramos
- David Armando Torres
- Douglas P. Zinn (C)

*Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019*

- Jocelin John

### Department of Psychology

**BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLOGY**
- Eduardo Janolo Aquillo
- Charles Edward Bains
- Noora Bassam Barakat
- Michelle A. Bardales (C)
- Jocelyn Danielle Batzer (S)
- Victor Becerra
- Neel Sanjay Bhakta
- Lyric Jordie Tashun Brooks
- Isaac Deion Carter
- Kierra Gabriel Chance
- Cassandra Leigh Collins
- Ripley Coon (M)
- Jessica Michelle Cordova
- Nicholas Alexander Crutchfield
- Victoria Dang
- Randi Daughtrey
- Alexander Kade Davy
- Valeria Delgado (C)
- Alexis Kaye Evans
- Latoya Dionelease Franklin
- Rebecca Jean Garcia
- Lizbeth Joy Gaytan
- Ashley Suzanne Gilliam
- Katherine Grant
- Aria J. Green (C)*
- Quane Griffith
- Claire Elizabeth Harding (M)
- Leah Harris (S)

- Jennifer Hernandez
- Dylan Horn
- Bria C. Jackson
- Haylee Brianna Kasalis
- Al’andrea Lister
- Jade Liu (C)
- Christopher Martinez
- Sierra Danielle Martinez (S)
- Kayla Marie McGill
- Shanna Nicole Merritt
- Khayhndria Irene Miles
- Jaci Lynn Mitchell (C)
- Beverlyn Omejea
- Sharon Rose Perez
- Sir Edward A. Potier-Jones
- Joshua Waylon Powers
- Erick Quintero
- Sonnie Robinson
- Lyndsey Renae Rose (M)
- Valerie A. Saenz
- Victoria Sanders
- Pamela Michelle Saquisili (M)
- Karlin Champagne Saxton
- Abigail Moriah Smith (C)
- Sydney M. Staggs
- Alondra L. Villanueva
- Chandra Walker
- Deondre James Wilkshire
- Ildal Abar Yusuif
- Crystal M. Zamora

*Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019*

- Christine Vanessa Alfaro
- Alexa Brooklyn Barker (M)
- Diamond C. Cardona
- Jade Coral Chacon
- Sarah Ann Chong
- Meigan Elaina Gray
- Sahar Maher Hamad
- Marissa K. Kepple
- Angela Lewis
- Morgan Monts
- Dora M. Moore
- Destinee B. Pena
- Tyler Wade Ridges
- Philip H. Rixey (C)
- Miranda Michele Shelton
- Leah Taylor

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PSYCHOLOGY**
- Keri Kristine Abernathy
- Haley Acord (M)
- Jaylon Blake Bolton
- Dina Bounheuangvilay
- Maria Del Rosario Carrejo
- Alexandria Bethany Coward (C)
- Brittany N. Davis (S)
- Mary Nicole Fantin
- Jayleen Flores
- Briana Garcia
- Jaimaine Hampton (C)
- Bibi Hernandez
- Loren Hernandez
- Rema Iskandarian (M)
- Eamon Kalalachi (C)

- Mallory Peyton Keetch
- Safa Khan
- Kayla M. Libby (M)
- Rebecca Lietz (M)
- Lauren Lee Lopez
- Elesha Michelle Lott
- Laren Arlene Masters
- Nycole D. Mendoza
- Leisha Moore
- Joan L. Ndubuisi
- Stephanie Nunez
- Alexandria Sydney Presley (C)
- Jessica Rodriguez (C)
- Rubi A. Rojas (S)
- Erik Michael Sanns
- Elizabeth Lee Shiner
- Taylor Mary Elizabeth Stamey
- Anita Marie Stout (M)
- Emilia Grace Stubbington
- Kimberly Linh Tran
- Nicole Desiree Vollmering
- Media Whirley (M)
- Richard Lee Wilkes

*Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019*

- Bryanne Gayl Argribright (M)
- Rakesh Firdows Azam (S)
- Satwinder Singh Khela
- Dolaya Lotta Mala (C)
- Luz Elena Martinez
- Andreia Ramona Olivas
- Banan M. Ramadan (M)
- Christian K. Scott
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Doctoral Degrees

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
IN SOCIAL WORK

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019

Latocia Lanette Keyes
M.S.W., UT Arlington, 2011
B.A., Dallas Baptist University, 2005
Dissertation Title: Understanding the Psychosocial and Physical Health Impacts of Colorism: Discrimination of African Americans Based on Skin Color
Supervising Professor: Eusebius Small

Shamsun Nahar
M.S.W., UT Arlington, 2014
M.S., University of Dhaka, 2010
B.S., University of Dhaka, 2005
Dissertation Title: Effects of Natural Disasters on Women’s Reproductive Health Using Bangladesh Demographic and Health Surveys
Supervising Professor: Vijayan K. Pillai

Master’s Degrees

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Godwin Abraham
Najma Aminneh
Victor Eugene Allen
Anabel Alvarez
Asriel Emily Armstrong
Linda Katherine Arterbury
Meredit Michelle Atkins
Isabela Janet Avalos
Amy Anna Aves
Victoria Elizabeth Azocar
Blesson Babu
Nina Lynn Ball
Maya Bauman
Josiah Ali Baylor
Spring Alexandria Birts
Eliseo Eli Bondoc
Demory Rene Bonilla
Kelvin Lewis Bramlett
Destiny Chante Brock
Stephanie Nicole Brown
Lambert Buhigro
Amber Casey Bunger
Brittany A. Burns
Marie Nicollet Burton Norrell
Melissa Lee Cade
Glendy Belle Calderon
Sydnee Cantrell
Marie Annheise Carter
Teah Brenea Casey
Jessica Cassidy
Alexis Nicole Cavo
Lidia Olga Chavez
Hannah Elizabeth Clark
Christian Lerich Coleman
Ashley Leann Collins
Johnetta Cooper
Randy Lamont Cooper
Diana Bernice Corpus
Trystan Diane Coston
Debbie Lynn Crawford
Alexandra Luz Cuevas
Yvette Michelle Davila
Monique E. Davis
Patricia Anita Davis
Sierra Shealynn Dexter
Michelle E. Dixson
Brooke Nicole Dombrow
Tibetee H. Eman
Carla Renee Ervin
Adriana Escapeda
Erika Galvez Espinosa
Nancy N. Evans
Courtney Elizabeth Ewing
Tameka La’Douce Flourney
Liliana Fuentes
Christian Garza
Sarah Marie Gates
Candice Nicole Gladney
Maria Delouredes Gomez
Katherine Rose Gonzales
Crystal Fuentes Gonzalez
Karina Gonzalez
Victoria Lauren Gutierrez-Jasek
Abigail Rose Hardwick
Tristan McCall Harris
Jessica T. Hart
Danette Elaine Hayles
Ashleigh Nicole Hernandez
Haley M. Hernandez
Stacy Oly Hernandez
Nidia Heston
Jodi Hicken
Beverly Hidalgo
Essence J. Hines
Jaclyn Marrelli Marna Holloway
Anna Kay Hurst
Arletra Jackson
LaNequa Cychelle Jackson
Ashley Nicole Jamison
McKenna Troi Johnson
Kevelyn Breanna Jones
Shelley Jean Jones
Ashlea K.C
Denise Renee Keefer
Kalisha Monee Kelley
Eman Khan
Laura Kamenoff Kruger
Kelsey Jane Kulaga
Lara E. Kunkel
Morgan Tyler Lacey
Katrena Evyonne Larkin
Nicole Shuyleng Lazo
Victoria Lester
Katherine Marie Lewallen
Dar’Shai R. Logan
Marcus Allan Long
Juanita Lowry-Bennett
Aujane Yona Mack
Onnotayo Oluwakemi Madojutimi
Fatima Alma Mahmud
Chiara Rose Manzi
Joyce Marcum
Dulce Rosario Martinez
Jeanette Renteria Martinez
Joanna Jasmin Martinez
Sara Lynn Martinez
Sandra Martinez-Douglas
Nina Desiree Mata
Lisa Anne Megee
Martti Danielle McMurry
April Rae McWilliams
Venette Carroll Meachem
Rebekah Yount Meek
Laurie D. Meissner
Keila Lizbeth Mendez
Valeria Mireles
Anais Pamela Montgomery
Aja Moore
Muatta Alitchell Morgan
Tameshia Resheal Morgan
Sydney Morris
Bobby Joe Murray
Meda Basela Mwamba
Charmoine La’Shea Nelson
Dustin Matthew Nickerson
Lydia Wambui Njua Ngenge
Meghan Margaret Nutter
Celestina Obiageli Nwando
Margit Ogechi Odoemene
Claire Michelle Okon
Brenda Akinyi Ondjio
Briana Nicole Ousley
Tricia Layne Pack
Genesis Judith Pathak
Ebony Nicole Percel
Nona Perry
Deadr Chae Phillips
Kayla Nicole Plouc\
Stephanie Leigh Postier
Anne Nicolle Prevou
Stephanie L. Rayford Ellison
Miya Ravonne Redic
Heide Ann Reppen
Karla Edith Resendez
Oscar Martin Romo
Tedra Alexander Roof
Samanthia Ashley Ross
Jacqueline Ruiz-Lugo
Megan Elizabeth Russell
Janice C. Rustin

(S) Summa Cum Laude  *Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude  ‡McNair Scholar
(C) Cum Laude
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Montie Ruth Hopper
Annette Howard
Goody Shannon Howard
Lauren Elizabeth Huffman
Daniel Hunter
Chantal Irumva
Kayleigh Nicole Ishmael
Martha Mariela Jasso
Elizabeth Dixon Jenkins
Sherry Jo Jennings
Aaliyah Johnson
Chloe Nichole Johnson
Courtland Trey Johnson
Danielle Elizabeth Johnson
India Brielle Johnson
Jasmine Raelyn Johnson
Whitney F. Johnson
Marlin Darnell Jones
Maya Rochelle Jones
Shimetta Lachell Jones
Teya-Umeka Shoundreal Jones
Traniece Lacole Jones
Bianca Odessa Jordan
Treiss Michelle Keilman
Keara Elizabeth King
Lucinder Roseann King
Tiffany Lynn Kitch
Jeanna Kathrline Laffamme
Donna Landor
Paula Renee Landry
Jeanne Rae Lang
Samantha Vaughter Langley
Maria Cristina Lantano
Karmen Raquel Latterell
Alma Lawrence
Corey Christopher Leird
Richard Clarence Lockhart
Monica Lozano
Meagan E. Lusk
Teri Lynn Sears
Cristal Yasmin Maldonado
Shawna Dean Maloney
Jimena Marquez
Kayla Ann Marsh
Amoi Carrie Jeanne Martin
Alesandra Martinez
Meisa Lynn Mason
Valerie Lynn May-Brown
Amber Michelle Mayhew
Jason Todd McCoy
Kimberle McCoy
Emmie Nicole McCullough
Brianna Nicole Meadows
Jordan Medley
Erica Jon Mendoza
Zachary Hunter Meyer
Rebecca Deann Michael
Shayna Gabrielle Middleman
Rebekah Elizabeth Mikos
Chelsea Powers Miller
David Gray Milks
Katessa Denise Moletti
Flor Addieta Montiel
Gabrielle Catalina Moody
Cheria Marie Moore
Juana Yasmine Morales
Alina Gabriela Morin
Marissa Leeann Mosley
Shamera Mullins
Mona Loy Murow
Tanner Wade Murrow
Yessenia Navarro
Ndeye Magatte Ndaw
Chinonso Maureen Ndulewwe
Sarah Marie Nelson
Violet Ashlin Newell
Brittney Nicole Newman
Nathan Thomas Nichols
Sarah Joy Nichols
Chidi G. Nwobasi
Gera Nikol Obriyen
Angelica Meza Ortega
Ricardo Ortiz
Thomas Gregory Ortiz
Sherin Packiaraj
Roxanne Padilla
Breya Je’Nay Parker
Karlin Anne Parsons
NeQuan J. Payne
Natasha Marie Pedroza
Charlind Alexis Poery
Shalina C. Pennywell
Krystal Stephanie Perez
Tracy Peters
Zoe Janell Pfeifer
Charley T. Phan
Blake Wells Pierce
Diandra Thomasine Poe
Cecilia Neoma Pope
Carol Ann Queen
Abigail Marie Ramirez
Briseda Guadalupe Ramirez
Lindsay Marie Ramon
Citlaly Michelle Rangel
Devin Monet Reaux
Gabrielle Cathleen Rebolloso
Erynn Denise Reed
Lanashia Q. Reed
Latayshia Mone’ Reggans
Karina Rendon-Ortiz
Michael Bryan Revert
Gabriela Murillo Reyes
Afzaneh Rezaeiзадeh
Sara Ruth Ricketts
Maria Kassandra Rivas
Amanda Roberts
Rebecca Nicole Robles
Breanna Monique Rodriguez
Ruby Rodriguez
Samantha D. Rodriguez
Tifani Benita Rodriguez
Cynthia Lynn Rogers
Amber Alexis Rosales
Darrell Lamont Ross
Lauren Nicole Ryan
Mayra Sandoval Saldivar
Itzel Sanchez
Lizette Sandovol
Alexus Breanna Sepulveda
Lisa Renee Shoemaker
Stacey Ann Shoemaker
Kathryn Olivia Shomare
Modinaat Oluwatosin Showemimo
Tesla M. Silva
Breanna Nicole Slaughter-Simpson
Antoinenet R. Sloan
Rosann K. Sloan
Abryna Dashawn Smith
Bridget Danielle Smith
Chelsie Renee Smith
Samanthia Michelle Smith
Beth Olywn Snear
Issi Lyne Sneed
Lathisa Soders
Sierra Cheyenne Spruill
Meagan Morrison St.Cyr
Ashley Kathryn Stalmach
Rachel Anastasia Stankus
Antwanette Jashae Starks
Alexya Jayde Steeds
Stacey-Lynn Friesenhahn Steger
Chelsea Corrine Steward
Lawrence E. Stewart
Roy Ellis Stout II
Tauriah Lynn Stubblefield
Margaret Logue Suddeth
Martha Anne Tarrant
Caitlin Tate
Kiara Nicole Taylor
Vivian Marie Taylor
Desire Nicole Tenisson
Abriana Lee Terrell
Jessica Renee Thibodeaux
Ashley Merren Thomann
Linda Sue Thomas
Chelsea Maraya Thrower
Thomas Hugh Tillord
Amanda Rae Tobin
Daniel Torres
Angelica Torres Aguilar
Elizabeth Valdez
Stephanie Nicole Valverde
Shantel Valyan
Anita Nicole Vantreese
Samanthia R. Vargas
Marjorie M. Victor
Korina Villa
Chantel Estene Von Steiger
Charde Tiurar Walker
Baccalaureate Degrees

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK

Christiana Motunrayo Adebeshin (M)
Melanie Yvette Maria Aguilar
Imani Fatima Allen (S)
Violet Gonzales Allen (S)
Alex Alvarez (S)
Isabel Alvarez
Ejro–Oghene Asagba (M)
Niveen Alla Bawab
Abibe Abby Bojku (M)
Amanda Joy Brady (S)
Alison Cecile Brugge (S)
Lauran Casteel
Miroslava Y. Ceja
Tayla Choice (S)
Diego Emmanuel Contreras (S)
Miranda Renay Daugherty (C)
Canessa O’Tese Davis
Stacey Meshay Davis (C)
Tyriete Dixon
Krysten Danielle Doporto
Nnenna Ekeh (C)
Yecenia Escatel Bugarin (M)
Rosa Maria Estrada (M)
Kendall Rose Fagan (C)
Valentina Fuster
Gricia Galicia (C)
Alek Stone Garcia
Anna Garcia (S)
Raquelmi Elisa Garcia (C)
Ashley Jade Gaskey
Tiana Rae Gilbert
Dev Von Dasean Gillespie-Carter (M)
Linda Vanessa Gonzales (M)
Lourdes Gonzalez (M)
Norma Gonzalez
Prinston Damone Hill (S)
Cynthia Hinojosa
Andrea Louise Johnson (C)
Cheryl Shenise Jones
Mirjana Jovicic (S)
Jared Dylan Justice
Christopher Brandon Kee (S)
Emily Leanne Kenworthy
Ryan Kourtney Lavy (M)
Soha Marcela Liverio
Ariah Jordyn Martinez (C)
Jazmine Marie Martinez (M)
Yvette Martinez (M)
Haven Danielle Medders (M)
Justin Devrie Mendoza
Mila Raquel Meneses-Muller (S)
Meredith Susan Moore
Lorena Moreno-Urquina (C)
Rochelle Marie Morris (C)
Darlene Murillo (C)
Jennifer Nates Kirby (S)
Vanessa J. Nieto
Carriagan Amalita Norris (S)
Kateia Jonesha Nugent (M)
Angel Ebelle Odide (C)
Ilana Andrea Ojeda (S)
Rita Renee Orr (S)
Ariel Gabby Perez (C)
Valerie Kayla Previtera (S)
Brezauna Mecca Price (M)
Karlee Nicole Reeves
Hannah Elise Robles (M)
Joelynn Rodriguez (C)
Nathan Lynn Rose
Maria Cristina Rubio (S)
Juan Salvador Salais (M)
Brittney Elise Sanders (S)
Reva Shaffer (C)
Erika Marie Shaw
Nicole Eileen Sherman (S)
Connar Mark Stubbs
Yana Helen Tarakone (M)
Bobbie Jean Thomas-Messan
Shirley Elaine Titus
Chelsea Marie Turner (M)
Ana P. Velazquez (M)
Joi Elaine Waldron (C)
Jaleesa Ranee Willis-Brice
Joselin Zambrano
Carolina Flores Zertuche (C)
Baleigh Zurn (S)

Degrees conferred Aug. 17, 2019

German Raul Aguirre (M)
Korielle Elise Alex
Tamaya Nicole Bailey (C)
Cindy Ann Bishop
George William Boyd (M)
Maricela Brown
Jennifer Brooke Camarillo (M)
Tifani Coleman (S)
J’Lah Monique Copeland
Talisa Iverette Coronado (C)
Sarah Catherine Crayton (S)
Reagen Alyssa Davis (M)
Alexandria Dawn Dean (S)
Sarah Nicole Edwards
Ceara Nyomi Garza
Adriana Gonzalez (C)
Estefani Gonzalez

Brenda Devane Hardwick
Stephanie Hernandez (C)
Olivia Antoinette Hobbs (C)
Donna Hobdy (M)
Roilan Hermarion Ingram
Ruby Marie Kemmo (M)
Ann Nicole Kuo (S)
Clementa Marie Leal (M)
Gabriela Loya (M)
Michaele Elizabeth Marriot (M)
Juana Cecilia Mendez
Nataly Alicia Morales (S)
Jessica Kate Nare (M)
Vivian Parrish (S)
Amber Kaye Roberson (M)
Robert C. Rodriguez (C)
Lorraine Rosales
Connor Kaylee Ryan
Nisreen Mohammad Salem
Joel Saucedo (C)
Tess Amelia Scarbrough (M)
Ildia Vila Waller (S)
Leslie Rene Slovak
Paula Ann Smith (S)
Wendy Beann Stafford (C)
Jennifer Uribe (M)
Cassandra Urala (M)
Tamnika Nicole Walton (M)*
Brittany N. Whitehead
Tatyana T. Williams (M)
Stephanie Michelle Woolfolk (M)
Mirna Zaragoza (M)
Commencement Mace
The mace, a symbolic staff of high office, is often a traditional element in academic processions. The University of Texas at Arlington’s mace, designed and created in 2007 by Texas State Artist and Professor David Keens with the assistance of Metal Art Adjunct Professor Fred Miller, is distinctly non-traditional. The UTA mace is an undulating, artistic design of metal and glass that reflects the traditional symbols of academia in a dynamic and contemporary way. Almost completely made of clear glass, it is only upon closer observation that the University’s colors are seen in glass below the round, etched-metal University seal. Surrounding the seal is a contemporary wreath design in transparent glass symbolizing the pursuit of higher education. Below the seal, wreath, and colored glass is a forged metal contemporary nest. Below the nest is a transition into the past with etched transparent glass depictions of the institution’s past names: what Keens calls an ethereal space of time past. All of these sections rest on a long, swirled-glass, undulating tendril, reflecting the linear flow of time. It is a tangible image of history, prestige, formality, creativity, innovation, and the uniqueness of UTA.

Each academic unit designates a commencement marshal who will carry the mace at the head of the processional, symbolizing the official nature of the event. When the processional reaches the platform, the mace will be placed at the right of the podium as a visual reminder of the history of this traditional academic ceremony. At the conclusion of the ceremonies, the marshal will retrieve the mace from its holder and carry it at the head of the recessional. Following today’s ceremony, the mace will be displayed in the Office of the President until the next commencement.

Academic Dress
The tradition of the academic costume apparently began during the 12th or 13th century in early European universities. At that time, the clergy composed the majority of the educated class, so academic dress is an adaptation of the cape or mantle—usually made of silk or wool—worn by church dignitaries in religious processions.

Through the years, great diversity in color and in style of cap, gown, and hood developed. In 1896, the colleges and universities in the United States adopted a uniform code governing academic dress. Today, the black gown, hood, and mortar board worn by the graduates in most institutions follow this code. Most universities do not use the hood for those graduates receiving bachelor’s degrees.

While it is not apparent to the casual observer, the gowns worn by the recipients of the various degrees vary somewhat in design. The sleeves of the gowns worn by the baccalaureate candidates are long and pointed, while the sleeves of the gowns worn by the master’s degree recipients are square at one end with a slit at the elbow. The doctoral gown has flowing sleeves with three bars of velvet and a facing of velvet on the front of the gown.

Colors used on the hoods serve as identification for the degree. The hood of the doctoral candidate differs in design from that of the master’s as it has side panels and is slightly longer. The velvet border of the hood indicates the degree and usually follows the same code as the color of the tassels.

The Oxford cap, usually referred to as a mortar board, is black and has a long tassel that is fastened by a button on the top. The color of the tassel on the cap indicates the degree.

The Academic Colors
Architecture, Planning, and Public Affairs ............ Peacock Blue
Arts and Letters ............................................. White
Business Administration ............................. Drab
Division of Student Success ................. Orange, Blue, and White
Education .............................................. Light Blue
Engineering ............................................. Orange
Kinesiology ............................................... Sage
Nursing ....................................................... Apricot
Science ..................................................... Yellow
Social Work ............................................... Citron

Commencement Ceremony – 63
Alma Mater
Composed by George B. Chave
Lyrics by Mary Von Zuben, Iva Nell Bennett

Our Spirit Song

Dear School we love, You are our Alma Mater. And through the years, Our faith we shall preserve.

We are each one, A loyal son or daughter, Our song of praise, Shall glorify your name.

Dear School we love, Forever Arlington, Forever Arlington.
“AS YOU LEAVE THESE HALLOWED HALLS, REMEMBER THAT AS MAVERICKS WE STRIVE FOR WHAT OTHERS MAY CONSIDER IMPOSSIBLE. SPREAD YOUR WINGS AND REACH FOR THE STARS. NEVER BE SCARED OF STRETCHING BEYOND YOUR BOUNDS—YOUR ABILITIES ARE CONSTRAINED ONLY BY THE LIMITS YOU SET FOR YOURSELF.”

—UTA President Vistasp M. Karbhari